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FOREWORD

This book is intended for those concerned with analyses of mechanical
shock data. The central intent is to extract information useful for con-
sidering system response to the measured transient acting as an exci-
tation. Although the book is not aimed at telling the reader what data
analysis approach should be applied in specific instances, it does provide
helpful information in this regard.

Presented are mathematical bases for the commonly employed
Fourier and shock spectrum methods, as well as current techniques
for their implementation by analog and digital means. A discussion of
analysis errors is also included. Other approaches presented briefly are
statistical averaging over an ensemble of events arising from a random
transient process, decomposition of a transient in terms of orthogonal
polynomials or exponentials, and certain extensions of the fundamental
shock spectrum concept.

The material presented can be found scattered throughout the litera-
ture; however, its collection and organization within this book should
prove to be most helpful to novices and practitioners alike.

SHELDON RUBIN

The Aerospace Corporation
El Seguido, CaliJirn-ii
26 February 1970
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PREFACE
The mechanical shock field has long presented one of the most

perplexing challenges to the engineering profession. The intensity of
the input from the shock environment, even though it may exist for but
a brief period of time, causes it to be of particular concern. The effects of
explosive overpressures on men, equipment, and structures; the effects
of earthquakes on structures; the effects of an automobile crash on its
occupants; and the effects of dropping delicate equipment on the floor;
all of these are examples of the many situations where the shock
environment represents a clear hazard.

Because the solution of shock problems is so important to many appli-
cation areas, we feel privileged to have been given this opportunity
to make a contribution toward easing the solution of shock problems.
To solve any specific shock problem, a number of technical disciplines
are required. These disciplines include data acquisition, data analysis,
data evaluation, design, fabrication, and testing. The attention of our
efforts in this book i, focused solely on the data analysis discipline.

The one idea that we hope will be most firmly conveyed to the reader
is our strong conviction about the manner in which a data analysis
technique should be selected. We believe that the technique employed
to analyze any particular shock problem should be selected on its ability
to provide a satisfactory solution. An analysis technique should not be
selected just because "it was always used in the past" or because it is
convenient to perform. The merits of the technique 'in providing the
desired solution should be the primary selection criterion-tempered
by economic and time considerations, naturally.

The manner in which this book should be read is dependent on the
reader's background. For the reader new to the field, it is recommended
that the chapters be read in numerical sequence. For those readers
already familiar with the field, it is recommended that they skip
Chapters 2 and 3 on a first reading, as these deal only with the basic
mathematical techniques. Chapters 2 and 3 should serve only as a
refresher and as a reference for these readers.

This book was prepared under the generous sponsorship of the Shock
and Vibration Information Center at the Naval Research Laboratory.
We wish to thanlk Dr. W. W. Mutch and Mr. H. C. Pusey for the oppor-
tunity and support required to complete this work.

We would like to acknowledge the helpful comments of many of our
associates, and the numerous typists who prepared the manuscript.
In particular, we are grateful for the editorial suggestions of Dr. J. S.
Bendat and the drafting support of Kazimierz Nieniec.

RONALD D. KELLY
GEORGE RICnMAN

Los Angeles, CaliJbrnia
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

This monograph is strictly concerned with the analysis of transients
as applied to mechar.:.al systems. Throughout this text, the particular
type of transient concerned is called a shock. To properly lay the ground-
work for the subjects to be covered in later chapters, it is first necessary
to discuss data types in general and then the distinguishing character-
istics of shock data.

1.1 Data Types

As a general rule, the most accurate method for determining the
properties of a physical phenomenon consists of directly measuring
these properties and then carefully analyzing the measurements to
determine the underlying relationships. This is the basis of the scientific
method. Any other approach requires that at least portions of the
phenomenon be modeled, and this modeling typically requires simplify-
ing assumptions. The errors inherent in these assumptions are almost
always greater than the errors involved in measuring the character-
istics.

Any observed data may be categorized broadly as either deterministic
or nondcterminstic in nature. Deterministic data are those which can
be described accurately by some explicit mathematical relationship.
That is, any future value may be predicted solely from knowledge of
the present value.

As an example of this type of data, consider a series of observations
of the motion of a point located on the perimeter of a rotating wheel
as shown in Fig. 1.1. It may be shown that the vertical component of
the motion of this point is described by the mathematical relationship

x(t) = r[sin (wt+ O) + 1], (1.1)

where r is the radius of the wheel, c, is its angular velocity, and 0 is the
initial angular displacement of the point from the horizontal. Data
taken from such a system are deterministic because of the explicit
relationship defined by Eq. (1.1).
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Fig. 1.1 An example of deterministic data; (a) rotating wheel,
(b) vertical motion of a point (x) on the wheel.

In practice, many physical phenomena are deterministic in nature.
The motion of a satellite in orbit and the temperature of water as heat
is applied are two more examples of deterministic data.

Nondeterministic data, as . name implies, are those observations
which cannot be described by an explicit mathematical relationship.
Instead, the only meaningful statements which can be made about
these data are statistical or probabilistic in nature. That is, while it
is not possible to predict future values of the data exactly, it is possible
to impose bounds upon these future observations with some specified
degree of confidence. Such data are often termed raidom, although to
use this name properly a rather elaborate set of mathematical condi-
tions must he passed by the data. Practically speaking, the terms
random and nondeterministic are used interchangeably.

As an example of a random phenomenon, consider the acoustic noise
of a jet aircraft. This noise will vary randomly because of the complex
turbulence caused by the meeting of high-velocity exhaust gases from
the jet engine with the atmosphere.

The classification of data into random and deterministic categories
is open to question in that observations taken of physical phenomena
are almost never truly one or the other. Instead, deterministic data
usually contain a random component due to measurement errors,
environmental effects, etc., or what may appear to be random data
may actually be deterministic data whose causal relationships are so
complex as to be unknown at this time. Atmospheric conditions as
measured in terms of pressure or temperature are examples of deter-
ministic phenomena which are usually considercd random for practical
purposes because of the overwhelming difficulties encountered in
explicitly defining the causal relationship.

A tine histo, y may be definedi as a series of observations of a phe-
nomenon taken over a specified time interval. A single time history
is called it sample function, and the collection of all sample functions
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for the phenomenon is called a process. All random processes may be
further classified into stationa, y and nonstationary categories. In
simple terms, a random process is stationary if its moments are in-
variant with time. For practical applications, this concept of station-
arity is frequently restricted to satisfying the condition that only the
first two moments, namely the mean and variance, are time-invariant.
If these moments change with time, the random process is non-
stationary. It should be noted that stationarity requirements as defined
here are based upon ensemble averages. However, if the time nverage
of a sample function of a stationary process is identical to the ensemble
average taken over the entire process, then the process is said to be
ergodic. Frequently, in practical applications, ergodicity is assumed if
the data are stationary because it is often difficult to acquire more than
a few sample functions from the process being studied and, as a result,
ensemble averages cannot be taken. As examples of stationary and
nonstationary ergodic processes, consider the sample functions shown
in Fig. 1.2. The nonstationary character of Fig. 1.2b is visually apparent,
but in many instances nonstationarities are difficult to detect.

x,( I)

(a)

x,(t)

(b)

Fig. 1.2. Sample functions (a) stationary
process, (b) nonstationary process.

The types of data to be discussed in this monograph may be classified
as either deterministic or nonstationary random. When the problem is
one of analyzing repeatable shocks, such as might be produced by some
shock-testing machines, then the data are deterministic. However, most
shocks caused by natural environments, such as those due to the acci-
dental dropping of a component, or the pyrotechnic shock caused when
explosive bolts are fired on a space vehicle, are nonstationary random
phenomena because of the variability between sample functions.
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1.2 Transient Data

The practical definition of what constitutes transient data presents
a problem. Considered from a mathematical point of view, all physical
processes are transient. True sine waves, ramp functions, etc., are
mathematical abstractions rather than observable physical phe-
nomena. For example, even the output of an oscillator will not always
be a sinusoid of the same frequency and amplitude. From an engineer-
ing point of view, there are many physical processes that can be con-
sidered sufficiently stationary so that the mathematical abstractions
can be used to obtain solutions to practical problems. If the above
oscillator is tuned to a frequency of 1000 Hz and maintains a reasonably
stable frequency and amplitude for an hour, its output is normally
considered to be a pure sinusoid.

It'is much easier to define what is not a transient than to define
what is a transient. A few cases are clearly transients: the single-
pulse category, for example. The acceleration time history of an item
dropped on the floor clearly falls into the transient category. However,
consiler the time period during which the amplitude of the above
oscillator is being changed. Is this a transient condition? Again, from
the mathematical viewpoint, it is transient behavior, but from a prac-
tical viewpoint there are cases where stationary analysis techniques
can be used. This is desirable when possible because stationary analysis
procedures are generally much simpler than transient analys,. oro-
cedures. The key to classification usually lies in the rate of change of
the input conditions relative to the system to which the input is applied.
Suppose that the output of the above oscillator is fed to a second order
filter resonant at 100 Hz. Let the amplitude be changed linearly by some
factor A in a time period T. If 7 is 10 Min, the output at any time lduring
this period can be accurately predicted. It will be a sine wave of the
same frequency as the input, and its magnitude will vary linearly with
time by the same factor .4. If, oil the other hand, the change in level
occurs in I msec, transient analysis techniques must be used to predict
the output during the change rnd shortly thereafter. (For a solution
to this problem see Section 5.2). Thus, the classification of a particular
time history as transient or not depends on how the system of interest
responds to this time history. Are the transient response equations
necessary to adequately describe the response, or can they be ignored
and only the steady state equations be used?

Mechanical shocks are usually of groat interest in the design and
operation of physical systems because the instantaneous input levels
are frequently an order of magnitude or more higher than the steady
state inputs. Examples of several transient time histories are shown
in Figs. 1.3 through 1.7. These time histories are from an earthquake,
an impact in a railroad car, a torpedo hitting the w'ater, a pyrotechnic
shock, and a nuclear explosion, respectively.
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Note that in all of these, the instantaneous values attain tremen-
dously high levels for that system. Thus, the shock environment is an
extremely important one that must be considered in the design of
many physical systems.

1.3 Transient Analysis

In the context of this monograph, the underlying common denomi-
nator of transient analyses is the determination of the damage
potential of a shock upon a physical system. Analyses are concerned
either with the design of the system to survive the shock environment
or with the attenuation of the shock input to the system by means of
packaging or attenuation devices.

"Survival" of a shock excitation can have two entirely different
meanings:

" The system exhibits no permanent damage after the shock, or
" The system exhibits no degradation of performance either during

or after the shock.
As an example of the first definition, consider a radio which has been
accidentally dropped on the floor. Whether the radio plays properly
during the drop is of no concern. In fact, even if the tuning and volume
controls have to be readjusted after the drop, it is of no concern as
long as the radio is not permanently damaged by the fall and plays
properly afterward.

As an example of the second definition, consider the launching of a
guided missile. If the shock from the ignition of the rocket motor causes
even a brief malfunction of the missile guidance or control system, the
missile will lose its inertial reference and miss its target. Note that in
this case permanent damage to the system is not required in order to
fail the second definition of survival.

The design of a system to withstand its shock environment requires
the definition of' this environment with reasonable accuracy because
survival is not the only design fhctor. For Lxample, weight and size
are also frequently important and, unfortunately, usually inversely
related to the shock resistance of a system. The strength of a system is
usually weight-dependent, while the packaging: if the system to reduce
shock input is usually size-dependent. However, in many applications,
size and weight must be minimized- for example, in space applications
where small weight increases require large increases in booster per-
formance. Thus, the system must be able to withstand the shock en-
vironment but cannot have a large safety factor because of the weight
restriction. This requires an accurate definition of the environment.

In addition to the shocks encountered by a system in its service
encvronment, it may have to undergo testing in the laboratory. These
tests will normally include both design verification and proof of work-
manship. The former is usually a more severe test where the system
is subjected to an environment intended to be at least as severe as
the service environment the system is to withstand. Until recently,
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however, the time histories of the design verification shocks bore little
resemblance to those enctuntered during service. Rather, they were
based upon duplicating tho damaging etfects of the environment.
Recently, some effort has been expended on developing the capability
to reproduce measured shock time histories as laboratory test
excitations.

The specific problem discussed in this monograph is that of analyzing
excitation data acquired in time history form. The emphasis is on the
reduction of these data to extract those parameters which can be used
to solve the engineering problem being studied while rejecting the
unimportant parameters that tend to obscure the solution.

Because the failure of a system is directly related to its response
to its shock environment, the emphasis in shock analysis has been
placed primarily on determining this response. This has been performed
either by decomposing the time history into simpler mathematical func-
tions in order to facilitate the computation of the system response,
or by determining the failure-related parameters in the response of
an estimated model of the system to the shock time history.

Unfortunately, all the mechanisms by which shocks cause failures in
physical systems are not well understood. It is commonly assumed that
a system can fail either because of a single, extremely high, response
amplitude or because of fatigue damage accumulated over many
response cycles. The latter failure can occur during a single shock or
after exposure to multiple shocks. The first failure mechanism is usually
referred to as the single highest peak criterion, and the parameter to be
determined from the time history is the peak response of the system.
The second mechanism is based on a fatigue failure criterion, and the
parameters of importance are the number and amplitude of the stress
reversals indicated by the relative ma:'ima and minima of the system
response.

While it is possible to Ietermine the required parameters directly
from the shock time history under certain simplifying assumptions,
a majority of the techniques used to date perform the analysis in the
frequency domain. Analysis in this domain is usually termed spectral
decomposition. The advantages of spectral procedures are manyfold.
First of all, ohysical systems may be modeled most easily and accurately
.in this domain. Many structural models, for example, consist of a set
of simple second order oscillators connected in a manner which simu-
lates the various components of the particular structure. Such a model
is shown in Fig. 1.8. Each oscillator has it,; own oscillatory or resonant
frequency w' ich is dependent upon the size, shape, and material of
the component it is simulating. Since each oscillator will be excited
primarily by energy at its resonant frequency, the knowledge of the
frequency content of the shock provides the ke.; to the determination
of the system response to the shock. Because of these reasons, spectral
decomposition techniques will receive primary consideration in this
monograph.
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Fig. 1.8. Structural model composed of simple
second order systems.

1.4 Organization of the Monograph

The remaining chapters of this monogvraph are divided into two
primary subjects. The next three chapters contain basic background
material to introduce the subject of shock analysis. The fundamental
mathematical techniques required to solve transient problems are
dliscussed in Chapter 2; these include (differential equations, Fourier
transforms and Laplace transforms. In Chapter :3, techniques for
determ~ning the response of linear systems to transient inputs are
dlescribed. In Chapter '1, spectral decomposition is dlefinled and (discussed.
Particular emphasis is placed on the twvo forms of spectral (decomposi-
tion most commonly used to solv'e shock problems- Fourier spectra
and shock spectra. These two decompositions are dleflnedl andl comp~aredl
from an applications point of view.

The last three chapters contain (discussions of adlvancedl special
analog and digital material on techniques for analyzing shock data.
Some of this material is not ,'ailable elsewhere. Chapter 5 (describes
analog techniques for computing Fourier and shock spectra. It also
presents practical formulas for esti mating error magnitudes associatedl
wvith these analyses. Chapter 6 presents similar material on digital
techniques for analyzing shock (data. Chapter 7 covers methods o' her
than the Fourier and shock spectra analysis techniques. A broad range
of techniques, from simple single number analyses up to complicated
random transient analyses, is described.

356.558 OL - 7! 2
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Chapter 2

BASIC MATHEMATICAL PROCEDURES

2.1 Differential Equations

Physical systems may be analyzed in several ways. The most obvious
approach is to determine the differential equations describing the

operation of the system and then to solve these equations by some
analytic procedure. To attain this goal, the system must be relatively
simple, since solutions can be obtained by classical techniques only
for limited cases.

Simple systems usually give rise to linear, nth order differential
equations. The coefficients of the differential equation describe system
parameters which are usually invariant with time. The order of the

system iE equal to twice the number of degrees of freedom available
to the response motion, where each degree of freedom is defined as the
ability to move along or about an axis.

An example of the simple physical system is the second order,
mechanical system shown in Fig. 2.1.

F(I)

Fig. 2.1. A second order mechanical system.

The system consists of a mass m connected to an immovable founda-
tion by a spring and a dashpot. The spring is linear and has a coefficient
k. The viscous damping coefficient of the dashpot is c. If the system is

excited by a force FMt applied to the mass, the differential equation
describing the response motion of the mass may be derived by specify-
ing that the sum of all the forces acting on the mass be identically zero,
The forces consist of

F it ) = spring force

FP(t) = damping force

11
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F,,(t) =inertial force

F = exciting force,

and the equation of motion is

FA(t) + FAt) + F,,(t) + F(t) 0- 0. (2.1)

The quantity y(t) is defined as the inertial motion of the mass. Then

-y = inertial velocity of the niass,

and

dt"- inertial acceleration of the mass.

dy ad-d2

Expressions for the forces in terms of y (t), dy, and d may be obtained.
They are

FA(t) =-ky(t) (2.2)

7/F M =r(2.3)dt

F,(t =- .m ! (2.4)dt-"

Equation (2.1) may now be rewritten as

FM t-ky(t)-c ---"-- 0 (2.5a)( k ( d t - d

in + d1 +kytt)=I't). (2.5b)

A closed-form solution for y(t) can now be obtained. The complete
solution consists of the sum of the general solution to the homogeneous
equation

m c , kyt)=0 (2.6)

and a particular solution of the differential equation itself.
Since the equation is of second order, two solutions exist for the

homogeneous equation. The general solution consists of their sum.
A solution of the form Y= el' is assumed. Then

(4/ A), !!Ll = V.A
(It ' (t2

Equation (2.6) may be rewritten as

,'X~eAi + cte '-t ke k' 0. (2.7)
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Removing the common factor elt, a quadratic equation in X is obtained.

niV +cX + k = 0. (2.8)

The two roots of this equation are determined by means of the quadratic
formula

-c+ 4mk - c- V c 2 -4llk
, = 2m , 2m (2.9)

The general solution to the homogeneous equation is then

y(t) = ce' + ce2, (2.10)

where c, and c. are constants of integration.
The particular solution to the differential equation may be determined

by assuming a complex periodic form for the exciting force, i.e.,

FM = ae 1 (2.11)

and then predicting a response motion of a s-milar nature,

yMt = be j,( .  (2.12)

Equation (2.5b) may be rewritten as

mi :w-beJ-t + cjwbe ' - kbei,' = aej,. (2.13a)

After removing the common factor e-',

- mlnwb 4 j('wb + kb= a (2.13b)

or

- (+ + (2.1"1)

Equation (2.14) may also be written as

b aa , (2.15)
where

W (2.16)

(k h 11OF t2
) 'W

6=-sin I(ow. (2.17)

The complete solution is then

YMt = c'ie ,r .- e"" -t atct --. (2.18)

Solving low ordei differential equations by classical procedures is not
difficult. However, as the system becomes more complex, more degrees
of freedom are required to describe its motion. This gives rise to higher
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order equations whose solutions require considerable effort. As a result,
other procedures are usually employed.

2.2 Operational Calculus

The solution of differential equations by classical techniques can be
quite laborious and time-consuming. In this section several more con-
venient methods for solving certain types of differential equations are
discussed. All of these discussions are restricted to the linear, constant-
coefficient class of equations. The first of these operational calculus
techniques was developed by Heaviside [6]. All of the other solution
techniques that will be covered in this section are variations of this
fundamental technique.

In the Heaviside method, all of the derivatives in the differential equa-
tions are replaced by a linear operator p. As an example, consider the
following equation of a system with an input x(t) and an output y(t):

d'nx d"-x dx
a + a -, .j t. ,I +a- + + x

-b, 4t"-!J + b. " "+ + b , I +4- b..Iy. (2.19)

dtn dt 'dt ~

This is rewritten as

A [p]x (t) B [py(), (2.20)
where

A [p] = anp" + a.p- 1-4 . . . + a,,p + (In-.I

B[p]= b~p+ b.p"-' + . . - b,,p4- b,,.1

P p 1 =A, ' .,"  p--(, etc.

If x(t) and t) and all of their derivatives aire equal to zero at time zero
then the solution for the system output at any time greater than zero
for some input x(t) is given by the following equation:

AA
lt)= B[p] x t.(.1

This solution for n > in is calculated by the Heaviside expansion
theorem. For example, let the input be complex periodic and equal to
• ina, ,,

- 
Then

Ai , + A(p,)er' 2

where

p, - the roots of the equation, B [p] = 0,*

*These roots are not repeated and are not zero.
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B'(P,) = the derivative of the polynomial B [p] evaluated at the
rth root.

If the input is Xma cos ,t, the real part of Eq. (2.22) is the solution and,
similarly, if the input is x,,, sin wt, the imaginary part of this equation
is the solution. If the input is xma, times a unit step function, the solution
is given by Eq. (2.22) with all the w's set equal to zero.

Integral Transforms

A more con . nient approach to the solution of this category of equa-
tions is through the use of linear integral transforms. A linear integral
transform of a function x(t) is given by

T[x(t)] = . K(t, u)x(t)dt, (2.23)

wvhere

T[x(t)] = an integral transform of x(t),

K(t, ) =a kernel; some particular function of both t and u.

The linearity statement on the transform means that the transform of
a sum of two functions is equal to the sum of the two separate trans-
forms and that the transform of a function multiplied by a constant is
equal to the same constant multiplied by the transform of the function.
Expressed in equation form, this is

'[clx, ( t) + ex..(t)] c, r[x1j (t l + c.T[x(it)], (2.24)

where c, and c. are constants. The great value of linear integral trans-
formations is that with certain kernels the transforms of many forms
of ordinary differential equations reduce to algebraic equations. This
reduces the problem of solvint" the differential equation to one of deter-
mining the roots of an algebraic equation and then taking an inverse
transform of this solution.

2.3 Fourier l'raisforms

If in Eq. (2.23). the kernel is made equal to e JM'il, the lower limit it is
set to - x, and the upper limit b is set to + %, then the result is known as
the Fourier transform

F[xct, X(f) f ,'.''xt)dt, (2.25)

where P[xtt ]=\'f) the Fourier transform ofxtt. Thus the function
has been transformcd from the time domain to the frequency domain.
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Fourier transformation techniques are applied to the solution of differ-
ential equations by rewriting Eq. (2.19) as

A[j21rf]X(f) = Bj2,j]Y(f), (2.26)
where

A [j27rj] =a(j27f )m i-a2dj2,rfT)"-I + . . . +a, (j2irj') + a,,.
B [j27J'] =b (j2,r-f)" 4- b (j2rJ')"-I + . . . + b,,(j27rf) + b,,.,.

The transform of y(t) as a function of the trnnsform of x(t) is found as
follows:

yf = _1 X (V). (2.27)" ,1[j2 rf
B [j27rj} 2.7

To obtain the solution in the time domain, an integral transformation
is made of Eq. (2.27). In this transformation from the frequency to the
time domain, the kernel is e)-ft. Notice that this kernel differs from that
of the Fourier transform, Eq. (2.25), only in the sign of the power of
the exponential. This transformation is known as the hiverse Fourier
transformation:

!' i[Y()] = y() = (2.28)

where F-' [Ytf) ] = the inverse Fourier transform.
As an example of a Fourier transform, consider the time function

shown in Fig. 2.2.

AMPLITUDE OF X(W)

,A

Fig. 2.2. A boxcar time fiunction.

7 T

TIME, I

This time function can be described by

Xi/) 2 2
j0 elsewhere.

The Fourier tr.n..form of this time function is

."( .: f A i. *.I. I. , .I ., .
f *Ig le)"Od
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By use of Euler's formula, sin a= (eJa-e-Ja)/(2j), this equation can be
rearranged into the more convenient form of

X(f) = (ATo) si (zTo)] (2.29)
1 irf o I

The magnitude of this (sin x)/x function is shown in Fig. 2.3. Since the
transform is entirely real, the phase factor [tan-' (Im/Re)] will be zero
for all frequencies.

MAGNITUDE OF XI)

o

TO 16 T4 To TO T0  To TO TO TO
0

FREOUENCY

Fig. 2.3. A boxcar frequency function.

As a second example, consider the time function shown in Fig. 2.4.

oIl

A

Fig. 2.4. Time function,
initial-peak sawtooth. IL

o
TIME

I - It/T.)] 0 t- 7,,

X.(t= 0 elsewhere. (2.30)

The Fourier transform is found as follows:

X, =fJt (1-- )e ,.'fllt (2.31)

- ,1T0  I ( ) _ 1

The magnitude of this function is shown in Fig. 2.5, and the phase
factor in Fig. 2.6.
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MAGNITUDE OF X(f)

AT,

3 2 _ . 23
T T T T T T0

FREOUENCY, f

Fig. 2.5. Frequency function, initial-peak sawtooth.

16

14

12

I.0

8(f) 08

06

04

02

002 004 006 008 010 012 014 016 018 Q20 022 024 026

f To

Fig. 2.6. Phase factor, initiel.peak sawtooth.

S- -I --. - .
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Now consider the inverse transform of the above two frequency

functions First,

(ATo) sin (Tft,)] e 217df. (2.32)xt)=f I (~e (7rfTo)I

Since eJx= cos x+j sin x, the equation can be rearranged;
sin 7 tTfo cos 27ftdfo

X(t, =A -- cos 2rftdfj finfTo sin 27rftdf). (2.33)

Since the first term of the above equation is an even function
[f(-x)=f(x)] and the second term is an odd function [f(-x)=-f(x)],
further simplification is possible and yields

?-Afo- sin irfx-(t) - f T cos 27rftdf. (2.34)
f

One further manipulation is required. Let ui=ti. Then, since
cos I x= cos x, the equation becomes

X (t)=. f n rtl cos 27rfit dt
f

uL :T,/2] (2.35)7r 0 u > Tel2

or
or2A tI <T,12, or -To/2 < t < To/2

S t I > T2. (2.36)

Thus, the original boxcar time function shown in Fig. 2.2 is obtained.
The inverse transform of the frequency function for the second

example is calculated as

X it) , [To(sin\tj (e .fflTO) - ] eJ2Tftdf (2.37)

This is expanded to

X(t)-.-ATo f-f(jin rTTfcos7rTofcos2rtf+sin 2-irTo-fcos2Mrtf

-j MTo cos !tf sin 77To fcos 7rTofsin 21TtfJ f -f, (2.38)

sin!- rTofsin 2rtf vrTo sin 2 ,rtdf
+j P f df.
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By dropping all the odd terms, doubling the value of the even terms,
and integrating these over only half the range, the equation simplifies
to the following:

ATo (sin 2 7rTofcos 27rtf sin 27rTofsin 27rtfx(t)= (o-Jf " 2f (2.39)

+ 7TTo sin 2 7Ttj) df.

The solution for this integral can be found in Ref. 7. The complete
solution (inverse transform) is

To< t, (2.40)

which is the original time function.

In Ref. 8, p. 93, an analogy is drawn between a table of logarithms
and a table of integral transforms. The purpose of the logarithmic
type of transform is to simplify the arithmetical operations of multi-
plication and division. Thus the primary properties of this transforma-
tion are the following.

*[Xy]=7[X1+7[yj
7 [Xly] = 7[X] -7 [y]

where [ ] the logarithmic transform.
A simple table of logarithmic transform l)airs is shown ill Table 2.1.

TABLE 2.1. SIMPLE TABLE OF LOGARITHMS

Original Number, x Logarithmic Tra)stbIl, 7[x]

1 0

10

100 2

Suppose that the multiplication 10.-10 is to be performed;

110. l01rl01+ [l01=+l=2. (2.41)

To get back to the numerical value, an inverse transformation is made
simply by using the table;
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7-,1[2] = 100. (2.42)

(Obviously, these simple multiplications can be carried out faster in
a direct manner than by transformation. However, as the functions
become more complicated, the transform solution becomes much faster
than the direct solution. The same is true of integral transformations.)

From the two examples in this section, a simple Fourier transform
table can be constructed (see Table 2.2). Hence, any time that the
solution to the differential equations in the frequency domain is of the
(sin x)lx form, the solution in the time domain can be found from the
Fourier transform tables to be a boxcar function in the time domain.
More extensive tables of Fourier transforms can be found in Refs. 9
and 10.

TABLE 2.2. SIMPLE TABLE OF FOURIER TRANSFORMS

x(t), Inverse Transjbrni X(f), Direct Transform

, - < t 1- + L:. A T,,

0, elsewhere

(I -- ), 0 -1/S l (e ,MT) -11

0, elsewhere

Alternate Forms of the Fourier Transform

Fourier transforms are commonly defined in a number of forms.
When using tables of Fourier transform pairs, care must be exercised
to be sure of the exF.ct definition of the Fourier transform tabulated
in that particular table. First, there can be a difference in the scale
factor and/or argument of the transforms. In this text, the transfrrm
has been defined overfto avoid constants in either the direct or inverse
transform. This definition is

Xl~' (f) _ xltle -J*--ft

and

x(t) f X(f)e.,..-.tly

Other common forms are defined below, where different subscripts are
used on the Fourier transforms to contrast the various definitions:
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Form 1

X, (W) = x(t)e-Jwldt

(w= 21rJ)1fX Wt = f X, (wo) e Jw'd

Form 2
1fX2 (W) =' f_ x (t) e -Jtddt

x( t)= f X2(w)e wdw

Formn 3

X3(W) fx(t)e-J-'dt

x(t)=- f X3(W)eJd.

Second, since the kernel of the transformation is a complex exponen-
tial, it can be expanded by Euler's formula into cosine and sine com-
portents;

X(J) = f:x(t) cos 27rftdt-if j x(t) sin 2irftdt

and

x(t) f X) cos 21rftdf+j X(f) sin 27rftdf.

Frequently, tables wili list the Fourier cosine and sine transforms
separateiy from the complex exponential Fourier transforms;

Xef) = f x(t) cos 27rftdt

and

X.(f) = x(t) sin 21rftdt,

where
XAf) = the Fourier cosine transform

XAJ' = the Fourier sine transform.

Also, some tables define one-sided Fourier cosine and sine transforms;

X'1 V)I =  x(t) cos 2-rldt

and

X., tU') = x(t) sin 2,.rftdt.
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If the equations are either even or odd functions, then the latter types
of transforms are particularly useful:

For even functions
X (ft = 2Xm ()

For odd functions

X(f) =-2jX., (f)

In general

X(f) =X Vf) +Xi (-f) -j [X, f) -X,, (-0.

Conditions for the Transform to Exist

Up to this point, nothing has been said about restrictions on the
function to be transformed in order that its Fourier transform exist.
The reason for this is that almost all physical functions, and certainly
practical shock time histories, will satisfy these conditions. Generally,
it is only with analytical examples that these conditions cannot be met.
The formal conditions are known as the Dirichlet's Conditions and are
quoted below from Ref. 11.*

"A function f(x) will be said to satisfy Dirichlet'3 Conditions in an
interval (a, b) in which it is defined, when it is subject to one of the
two following conditions:
(i) f(x) is bounded in (a, b), and the interval can be broken up into

a finite number of open partial intervals, in each of which f(x)
is monotonic.

(ii) f(x) has a finite number of points of infinite discontinuities in
the interval. When arbitrary small neighborhoods of these
points are excluded, f(x) is bounded in the remainder of the
interval, and this can be broken up into a finite number of open
partial intervals, in each of which f(x) is monotonic. Further,

the infinite integral

f: f(x
) dx

is to be absolutely convergent."

Special Properties of Fourier Transforms

Since Fourier transforms have been investigated extensively, much
is known about their special properties. These properties can be used
to good advantage in simplifying analyses. Many of these properties
are tabulated in Table 2.3.

iReprinted by permission of Dover Publications. Inc.
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TABLE 2.3. SPECIAL PROPERTIES OF FOURIER TRANSFORMS

Property Function, x(t) Fourier Transform,

X(f)

Linearity ax (t) + by(t) aX(f) + bY(f)

Convolution J x(t-r)y(r)dr X(f) • Y(f)

Multiplication x(t) .y(t) X(f- X)Y(X)dX

Derivative dx j27fX(f)
dt

Integral X(r)d.

Derivative in the Fre- -j2rtx(t) dX
quency Domain df

Integral in the Fre- x(t) XF_'
quency Domain j2-rt Xff )d

Contraction in the Time x(tla) lalX(af)
Domain

Contraction in the I b I x(bt) X(flb)
Frequency Domain

Translation in the Time x(t-a) e 2 ",\(f)
Domain

Translation in the ef'"x1() X(f - b)
Frequency Domain

Area Under the Curve f x(t)dt=X(O) .,)d V.(O)

Energy I Ix(l) ! dt J X" '(f) ,(1

Delta Function in the 40 8(t) XV)
Time Domain
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TABLE 2.3. SPECIAL PROPERTIES OF FOURIER TRANSFORMS-Con.

Property Function, x(t) Fourier Transform,

Delta Function in the 'I W)
Frequency Domain x(t) =1 X(f) = 8(f)

X xWf X*(-A)
where *= com-

plex conjugate.
Real-Time Function x(t) = Real Re[X(f)]

=Re[X(-f)]
III[X(f)]

=-In[X(-f)]

I
Even Time Function x(t) =x(-t) X(f)=21 x(t) cos 27rftdt

Odd Time Function x(t) =-x(-t) X(f)=-J2 x(t) sin 2rftdt

Complex Conjugate y(t) =x*lt) Y f) X*(-J)

f x*(t) y()dt f'f)1Vf) cif

Parseval's Theorem f x(t)y(t)dt = f X(-f)Y(f),df

X (7) Y(Jd(1 f I 'f)11(r)(1

Finite Fourier Transforms

In the basic definition of the Fourier transform given by Eq. (2.25),
the limits of integration are infinite. In practice, a finite representation
of the function is always obtained. The physical record has some start-
ing point that is usually designated as time zero and an end point that
will be designated as time 7'. Thus the Fourier transform of a physical
data record is written as

:[i)=f xMtC -"ff'it, (2.43)

where .'A = the estimate of the Fourier transform of the function r xtt)
based on a physical record of finite duration.

To use the results previously developed in this chapter, the time
base will be defined slightly differently. Specifically, time zero will be

356-5 8 OL - "1 - 3
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defined to be exactly in the middle of the record. Thus, the finite Fourier
transform is rewritten as

ff) f;I, x (t) e -)"- dt. (2.44)

If the physical function is of finite duration equal to or less than T and
is completely contained in the time interval from - T/2 to + T/2, no
distortion of the true Fourier transform will occur. However, if the
true physical function is not completely contained in the interval T,
the finite transform will be a distorted version of the true Fourier trans-
form. It then becomes necessary to be able to determine the relation
between the error in the transform and the time interval T. By knowing
this relationship, it is possible to select the proper duration for the
required accuracy in the transform when that option is available. Or,
when constrained to a fixed time interval, the accuracy of the finite
transform can be estimated. The distortion of the true transform can
be evaluated as follows.

The finite transform can be written as the infinite transform of a
product of functions where one of the functions is the boxcar function
y(t) between - T/2 and +T12;

' f -xx(t)y (t)e ,-fdt, (2.45)

where

00 1 -t T/= _ / (2.,46)
0 elsewhere.

From the table of properties of Fourier transforms, it is noted that the
transform of a product of time functions is the convolution of the

individual transforms of the pair. Therefore,

.(f) = f X(f - X) Y(X)dX. (2.47)

From Eq. (2.29), Y(,) = sin (Trl)I(rl'). It is through this transform
that the dependence of the time duration occurs. X(f) is the true
Fourier transform and is obtained over an infinite interval; hence,
it is independent of ?T. The transforms for two different record lengths
are compared in Fig. 2.7. Note that the side lobes have about the same
maximum values, but that the main lobe of the longer duration boxcar
function has a greater value rnd is narrower than the shorter duration
function.

The way the finite duration distorts the Fourier transform can be
examined by graphically evaluatng the convolution integral. These
steps are shown below. In Fig. 2.8, part (a) shows the true Fourier trans-
form of some function xtt). In part (b), the transform is rotated about
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IZII

T,

I'

I i

-- - ' ' *. f

Fig. 2.7. Fourier transforms of boxcar functions
of durations T, and T:.

x(f) x(f)

- f f

(a) (b)

X(f 0-f) Y(f)

(c) (d)
x (e-f) Y(f) x( .

Ar f Y(df •fQ

() (fc)

Fig. 2.8. Graphical evaluation of a convolution integral.
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f= 0 to obtain the transform X(-J). In part (c), the rotated transform
is translated to the right by an amountfo so that the original transform
value at fo now falls at f= 0. By performing this rotation and trans-
formation, the first function X(fo-f) in the above convolution has
been obtained. Part (d) shows the Fourier transform Y(f) of the boxcar
function associated with the finite record length T. In part (e) of this
figure, the product of the transforms shown in parts (c) and (d) is p!otted.
The area under this product curve is then equal to the value of the
convolution integral evaluated at fo. This is also equal to the finite
transform at frequencyfo. In part (f), this value of the finite transform
is plotted as a point at frequency fo. The difference between this point
and the true value of the transform at fo is the inaccuracy caused by
taking the transform over the finite time interval T.

Values of the finite transform at freomiency points other than fo are
evaluated by substituting each new Ircquency point in place of f) in
the convolution integral. For example,

.tif) ' X(f, -D)Y(f)d1f. (2.48)

This operation must be repeated for all the frequency points to be
determined in the finite transform.

Fourier Series

Fourier analysis techniques are also used to describe periodic data
that are not just simple sinusoids. Assume an arbitrary signal x(t)
that repeats itself exactly every T seconds:

x(t) =x(t +T)= x(t + 2T) ....

This time history can be described in terms of the infinite Fourier series,

. = L .' 4, )eJ - , n=1,2,3, . . . (2.49)

wvhere
(were . t e ,"dt. (2.50)

. " !,~7'1 .

The resemblance of this discrete spectral quantity to the direct
Fourier transform in Eq. (2.25) and to the finite direct Fourier trans.
form of Eq. (2.44) is clear. Note the argument of the spectral quantity.
These spectral values occur only at integer values of the frequency liT.
This frequency is called the fundamental, and nI/ is its nth harmonic.

The relationship between the Fourier series in Eq. (2.49) and the
inverse transform of Eq. (2.28) is not so simple. In fact, the formal proof
of this relationship is complicated. Heuristically, the relationship can
be demonstrated by taking the limits on (lIT) and (nIT) its both T and n
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approach infinity. As T becomes infinite, 11T becomes an increment in
a continuous variable;

' 1
lim( T -~d

Likewise, the limit of nIT must be taken so that

limn

Then the summation will become the following integration:

limj- ' - ].-> X(f)ei e ffdf. (2.51)
T o n -

In many texts, the spectral function is defined slightly differently;

D =-I . x(t)e-'""' dt, (2.52)

and in terms of the time function,

Xt De 'T. (2.53)

Notice that the only difference is that the division by the record
length occurs in the c..Putation of the spectral function instead of
in the computation of the time function.

As with the Fourier integral transformation, there are a number of
different forms of the Fourier series. The other two most common forms
are derived below from the complex exponential series. The spectral
function is

D.-L r : x M e -J." dtlf r xMcs, t L'd1, r I-),', x( cos2rt7dt
Df •r ~~~ 1t tt

-j. xt) sin 2rt (td = a. -jb.. (2.54)

The time history, usually written in terms of positive frequency com-
ponents, is

x(t) a, + 2 (a cos 2,t +bo, sin 2irt

1 (r, 7'M TI

a, =iT f-r- xlthIt

(in =L f; X__ x() Cos 7i(t

b.- 4. (sin 2rt ct. (2.55)
Ti2,557
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This is the Fourier series in terms of the sines and cosines of the har-
monics. The coefficients a,, and b, are real, whereas D,, is a complex
quantity.

By using the trigonometric identity

a cos x + b sin x = V + 2 cos (x-f4, (2.56)

the seriLs can be obtained in terms of an amplitude value and a phase
shift at each harmonic. Thus,

x(t) =a,)+2 [c. cos (2,rt )] (2.57)

where
a, +(2.58a)

,=tan-' Iab 1.(2.58b)
In Fig. 2.9a, a discrete Fourier spectrum is plotted in terms of real and
imaginary values. In part (b), it is plotted in terms of a modulus and
phase.

REAL MODULUS

II
I 2 I 2

T TT

IMAGINARY PHASE

2 0 2

(0) (b)

Fig. 2.9. Discrete Fourier transforms; (a) real and
imaginary presentation. (b) modulus and phase
presentation.

The primary value of the Fourier series is that it simplifies the
calculations for the response of linear systems with complicated, but
periodic, input functions. At each frequency contained in the input,
the response is calculated by simple steady state (for sinusoidal inputs)
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techniques. This consists of simply scaling the magnitude and shifting
the phase of the component of the input at that frequency. The response
is calculated independently at each frequency. Then all the responses
are summed vectorially to compute the total response.

2.4 Laplace Transforms

All of the preceding discussions have been devoted to Fourier trans-
forms, as they are the most common ones used in the analysis of shock
data. However, there are many occasions when Laplace transformation
results in a simpler solution to certain problems. From Eq. (2.23), the
equation of a linear integral transform is

T[x(t)] = K(t, u)x(t)dt. (2.59)

If e - 11 is used as the kernel function, the lower limit a is set to 0, and
the upper limit b is set to infinity, the transform is known as the Laplace
transform

JI[XMt) =X(s)=f e -SX(t)dt, (2.60)

where
Y'[x(t)] =X(s) =the Laplace transform. (2.61)

Notice that the differences between the Laplace and Fourier transforms
are in (a) the lower limit and (b) the argument of the exponential kernel.
The argument of the Laplace transformation kernel is a complex
variable

s = a +j2,-rf. (2.62)

Thus this kernel is a damped version of the Fourier keru1 el (or, perhaps
more properly, the Fourier kernel is the undamped portion of the
Laplace kernel):

e = e "' ': = e . e . (2.63)

The inverse Laplace transform is

j '[x(s)] =xlt)= X(s)e'ds; (r,, < c, (2.64)

where

J 1[x(s)] =the inverse Laplace transform

cr,=the minimum value of "damping" that will
make the inverse transform converge.

As with the Fourier transforms, a table of transform pairs can be used
instead of performing the actual integrations. For tables, see Refs. 8
and 10.
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The primary advantages of the Laplace transform over the Fourier

transform are
" The Laplace integral converges for a large class of functions for

which the Fourier integral is divergent, and
" Initial conditions can be introduced directly into the integral.
For example, consider the simple step function shown in Fig. 2.10.

Strictly speaking, this function does not converge;

f/ u (t)dtf= f: (1)dt. (2.65)

Therefore, its Fourier transform should not exist. The existence of the
Fourier transform of this unit step function is usually "justified" by

finding the transform of a decaying exponential that starts at time zero
(see Fig. 2.11);

XtI 0 (2.66)

X f) = I-ale -"fldt

= e (a )I(t

1
- 1a+j2:f" (2.67)

Then the limit is taken as a- 0 (e -(O)= 1) and the Fourier transform
of the step function is defined as lI(j2-rf).

AMPI.ITUDE

Fig. 2.10. Unitstep function.

- 0
TIME

Fig. 2.11. Decaying exponential functions.

TIME
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This type of justification is not needed for the Laplace transform
because the real part of the exponential kernel forces the transform
to converge. The transform is found simply;

X(S) =: u(t)e-sldt

f: e - dt

- (2.68)

By rewriting Eq. (2.68) as follows

X(s) = .r(t)e-" cos 2,ftdt - x x -1 sin 27ftdt, (2.69)

it can more easily be seen that the Laplace transform kernel consists
of damped trigonometric terms, whereas the Fourier transform kernel
consists of undamped trigonometric terms. It is this damping that
permits the convergence of Laplace transforms for some functions
whose Fourier transforms diverge.

As previously stated, the second major advantage of the Laplace
transform over the Fourier transform is the ease with which initial
conditions are introduced. To show this, the Laplace transforms of the
derivative and the integral of a function must be found;

[ dt ]- i te sidI. (2.70)

The solution to the above integral call be found by integrating by parts,

J ,dz'= r-J ,,du. (2.71)

Let u=c and di- [d.r(t)Idt]dt. Then du =--se $'dt and r.(t), and

~, [x~t e ~x () ~~f )e "dt =- .eO) + sf .r(t )e -Idt

40O) + sXls). (2.72)

Thus, the Laplace transform of a derivaLive of a function is equal to
the Laplace transform of tile function multiplied by tile complex fre-
quency value s, and from this product is subtracted the initial value of
the function. (Care must be exercised to be sure that the initial value
used, if it is not single valued, is the one obtained by approaching time
zero from the right.) Transforms of higher order derivatives are found
in tile sale , manner:
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,j ~lid -],xY(s)s.()dxO)

and (2.73)
,t, (it_ 0 )]

The Laplace transform of the integral of a function can be found from
the above properties of differentiation. Let

y(t) = f . t )dt, Y(.) = [ f x(t)dt],
and (2.74)

t) d x(t)dt]
.r(t) = _,i k _ _ _

dt (It

Therefore the transform of x(t) is

X(s) s(s) -y(O). (2.75)

The transform of the integral is found simply by rearranging;

Y(s) ... ... (0
S S

... rx)I X S)+ rt )dt. (2.76)

In words, the Lallace transform of the integral of a function is equal
to the Laplace transform of tie function plus the value of the integral
at time zero, the quantity divided by the complex frequency variable s.
(Again, the integral must be evaluated by approaching time zero from
the right.) Iligher r(|der integrals are found by the following formula:

x f~ t)tj -; X- sI> , (2.77)

Since the transforms of derivatives and integrals of functions involve
initial conditions, the mechanism is available for ente-ing these initial
conditions directly into the transforms of differential or integro-
differential equations.*

As an example, cmsider the differential equation

d(t ,x(t) 0 (2.78)
(IV

with initial conditions of [dx(0)] 'd]t - 0 and x(0) - 1.

' htegrodiffetrentlia equatu ,m conItumz both itt grals ulnd dernvatu-.s.
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Transforms are taken of the differential equation

Y[± ] + Y[x(t) ] =.Y0]

[s 2X(s) -Sx(0)- + [X(s)] =O

s-X(s) +X(s)-s-0=0

Initial conditions

X(s) = -8 1 (2.79)
82'+1

From a table of transform pairs, the inverse transform is found:

x(t)= I [X(s)]= [-[S]=cos t. (2.80)



Chapter 3

RESPONSE OF LINEAR SYSTEMS

Since t1-- goal of any transient measurement is to examine the re-
sponse of some system, this chapter will examine various methods for
determining the response of systems. The systems discussed are re-
stricted to ideal linear systems. Methods for calculating the response
in the time domain, the frequency domain, and the complex frequency
domain are described. In addition, methods for computing the overall
response of systems connected in tandem are explained.

3.1 Definitions

The analysis p'rocedures'tobe described in the following sections of
this chapter assume that the physical system under consideration is
linear, that its fundamental properties do not change with time, and
that there is a single input to and a single output from the system. Such
i system is usually terhfed an ideal system, or in more specific terms, it
is c'alled 'a single input, single output, constant-parameter, linear
system.

The term linearity denotes two basic characteristics of the response
of the system:

0 The i'esponse is additive, and
. The response is homogeneous.

Tl}e first of these characteristics implies that the response of the system
to the sum of several excitations is equal to the sum of the system re-
sponses obtained w..hen each excitation is applied individually. This is
shown in Fig. 3.1a. The-excitations, or inputs, are designated by x's,
and the responses, or outputs, are designated by y's.

Homog(neity means tnat the response of the system to the product of
some constant and the excitation is equal to the product of this same
constant and the response generated by the excitation alone. The homo-
geneity requirement is depicted in Fig. 3.1b and the total linearity re-
quirement is shown in Fig. 3.1c.

The constant-parameter requirement means that the integrodiffer-
ential equations relating the output of the system to its input must be
of the constant-parameter type. The single input and output require-
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x1(t) y,(t)

(b y t) lt)

(a)

ax,(t)*bx2(t)oy (t)+y2 t

Fig. 3.1. Linearity definition; (a) additive
rule, (b) homogeneity, (c) linearity.

ments simply require that there must be only one input to and only one
output from the system.

With actual physical systems, these restrictions are never met exactly.
There are no truly ideal systems. In fact, no practical system can truly
meet any of the requirements of the ideal system. There are no systems
that are linear over the entire possible range of input levels. Neither
are there any physical systems that are truly invariant with time. In
fact, there are no physical systems with only a single input and only a% single output.

However, the single input, single output, constant-parameter, linear
system assumption is valid for a vast number of physical systems. The
key element is that this model for the system must allow the calculation
of the response within the required degree of accuracy. In other words,
the response need not be exactly perfect-only accurate to the degree
that matches its engineering application.

It is important to keel) in mind that, for the physical system to be
modeled by the ideal system, the deviations from the stated require-
ments must be minor, not intentional. For example, all amplifier that
deviates by - 1 percent from linearity over its rated output range would
meet the linearity requirement, but a squaring circuit would definitely
violate the linearity requirement. Slow, temperature-related drifts
in the damping of a transducer would not preclude the use of an ideal
system model for short-duration measurements. However, a frequency
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modulation circuit, where the reactance of a tuned circuit is varied in
proportion to the input level, definitely violates the constant-param-
eter requirement. Noise on the input of an amplifier can be neglected
if the signal level is much higher than the noise level. However, the
vibration response of a circuit board, connected mechanically to the
structure at four points and having an acoustic coupling, definitely
violates the single input requirement. Heat dissipated by an amplifier
is usually a minor deviation from the single output requirement, but a
fluid reservoir having several output pipes would be a major deviation.

3.2 Response Calculations in the Time Domain

Assuming that the system does qualify as a simple linear system,
the response can be calculated in either the time or frequency domain.
The time domain calculation will be discussed first. The output is ex-
pressed as a function of the input and the characteristics of the system
by a convolution equation;

(t)=fI x()h(t-)d or f x(t-r)h(7)dr. (3.1a), (3.lb)

where
y(t) = the output

x(t)= the input
h(t) = the weighting, or unit impulse response, function.

The weightingfunction is the time response (output) of a system to a
delta function input (an infinite amplitude, zero duration, unit area
pulse). Figure 3.2 illustrates the measurement of the weighting func-
tion. The output of the system is by definition the weighting function
when the input is a delta function.

INPUT OUTPUT

TIME TIME TIME

Fig. 3.2. Illustration of the weighting function.

In practice, there are three methods used to measure the weighting
function directly:

1. A high-level pulse, whose duration is short compared to the period
of the upper cutoff frequency of the system, is applied.

2. A step function input is applied and the output of the system is
differentiated.
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3. A random noise input whose spectral density is flat is applied, and
the crosscorrelation function between the input and output is computed.
The input spectrum should include the system passband, and in fact
contain frequencies much higher than the upper cutoff frequency of the
system.
The first two methods frequently suffer from signal-to-noise problems.
The amplitude of the input pulse must be restricted if the system is to
operate in its linear range; hence, the output is frequently very small.
By applying a step function, a larger output level can be obtained from
the system; however, noise in the differentiation may result in very
little if any signal-to-noise ratio improvement after the output is dif-
ferentiated. The last method is usually the most practical. The manner
in which the crosscorrelation function yields the weighting function
will be demonstrated. The crosscorrelation function is defined as
follows:

Rv(r)= lim f x(t)y(t+-)dt, (3.2)

where

= the crosscorrelation function at a delay value of r

x(t =the input to the system

yt) = the output of the system.

The output can be expressed in terms of the convolution of the input
and the weighting function. From Eq. (3.1),

Y(t+ 7) f 1(1)x(t +7- Od.

Now

Hilr)= lr r(t) h(ulx(t+r-.- ) (it. (3.3)
T- - 7' 7 1

Changing the order of integration yields

R y(,)= h1(u) hla ; x(t)x(1+T-11)df dit. (3A.)

Note that

lini .t)(t + - u)d= - u), (3.5)

where

R,,(7-u) the autocorrelation function of the input at a delay value
of (r-u
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R. f (() =)d. (3.6)

If the input signal is white noise, its autocorrelation function is a delta
function

R xx(-) = S(T).

Hence,

Rx,(r) = f i ()(r-u),lu, (3.7)

where 8(-4) is the delta function at u =7. Then

R ,,,(-,) = h (.). (3.8)

The weighting function also describes two important properties of
the system. First, the weighting function can be used to determine
whether the system is stable. For the system to be stable, the integral
of the weighting function over infinite limits must be finite;

f h (7)d< 0c, (3.9)

For the system to be physically realizable, it must respond only to
previously applied inputs. It cannot anticipate inputs to be applied in
the future. This means that the weighting function must be zero when
its argument has negative values. In equation form,

It)=0, fort < 0. (3.10)

The weighting function can be thought of as a window through which
the input is viewed. If, for example, the weighting function is a simple
boxcar function of duration 7', the output is the integral of the input
from the time the output is desired, back 7' seconds. Each value in this
interval is weighted equally, and values of the input applied more than
7' seconds previously do not influence the output. If the weighting func-
tion is an exponential, values of the input that have just occurred con-
tribute more heavily to the output than values that have previously
occurred. Theoretically, all past inputs contribute to the output, but for
practical purposes, there is some value of time for which the weighting
function has decayed to such a small value that inputs applied prior to
that time contribute negligibly to the output.

A graphical method of performing the convolution was illustrated
in Chapter 2 in the section titled, "Finite Fourier Transforms." Gen-
erally, this integral is difficult to evaluate.

356-558 OL - 71 - 4
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ein(t) C Te,,j(t)
Ji(t)

Fig. 3.3. An RC low-pass filter.

As an example of the calculation of the weighting function of a simple
linear system, consider the RC low-pass filter in Fig. 3.3. The sum of
the voltage rises equals the sum of the voltage drops;

-i )=i O i tMdt. (3.11)

For convenience, convert from current to charge; q (t)f i (t)dt. Then

ei(t) =q(t)R + q(t)

C

and (3.12)

e,(t) = (t ).

C

Assume that e1i(t) is a unit step function where ein(t)= 1. Then

1
dq- (1-qIC)dt

(3.13)
1(- /( - - it

Let i = 1 -qC and du =-(IC)dq. Eq. (3.13) becomes

-(Cdu - 1 dit

I T

-In =t +k

In (1-ILC) = t + k

1-qlC=e A)

q=C[1-e "(3.14)

e,, t (t) = qlC = -e,
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Since eout(t) at t=0 is zero, k=0. Thus,

eout (t) = 1 - e -RC.  (3.15)

To obtain the unit impulse response h(t), the response to the step
function must be differentiated. This yields the result

h(t) = de.,(t)= e- -= e (3.16)

3.3 Response Calculations in the Frequency Domain

By restricting the linear system to being stable and physically realiz-
able, it is possible to relate the output of the system to its input in the
frequency domain by means of the frequency response function

Y(f) =X(f)H(f), (3.17)

where

Y(f) =the Fourier transform of the output

X(f) =the Fourier transform of the input

H(f) =the frequency response function. Note that it is also the
Fourier transform of the weighting function.

By working in the frequency domain, the difficult convolution operation
is replaced by a simple multiplication operation. Also of significant
importance is the fact that what happens at one frequency is independ-
ent of what happens at any other frequency. For example, suppose the
response has been calculate] for a certain input, and the magnitude
of the response at some frequencyf is the only response parameter of
interest. If a new signal is added to the input, the level of the response
at jf will not change as long as the new signal does not contain energy
at frequency J'.

The frequency response function is a complex quantity. Figure 3.4

-shows two ways in which it can be displayed. Part (a) shows the real
and imaginary components and part (b) shows the modulus, called gain
factor, and the phase factor. The latter presentation is more common.

There are three methods commonly employed to measure the fre-
quency response function of a system. In the first method, a sine wave
is applied to the input of the system. Because of the restrictions placed
on the system, the output must be a sine wave at the same frequency.
Thus the frequency response function at that frequency is simply the
ratio of the output to the input (gain factor) and the nhase shift between
the output and the input (phase factor). By varying the frequency of the
sine wave and repeating the ratio and phase shift measurements, the
entire frequency response function can be measured.
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Re JM r(~)

FREQUENCY-

(a) FREQUENCY
JH(# - GAIN FACTORFCC0(f)-PKAsC rACTOR

. .. . .. . . . . . .

FREQUENCY

'0

(b) FREQUENCY

Fig. 3.4. Frequency response function.

The second method consists of applying a transient to the system and
measuring the Fourier transforms of both the input transient and the
response of the system;

H f (f) (3.18)

X V(j)

The third method consists of applying a random noise signal with a
flat spectral density over the frequency range of the system. Then the
cross-spectral density between the input and output of the system is
computed. The cross-spectral density function is defined by

(;(') lim 1 X4 (.f')}Yl). (3.19)

where

= the cross spectral density function

X* (f) = the complex conjugate of X(f).

Combining Eqs. (3.17) and (3.19) yields

• • 1
(,J() = lim -X* (f)X (t')H (f). (3.20)

Since the definition of the ordinary spectral density function is

Gr,(.')= lin 1 X*(f)X(f). (3.21)
T-x
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where G,,(f)= the ordinary spectral density function, Eq. (3.20) becomes

G .y(]') =G,,(f)Hf). (3.22)

Since the spectral density function of the input is a constant over the
passband of the system,

H (- ) (3.23)

where

k =the spectral density of the input.

Of the three methods, the first is the easiest and most accurate to
implement, although it may be the most time-consuming.

To illustrate the frequency response function application, the fre-
quency response function of the simple mechanical oscillator in Fig. 3.5
will be found, and then its response to a particular time history will be
calculated.

F(t)

m yl

Fig. 3.5. Simple mechanical oscillator. . . _ _

From Nexton's second law it is known that the sum of the forces
applied to the mass, including its inertial force, must be zero. Thus the
equation of motion can be written

FM-i - c k,, (t) = 0, (3.24)

where

Ft) = the force applied to the mass

in = the mass

k = the spring constant

c = the damping constant

y(t) = the displacement of the mass (the base is fixed).

Let the frequency response function relating the (lisplacement of
the mass to the applied force be calculated. Since the solution is purely
analytical, a simplification can be employed. If the input force is made
a delta function, the displacement output will be the weighting function.
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The Fourier transform of the displacement output will be the desired
frequency response function.

The Fourier transform of Eq. (3.24) when F (t) is a delta function is

1-in [- (2rf)H(f)] -c(j2rfH(f)] -k[H(f] 0. (3.25)
Since

F( 6(t)] =1

F[y(t)) =H(f)

[ ] =j2,rfH(f)
F dt J

F [ ]-(f)H().(3.26)

Solving Eq. (3.25) for H (f) gives
I

H = k - (2rf)'m ij2Tfc

The gain and phase factors are frequently normalized as follows:

(ilk){H(.1')l = V'[- (fT];,) :-F+ (./.t,,) -

ta '[ 2(r; 1
f) =tan[1- (f/i'J.) (3.27)

where
C

= 2Vk= the critical damping ratio

;, 1- V/)= the undamped natural frequency.

To use the frequency response function, the Fourier transform is

taken of the input;

F[x(t ) ] =X(j). (3.28)

This is multiplied by the frequency response function to yield the
Fourier transform of the output;

S(}= X V) H (J)"} (3.29)

If the time history of the output is desired, then the inverse Fourier
transform is taken of the output;

F-,[Y (t'(=u(t). (3.30)
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3.4 Response Calculations in the Complex Frequency Domain

The Laplace transform quantity similar to the frequency response
function is the transfer function. It is the Laplace transform of the
weighting function

H(s) = h (t)eS'dt, (3.31)

where
H(s) =the transfer function.

Its use is quite analogous to the use of the frequency response function.
The response of a system in the complex frequency domain can be found
simply by the product of the Laplace transform of the input and the
transfer function,

Y(s) = X(s)H(s). (3.32)

The response time history can then be calculated by taking the inverse
Laplace transform of the response,

y (t) =Y' I[ Y(Z) ]. (3.33)

In fact, if the primary goal is to determine the response time history of
a system rather than its spectral composition, the use of Laplace
transforms is preferable to the use of Fourier transforms.

The operations that must be performed to calculate the response
time history are quite straightforward. The most difficult part comes
in arranging the output in a form that simplifies the inverse trans-
formation. Because the output will normally consist of the ratio of
polynomials

Y (S) =- (3.34)

where
N (s) = the polynomial in the numerator of Y(s)

D (s) =the polynomial in the denominator of Y (s),

this step consists of dividing the numerator by the denominator in order
to express the output in terms of the quotient and a remainder;

Y = 0(3.35)

where
=AL )a proper fraction.

(s)

Next, the remainder is expanded in a partial fraction series. To factor
the denominator, its roots must be found. (Roots are the values of s
that satisfy the equation D (s)= 0.) In general, this is the most difficult
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operation involved in the solution. For an explanation of various root
solving methods, see Ref. 12. The roots of the denominator are called
poles. They are the complex frequency values that cause the transform
of the output to be infinite. (The values of frequency that satisfy the
equation N (s) = 0 are known as zeros. They cause the value of the trans-
form of the output to be zero at these frequencies.)

Assume that the output is expressed in the following manner:

Y(s) _s
+ ? - - I  + .

I • .+ ?s+)o (8.36)tsis+dj-ls)-'+. • +dzs+d,, 3.6

First, the division is performed;

.+a~s+a,,+L . (3.37)Y (s ) =Ua JS-I +aj 1 s-- +. + +D(s)

Next, the roots of the denominator are found. This permits the denomi-
nator to be factored;

D (s) = (s -r) (s -r) . . . (s - )), (3.38)

where )) =the jth root.
Then the remainder is written as a series of partial fractions,

_2 s... b, ,___+_b
LaL b + 41 + b,(3.39)

D(s) (s-r ) (s (s-?,)

The next step is to find the values of the coefficients b,, b,, etc. To do this,
the partial fraction expansion must be separated into two parts, one
containing nonrepeated roots and the other containing repeated roots.

.\'s) b,+ b,+ . + bj
Dls) =sr 1 + "'" (+-.,,+

nonrepeated roots

+ (s ) r 1, )" " " (s -rJ)' (340

repeated roots

The techniques for finding the coefficients differ for repeated and non-
repeated roots. First consider any nonrepeated root r,. If the entire
proper fraction is multiplied by the factor (s - r,), then the value of b,

.in be found by taking the limit as s approaches r,;

V. ( ) /I- .i. (s--,)t (s-r M . b

(s - r,) + r .L-r,) b, b,. (3.41)
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This technique essentially consists of dropping the factor containing the
root under investigation from the denominator and then evaluating
the remaining terms at the frequency equal to the root.

For example,

N,(s) (s+1) b, b, N__b_._
= + +D(s) s(s-3)(s+2) s (s-3) (s+2)

_____= liin[ (s+l) ] 1 1

b = Hl hi~~()lim s1 31
b=l W D(s)J -3)(s+2) (-3)(2) 5

ir(s -2)NA.,(s) [(s+1) ] (3+1 4b. lm D (s) ti s )j- 3(3 + 2)'--- 15Lf

D(s) (s 3) -2(-2 3) 10

N.(s) 1/6+ .1/15 1/10 (3.42)
D(s) s (s-3) (s+2)

Another method of evaluating the coefficients o,^ nonrepeated linear

factors can be derived from Eq. (3.41);

(s) 1 lima [N.fl. (3.43)
i ., II [ Dr, D(s) .."

The first term in the above product is indeterminate (0/0). To evaluate
this term, I'Ilospital's rule is used;

lim[ l)! s) =li llim 1 1 (3.,44)
i -r r  

.... -- [D (, I [ (.)(Is

And since lill [.'(s)] =. ,

b=,im[ (= Hill] ) (3.45)

In words, the coefficient of a nonrepeated factor is the quotient of the
numerator of the entire proper fraction evaluated at the root associated
with the factor divided by the derivative of the denominator of the en-
tire proper fraction, evaluated at the same root.
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Consider the previous example:

Nz(s) (s+1) =b. + b + b.
D(s) s(s-3)(s+2) s (s-3) (s+2)

dd-[D (s)] (s -3) (s + 2) + s(s -3) + s(s +2)

d [(0)] (-3)(4 2) +0+0=-6
ds

Nb.(3) 3+1 4
dS[D (3)) (3-3)(3+2)+(3)(3-3)+3(3+2) 15

Ng(-2)

Id[D(-2)]

-2+1 -1
(-2-3)(-2+2)+(-2)(-2-3)+(-2)(-2+2) 10

(3.46)

To evaluate repeated factors, a different method must be used. Con-
sider the term b[(s-r)"] in Eq. (3.47). This term must be further
expanded in a partial fraction series,

b, = c, + Z c + + c.' _
(S -I., ) , (s -) ( S -1., ) 2 ". + (s -r ) (3 .4 7 )

To find the value of the coefficient c,, c,, etc., associated with a repeated
root, the entire proper fraction must be multiplied by the repeated
factor (s -r)),;

(s -=)' (D s = ,s- 1r01-1 +c:(s- r "-+ . . ' .+ ,+ (s - ' '(s, j

+ b +. + b, + b" b, (.](s-r:) " " (s -r,) (s - '.)" (s -r,,) " (3-8

By letting s approach t),

lim (3.49)

To find the (r- i)th coefficient, the bracketed quantity in the above
equation is differentiated i times with respect to frequency. Then
this quantity is divided by i factorial and is evaluated at a frequency
of r';
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d[.(s -rj)"N, (s)]

s-= dS2 D(s) 1k2]

C -. ,, ds' (s- i)>N.2(s) (3.50),.,j d-1 D D(s) [( .(350

The computation of these coefficients of the partial fractions expansion
is, in fact, the computation of the residues at each pole as stated in com-
plex variable theory, Ref. 13.

As an example of these computations, consider the equation
1 + cs'. -+ c.-, + c3 . (3.51)

D(s) (s+3)(s-2)3 (s+3) (s-2) (s-2)2 (s-2)3

From Eq. (3.51),

b, ll=l 1s + ________]31  (s-A 3) (s-2)3  s- 2 3 1 125

(3.52)

From Eq. (3.51),

c3 =lim {(ss-2) +3)ls_2)a1=lim} L2+ 3J 5 (3.53)

From Eq. (3.51),

c, [ 1 1 l,.[ 2-1 1 H1 2
[(s-3 1(.2 + 3.__ 2 52 _

2 2 2 ;.54)

Therefore,

Xjs_= 1/125 + 1/5 __1/25 + 2/125 (3.55)
D(s) - (s+3) (s-2) (s-2)2 (s-2)3

The examples have employed real values for the roots, but complex
values work equally well.

Now that the equation representing the system output has been ex-
panded, the next and final step consists of taking the inverse transform.
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Because a linear transformation is being used, the total inverse trans-
form is equal to the sum of the individual inverse transforms.

The inverse transformation of terms containing nonnegative powers
of s results in impulses for time functions (see Ref. 8, p. 256). The inverse
transform of a constant is that constant times a delta function at
time t=0;

Y-1 [k) =k8(t). (3.56)

The inverse transform of s is a unit doublet impulse at time zero.
Higher order powers of s yield higher order impulses. For more infor-
mation, see Ref. 8.

The proper fraction terms are much more common. The inverse
transform of a nonrepeated factor is

Y - (s- r')J b'evt (3.57)

and the inverse transform of a repeated factor is

b, (j [ ?) ) 2 "+ (8 0)- + + (s

=e 'l c,+c~t+ 03l---.1t .+ + C'r-

=e, e t'-' ~ (I(note that 0 = 1). (3.58)=el (U-1)

M ym

Fig. 3.6. Seismic system of
an accelerometer.

c k x

An example will be worked to illustrate the use of the transform
technique to determine a response time history. The seismic system
of a typical accelerometer is shown in Fig. 3.6. The accelerometer
provides a voltage output that is proportional to force in the spring
element. This force is in turn proportional to che difference in dis-
placement of the mass and the base of the transducer. The transfer
function between the acceleration of the base and the displacement of
mass relative to the base can be found by first writing the equation
of motion;
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-1dt L dt) - dt]-k[y(t-x(t)=O, (3.59)
dt [ dt d

where
x (t) =the displacement of the base of the accelerometer

y (t) =the displacement of the mass of the accelerometer.

Separating the variables,

n+ k 1 (t)=c-+kx(t). (3.60)
dt - dt dt

Then the Laplace transforms are taken of both sides of the equation,

in [s2Y(s) -sy(0)-(0)] +c[sY(s) -y(O)j +kY()=c[sX(s) -x(0)] +kX(s)

msY(s) + csY(s) +kY (s) = csX(s) +kX(s) -cX(0)+?rsy(0)+my(0)+cy(0)

Y(s).=(cs+k)(X(s)] + ,[y(0)+A(0)]+c[,(O, + -[(0)] (.61)
is 2+c; +k -is 2 +cs+k

[ cs+k 1,
Y(s) =[msc++k X(s), if the initial conditions are all zero.

The transfer function desired is the one for a relative displacement
output and a base acceleration input. This is

. [y (t) -. (t)] Y(s) -X(s)
S(s) d _____t s:X(s) (3.62)

again assuming that the seismic system in the accelerometer is initially
at rest.

Substituting Eq. (3.62) into Eq. (3.61), the transfer function of the

accelerometer is found as follows:

es +k \Xs) XS

H(s) = ins +s+k )iX(s) -X(s)
s-'X( s)-1WO

H(s) = k' (3.63)

or, as commonly normalized,

It (s)= 2 ,,s +*w- (3.6,4)

where

= =the fraction of critical damping of the seismic system in

2VTki the accelerometer
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(o,, = VN 'hin=the undamped natural frequency in radians per second of
the seismic system in the accelerometer.

To depart for a moment from the original goal of this example, the
frequency response function of the accelerometer will be examined.
Since in practice the frequency response function of the accelerometer
would be measured with undamped sinusoids, it is legitimate to exam-
ine the transfer function along the line s=j27rf. Substituting j2,rf
for s in Eq. (3.64) yields

-1
H(2 rf) =_ (2rf)2 +24w, (27rf) +w* (3.65)

The magnitude (gain factor) and phase shift (phase factor) of this
function are plotted in Fig. 3.7 for various fractions of critical damping.
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Fig. 3.7. The frequency response function of an accelerometer;
(a) gain factor, (b) phase factor.

Returning to the original purpose of the example, we will calculate
the output of the accelerometer. A step function input will be assumed;

x(t) = u(t) = unit step function. (3.66)

The output V(s) is the product of the transform of the input and the
transfer function

1

V(s)=()(~2~~) (3.67)

U .( )] k8= w.
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To find the output in the time domain, the inverse Laplace transform of
the above equation must be calculated. As a first step in the inversion,
the poles of the denominator are calculated;

D (s) = (s) (s2 + 2Nws + w,,) = 0. (3.68)

The quantity s =0 is a ruot of the first factor, so the first pole v, is equal
to zero. The poles associated with the second factor can be found from
the formula for finding the roots of a quadratic -''ation, ax-+bx+c.
The discriminant is

=- b VU -a
2a

and the roots are
V2 v ) + (3.69)V3 M,,(- - ,

The output can now be expressed in the following partial fraction series
expression:

s s-,,(-+ \ ) +  b, (3.70)S S- U,,- + 4- - ) S - ,,,(- - V42' r-- 1)"

The values of the numerators are calculated next. These are

1
b, =lim [sV (s))=-

b,=lir [aV(s)], where a=co,,(- + V )

1

2 14-1 ~-1)

b,,=lira [1V(s)], where , V )

1
2w;,( --1+ -1) (3.71)

The inverse transform is found from Eq. (3.70);

S(t) = b ert+ b..e r:'t+ b~er;

1 1

+,u 1 - J et (3.72)
2(o:; e + : + + -C (.
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Since < 1 for practical accelerometers, only this case will be solved;

v~t=e j1 W e~
2 2)

1 sin (w[, +)], (3.73)

where

=tan 1- _, ]  (3.74)

This response is plotted in Fig. 3.8 for several damping ratios. Notice
that the output of the accelerometer is not a faithful representation of
the actual acceleration. The response oscillates in an exponentially
decaying manner about the true step level. As the damping increases,
the oscillations decay at a faster rate.

L

U.
z
0

LU

TIME

Fig. 3.8. Accelerometer outputs for a
step acceleration input.

Response values expressed as Fourier transforms of causal functions
(.r (t) = 0 for t < 0) can be converted to Laplace transforms if this step
helps to perform the inversion from a frequency function to a time
function.

If the Fourier transform is an analytic function of frequency and the
Laplace transform exists for the real part of the complex frequency
equal to or greater than zero, the Laplace transform is found simply by
replacing the real frequency variable f by the quantity s/(j27r) (see
Ref. 14, p. 173);
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) Re[s] 0, (3.75)

where F (f) = the Fourier transform.
The restriction on the function existing for zero and positive real

values basically means that all poles must be to the left of the jW axis
in the s plane.

If the Fourier transform is not available as an analytica! function,
the Laplace transform can be calculated by convolving the Fourier
transform of the data and the frequency function 1(a+j2irf). (This
convolution results from expressing the Laplace transform as the
Fourier transform of the product of the data and a term containing the
unit step function multiplied by e- al. The unit step function forces the
integral to exist over positive time only, and the e- ' term changes the
kernel of the transformation from a real frequency variable to a complex
frequency variable. The Fourier transform of the product of two time
functions is the convolution of the separate Fourier transforms. The
Fourier transform of e-" multiplied by step function yields the
1/(oa+j2-7f) term.)
Thus,

J (8) =f ( du Re[s] > 0. (3.76)

For causal time functions only, the real (Re(f)) or the imaginary (Im))
po'rtion of the Fourier transform is required [14];

./(s)4s (11:+ 1d, Re~s]0

=4f l m }, -+" du, Re[s] O. (3.77)

3.5 Cascaded Linear Systems

When simple linear systems are connected in tandem as shown in
Fig. 3A the overall frequency response function is the product of the
individual frequency response functions as long as the systems do not
load each other;

/IlI(.f) = Haf 1 .1" .1-(.f) • H i(f), (3.78)

where I (.') = the overall frequency response function.
In terms of the gain and phase factors,

IHr.f) I11, (f) I • IH- (f) I • IHt.I') I
(3.79)

01(j) = Omp(.t' + oAf) + o(j')'

356-558 OL - 71 -5
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SYSTEM I SYSTIM2 SYSTEM 3

Fig. 3.9. Unloaded simple linear systems
in tandem.

I (f) I(f) Elm

Fig. 3.10. Linear systems in tandem.

If the input of one system loads the output of the system to which
it is connected, a different approach must be taken to determine the
overall frequency response function. For example, consider the two
linear systems shown in Fig. 3.10.

The output of each system can be related in matrix form to its input
by means of four pole parameters (see Ref. 15, p. 143);

SE1  A1 B1  E2  E.3  I A2,B. E4
= and = , (3.80)

II CDI I. I C.2D. it

where

Z,I y.,,lZ1

B = M[ 1 1 I Z:12

Z.,I y21
Z., =Z,., (3.81)c= =10

Z21  Y2 y.i y n

D g ,!= - 2. 2
D.Zn l,= . ,-

11=/ --L=the input admittance. This is measured when the output
EI of the network is short circuited.
I,

y...=-L=the output admittance. This is measured when the inputE of the network is short circuited.
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I,
y E2=-

- = the reciprocal of the transfer impedance. This is measured
when the input of the network is short circuited.

Z1,= I= the input impedance. This is measured with the output open
circuited.

Z22 =-L.=the output impedance. This is measured with the input
1 open circuited.

Z12 =- =the reciprocal of the transfer admittance. The subscripts
on the A, B, C, and D parameters in Eq. (3.80) refer to the
two different systems of Fig. 3.10. This is measured with the
input open circuited.

Considering one system only, the input is related to the output by the
following equations:

E, =AE,+B,I2
and (3.82)

I, = CIE2 + D, 12.

If the system is not loaded, I., = 0. Defining the frequency response func-
tion as the ratio of the output voltage to the input voltage, we have

I, (f ) H (f) -A- (3.83)

Now, if the two systems in the preceding figure are connected in tandem,
E 2 =E3 and h, =13. Therefore, the input to output relation is

EI A1B1  A.-B2- E_. (3.84)
I I , 1 = C D ,j ] C ..D .. 1 ,i

This provides a convenient matrix notation for relating any number of
systems connected in tandem. For any given system.

E1  AtB, ... A.B.j E:. (3.85)

I CID1  . . . CD 2

From Eq. (3.84), an overall frequency response function for two systems
can be calculated between the output voltage of the second system and
the input voltage of the first system when they are connected in tandem;

E, _ (A,A:+B,C) (AB 3+BD.) E4 8
S ++(3.86)

I, (C 1A.+ DCo.) (CB 2 + DD,) 1
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Since no load is permitted on the second system, I,=0 and the overall
frequency function Hr(f) is the ratio of E 4 (f) to E, (J);

E 4 (J) 1
Hf A2 +BC . (.87)

From Eq. (3.87), A, and A2 are the reciprocals of the frequency re-
sponse functions of systems 1 and 2, respectively. Thus, it can be seen
in the general case that to obtain the overall frequency response func-
tion when the systems are connected in tandem requires knowledge of
the transfer impedance B, of the first system and of the transfer ad-
mittance C, of the second system, in addition to the individual frequency
response functions.



Chapter 4

SPECTRAL METHODS

4.1 Spectral Decomposition

The decomposition of a time history is its representation by a combi-
nation of simple mathematical functions which can be more easily
interpreted by the analyst. Spectral decomposition is used to denote
those representations that are functions of frequency. As such, they are
the most widely used procedures for the analysis of shock data. The two
most common forms of spectral decomposition used in shock data analy-
sis are the Fourier spectrum and the shock spectrum. These two meth-
ods are discussed in this chapter.

The popularity of spectral decomposition techniques is based on two
primary factors. First, these techniques characterize the data in forms
that are related to quantities familiar to all engineers. Steady state
impedance values can be used to describe systems. The input and output
of any system are described in terms of their frequency content. In
the simplest context, these techniques can be thought of as examining
a shock to determine if it contains significant inputs at frequencies that
are likely to be potentially damaging. Generally, the response of a
structure at resonant frequencies will predominate in the total re-
sponse. Therefore, the content of the shock at these resonant fre-
luencies is of primary concern.

The second factor in favor of spectral techniques is the independence
of each frequency component from all others. Thus, it is possible to
examine each component separately, ignoring the rest of the spectrum.
This allows the computation of the system response to a shock at any
specified frequency, provided only that the energy content of the shock
and the frequency response function of the system are known at that
frequency. For example, to compute the Fourier response spectrum of a
linear system at 100 Hz, only the values of the input Fourier spectrum
and the frequency response function at 100 Hz must be known (Fig. (4.1)).

This independence irn the frequency domain greatly simplifies anal-
yses. By comparison, the calculation of a response in the time domain
at some time t, is dependent not only on the value of the excitation at
that time but on all previous values of the excitation (see Section 3.2,
Eq. (3.1)). Finite frequency windows used in actual analyses may cause

61
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Fig. 4.1. Evaluation of the Fourier spectrum of a response at 100 Hz;
(a) input Fourier spectrum, (b) frequency response function, (c) response
function spectrum.

some dependence between closely spaced spectral components; however,
this dependence is minor compared with that of the time domain.

The Fourier bpectrum and the shock spectrum differ significantly.

Fourier analysis consists of decomposing a time history in terms of
trigonometric functions. The magnitude and phase of each trig-
onometric term needed to reconstruct the time history are plotted as a
function of frequency. Shock spectrum analysis consists of determin-
ing the peak response values of a set of simple, second order, mechanical
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oscillators to the shock excitation. This peak response is plotted as a
function of the undamped natural frequency of the simple oscllators.

Selection between the Fourier and the shock spectral methods of
spectral decomposition should be based on the application of the data.
Fourier analysis can be used tc. describe input data, response data, or,
if the input and response are measured simultaneously, it oan be used
to describe the frequency response function of the system. Given any
two of the above items, the third can be determined. Typically, the inpul
time history and frequency response function are known, and the re-
sponse time history is to be determined.

The original, and still the primary, application of shock spectral anal-
ysis is to predict peak response levels from input measurements. It
is used instead of the Fourier spectrum to predict response levels
wherever the frequency response function of the system can be rea-
sonably represented by a simple second order oscillator and when it
is not necessary to compute the response in detail. Note that it can only
be used with input measurements.

The details of Fourier and shock spectrum analyses are discussed in
the following two sections.

.1.2 The Fourier Spectrum

The Fourier spectrum is simply the finite, Fourier transform of a
time history. This corresponds to evaluating Eq. (4.1a) where the time
history x(t) is multiplied by the Fourier kernel, a complex exponential
containing both the frequency and time variables, and then integrating
this product over the record length;

X(J)= f x(t)e '"dt. (4.la)

Alternativey, the kernel may be expanded so that Eq. (4.1a) may be
rewritten as

(r .-M sin 2,fd. (4.l1b)X( f x (t) cos 27rftdt -j .r~r) 2fttdl.

The latter equation shows how the Fourier spectrum can be considered
as a decomposition of the time history in terms of sinusoidal and co-
sinusoidal components.

The Fourier spectrum can be displayed either as real and imaginary
functions of frequency or, by means of a complex coordinate transfor-
mation, in terms of a modulus z. %d phase angle. The real function corre-
sponds to the first integral in Eq. (4.1b), while the imaginary function
is the second integral. The Fourier spectrum is expressed in terms of
modulus and phase simply as

X(.f) =V (1)le OV), (4.2)
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where

IX(J') I = \/Re-' [X V) ] + I a IX(f) ] (4.3)

0(f) = tan Re in X(f) (4.4)

Examples of both types of Fourier spectra are shown in Figs. 4.2 and

4.3.

L+

Re (X(I IMOxf)
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Fig. 4.2. Fourier spectrum, real and imaginary presentation.

IX(t)l I  
.9O

00
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Fig. 4.3. Fourier spectrum, modulus sind phase presentation.

In order to apply Fourier spectrum techniques, the finite Fourier

transform of the time history must exist. Necessary and sufficient con-

ditions for the eyistence of the Fourier transform are discussed in
Section 2.3.

An important aspect of the Fourier spectrum is that each of the
frequency components is independent of all the others. This is due to
the orthogonk lity of the sine and cosine functions. Strictly speaking,
the compone,.s will be independent only for infinite record lengths. In
th's case, the Fourier spectrum is a continuous function of frequency.
However, as was shown in Section 2.3, truncating the time history in
effect multiplies it by a boxcar weighting function. This is equivalent
to convolving the true Fourier spectrum with a sin x/x window. Since
the window has finite bandwidth, the finite Fourier spectrum may be
thought of as a line spectrum, where the components are spaced at
frequency intervals corresponding to the sin xl.r window as

I'
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Y(f) = T[sin 7jfT/IfT],

where T is the record length of the time history. From this equation,
the half-power points of the main lobe occur atf=tO.442/T with re-
spect to the spectral component over which the sin xix function is
centered. The main lobe zero crossings occur at f=_ 1/T. Utilizing the
half-powei bandwidth of the sin xix window as an indication of the
frequency spacing of finite spectral components implies that these com-
ponents occur every 0.884/T Hz. The rule of thumb generally used is

4A= lIT, (4.5)

where Af is the frequency interval.

Spectral components may be calculated at finer spacings, but it is
important to realize that such components are simply interpolated
values obtainable from the true components by means of a sin xix
interpolation function. Figure 4.1 indicates the spacing of the sin .C/x
windows when a A fof liT is used.

IM (f)l

Fig. 4.4. Spectral windows for ir' spacing.

For transient data, the maximum record length is defined by the time
required for the signal amplitude to decay completely. Extending the
record length beyond this point does not reduce tile spacing between

the spectral components required to completely define the spectrum.
The Fourier spectrum may be coml)uted for either the excitation or

the response time history. When dealing with shock data, the difficulties
inherent in measuring the response of the syst,0m 111nder service con(li-
tions frequently limit the analysis to that of tile excitation time history.
In general, the Fourier spectrum of the shock input is used, along with
available knowledge of the frequene response function of the system
subjected to the shock, in order to obtain an indication of the system
resl)onse. Since this response is calculated in the frequency domain,
the inverse Fourier transformation operation will produce the response
time history of the system. This operation is

.1 -
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00 = H(f) X(f)e 2 "f' df, (4.6)

where H(f) is the frequency response function of the system. If the
response of a system is to be computed from the excitation, certain
requirements are also placed on the system. Basically, it must conform
to the ideal linear systew. The system must be stable, physically real-
izable, and describable by constant-parameter differential equations.
Finally, the system must be excited by only one input and must produce
only one response. In practice, only the stability and physical realiza-
bility can be perfectly met. All physical systems will deviate somewhat
from the other requirements. The engineering problem boils down to
assuring that these deviations are minor if the Fourer techniques are
to be used. Low-level noise, slight nonlinearities, and slow parameter
drifts usually can be tolerated. However, they degrade the accuracy of
the computations.

Minimal use has been made of Fourier spectrum procedures in the
specification of shock tests. However, it is possible to generate a single
excitation via Fourier techniques that in some manner represents the
service environment of a system as defined by a set of excitation time
histories. This is because the average spectrum of a set of time histories
is equal to the Fourier spectrum of the average time history. This may
be seen from the following relations.

Given a set of time histories x,, i= 1, . i.. m, then the average time
history .(t) is defined by

( 1 xt. (4.7)

The Fourier transform of (t) is then

, f) =f .r(t )e ):""dt. ('1.8)

Replacing (t) in Eq. (4.8) by the expression in Eq. (4.7), we have

X v)x'(0 e .-afdt.(4.9)

Reordering the integral and summation yields

[v f . ,,2v.,I (4.10)

which is simply another way of writing

,~()= X."f). (4.11)
1=
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Therefore, the procedure required to determine an estimate of the
average frequency content of a transient is quite simple.

For the test of providing some degree of confidence that it produces
responses in excess of those caused by the average service environment,
the average Fourier spectrum must be increased by some safety factor.
Note that if the frequency response function of the system is known,
then therc is no need to compute an average spectrum. Instead, the
responses may be calculated for each measured shock, and the most
severe response detected. The shock causing this response may then
be used as the test specification.

Determining meaningful safety factors is an area requiring con-
siderable future investigation. The usual approach taken is to estimate
the probability density function of the process and also to compute its
standard deviation. The required test environment may then be defined
as Y(f) =,7(f) +ks (), 

(4.12)
where

S() v ) 1 (4.13)

i 1

and k is the number of standard deviations required to ensure that a
large majority of the probable service environments are encompassed.
The scale factor k must be obtained from the estimated probability
density function. Unfortunately, since the Fourier spectrum is complex,
it is difficult to perform the test specification generation as defined by
Eqs. (4.12) and (4.13). Other conceivable approaches which consider
the two components of the Fourier spectrum independently are

0 Enveloping the moduli of the measured siocks and utilizing the
average phase factor, and

* Adjusting the average modulus upward by the product of a scale
factor and the standard deviation of the spectrum and utilizing
the average phase factor.

One other approach is to compute the test specification in the time
domain and then calculate its Fourier spectrum. This can be done by
calculating the average time history (which is equivalent to computing
the average Fourier spectrum) and the time-varying standard devia-
tion. Then the test specification time history is just

yt) =.(t) +ks t), (4.14)

where y(t) is the specification time history, 2 () is the average time
history, s(t) is the standard deviation, and k is the scale factor.

The last method appears to be the most attractive because the cal-
culations are performed with real variables. Alsu,, if the shock can be
considered to be primarily deterministic, s(t) is an indication of the
extraneous "noise" in the measurements.
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Presently, a majority of the testing procedures based on the Fourier

spectrum are concerned with the duplication of measured time histories
[16]. The decomposition of the time history is performed by a filtering
process in conjunction with the equalization of the test equipment.
In effect, the equalization procedure divides the Fourier spectrum of

the time history by the frequency response function of the test equip-
ment. This guarantees that the excitation produced by the test equip-
ment subjects the test specimen to an environment which closely
approximates the measured excitation.

4.3 The Shock Spectrum

The shock spectrum is a method originated by Biot [17] as a means

for estimating the damaging effects of seismic shocks upon buildings
and has since been used in analyzing shocks which have been applied

to a linear system.
When an acceleration is applied to tbe hase of a simple inechanical

oscillator of the type shown in Fig. 4.5 the equation oi motion of the

mass tit is as follows:

-my(t) -k[ait) -x,(t) 0- . ('.

The first term is the inertial force opposing motion. The second term
is the force due to the compression of the spring.

M Yml

Fig. 4.5. Base-excited simple

k X in Ahanical oscillator.

In this system, failure will occur if the stress in the spring exceeds
some fixed value. Typically, this may be the yield strength if permanent
deformation is the failure criterion, or ultinmate strength if rupture of

the spring is the failure criterion. The stress in the spring element is

the second term in Eq. (4.15). By rearranging this equation as

mi it) =-k[y(l) -x(t) I
('1.16)

= - kft),

where 4(t) = 1 (t ) - .'(t) = relative displacement, it can be seen that for
any shock the stress can be determined in either of two ways.
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First, the displacement of the mass of the system relative to the base
of the system can be calculated and then scaled by the spring constant
to determine the stress. Second, the absolute acceleration of the mass
of the system can be determined and then scaled by the mass of the
system to yield the stress in the spring.

Furthermore, since the stress level is being compared to some fixed
value that equates to failure, only the peak value of stress needs to be
determined. If the calculated maximum value of stress from a given
shock is below the failure criterion value, the system will survive and
vice versa, if the calculated value exceeds the criterion value, the sys-
tem will fail when exposed to the given shock.

In this manner Biot developed a simple method for evaluating the
damage potential of very complicated shock time histories on struc-
tures. The restrictions on application of this technique are as follows:

1. Peak stress in the spring element is indicative of failure.
2. The entire system can reasonably be represented by the simple

mechanical oscillator of Fig. 4.5. (Actually, the concept has been ex-
tended to include a viscous damping element between the mass and the
base of the system, as discussed later in this chapter. The coacept has
also been extended to cover certain systems more complicated than the
above one. This discussion is in Chapter 7.)

3. The shock spectr an of the excitation exists. (Tile necessary condi-
tio;ns for ti'n existence of a shock spectrum have not been derived;
however, suffilient conditions should be met by any continuous signal
of finite energy and duration.)

The shock spectrum is defined as the maximum response "f a set of
linear second order systems to the shock recorded as a function of the
natural frequency of these systems. This corresponds to playing the
shock time history through a series of systems whose frequency re-
sponse functions are of the type shown in Fig. 4.6 and plotting the peak
response of each system. Figure 4.7 is a typical shock spectrum.

To use the shock spectrum for failure analysis, the following four
pieces of information are required:

1. The undamped natural frequency of the system
2. The minimum stress level which will cause failure
3. The mass of the system
4. The cross-sectional area to which the shock is applied.

As an example, suppose that a system with a natural frequency of
100 Hz, a maximum allowable stress level of 5000 lb/sq in., a mass of
5 lb-ser:/ft, and a surface area of 2 sq in. is to be exposed to the transient
that produced the above shock spectrum. The peal, acceleration re-
sponse is read from the shock spectrum at 100 Hz. This is 10 g's. The
maximum stress is then the product of the peak acceleration and the
system's mass divided by the surface area,

10 (g's) x 32.2 (ft/sec:- g) x 5 (16-sec:/ft)/2 (in.-)= 805 (lb/in.-).
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Fig. 4.6. The frequency response function
of a simple mechanical oscillator.
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Fig. 4.7. A typical shock spectrum.
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Since this is below the allowable stress level, the system will not fail
when exposed to this shock.

The definition of the shock spectrum is actually much broader than
it appears at first glance. To reduce the ambiguities in this definition,
the clarification of several items is required. These items are

* Type of excitation
• Type of response
9 Point of excitation application
* Type of spectrum
• Damping.

Each of these will now be discussed in turn.

Type of Excitation

The excitation may consist either of a force or a motion applied to
the system. Motion may be measured in terms of deflection, velocity,
or acceleration imparted to the system by the shock. In most cases, an
accelerometer is used to transduce the excitation so that most shock

spectrum procedures assume acceleration inputs.

Type of Response

The next item concerns the type of response required. Two different
types of clasifictio are necessary he,'e. First of a, th response.. of
the mass of the system may be referenced relative either to the base
of the system or to some fixed point in space. The first of these is termed

relative motion, while the second is absolute. A second classification
concerns the type of response motion. This motion may be defiPed in
terms of its deflection, velocity, or acceleration. The combination of
these two classifications leads to six different responses which fit the
shock spectrum definition. These are

1. Relative deflection f(t)
2. Relative velocity (t)
3. Relative acceleration (t)
4. Absolute deflection y(t)
5. Absolute velocity Y(t)
6. Absolute acceleration 11(t).

In actual practice, two other responses are also used. The first of these
is the pseudovelocity V(t) defined by

V,(t ) = 27r."f (t). (,4.17)

where f is the natural frequency of the system. The pseudovelocity is
identical with the relative velocity when the system response is a pure
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sinusoid. This is true only for the residual response of an undamped
single degree-of-freedom system. In general, the two will be in close
agreement, with the pseudovelocity lower at low frequences and higher
at high frequencies than the true relative velocity because of its fre-
quency dependence.

The other response is called the equivalent static acceleration A,,(t),
which corresponds to the true absolute acceleration only for an un-
damped system. It is defined by

A, =2,(t)=2f;V(t) =4 r-f(t). (4.18)

Because of its frequency dependence, it also will tend to be lower at
low frequencies than the true absolute acceleration. However, it will
be in good agreement with the true absolute acceleration for high
frequencies.

Since these two quantities are easily derived from the relative de-
flection, they are often presented simultaneously with as a
function of frequency by means of a four-coordinate nomographic grid
as shown in Fig. 4.8. The two response motions most often used in shock
spectrum analysis are relative deflection and absolute acceleration.

\ .-- -h

W
V) 0

\ "./

FREQUENCY HZ

Fig. 4.8. A four.coordinate shock spectruin
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Point of Excitation Application

The next consideration is the part of the system to be excited. The
excitation may be applied either to the base as shown in Fig. 4.9a or
directly to the mass as shown in Fig 4.9b. The decision as to the applica-
tion point should be made by modeling the physical system being ana-
lyzed. The base-excited system is the one chosen in most cases.

y(t) y(t)

X(t)

(C) (b)

Fig. 4.9. Base-input (a) and mass-input (b) versions of the
simple mechanical oscillator.
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w DURATION

/
I
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I

PR M AR RESIDUAL

I - PRIMARY NEGATIVE 3- RESIDUAL POSITIVE
MAXIMUM NEGATIVE MAXIMUM POSITIVE
MAXIMAX 4- RESIDUAL NEGATIVE

2 - PRIMARY POSITIVE

Fig. 4.10. Response maxima

Type of Spectrum

The next item to be claritied is the type of spectrum. At least seven
different types of spectra are presently in use. These values for one
frequency are illustrated in the response time history shown in Fig.
-1.10. They may be classified by the polarity of the l)eak response and its
time of occurrence. The maxjimwx spectrum consists of the maximum
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absolute response recorded as a function of the system natural fre..
quency. The maximum positive spectrum contains only the maximum
positive response excursions, while the maximum negative spectrum
contains only the maximum negative excursions. The primary spectrum
is made up of the maximum absolute responses during the excitation,
while the residual spectrum contains the peak response occurring after
the excitation has completely decayed. Primary positive, primary nega-
tive, residual positive, and residual negative spectra are also used.
Their definitions are obvious and follow from their names. Note that
the maximax spectrum envelopes all of the other types and as a result
is the one most often used. However, the selection of the proper type
should be governed by the application of the spectrum.

Damping Considerations

Finally, the shock spectrum may be damped or undamped. The
classical definition of the method assumed no damping because the in-
tent was to obtain a conservative estimate of the damage potential of
the shock. Since it is usually quite difficult to determine the true damp-
ing of the system (in fact, the damping will vary with the particular
mode of the system which has been excited by the shock) present pro-
cedures consist of calculating the shock response at several different
critical damping ratio values in the range 0 to 0.1 (from undamped to
10 percent of critical damping).

The primary purpose for including damping is to reduce the over-
conservatism of shock spectral analyses, particularly with shocks that
contain strong oscillatory components. The effects of including damp-
ing are to negate the exact equivalence between

1. The inertial force and the spring force
2. The relative velocity and the pseudovelocity
3. The absolute acceleration and the equivalent static acceleration.
When damping is included as sho%%n in Fig. 4.11, the equation of mo-

tion is

-tn4(t) -cf(t) -kf(t) = 0. (4.19)

Thus the stress (spring force) is equal to the sum of the inertial and the
damping forces.

m ylt)

Fig. 4.11. A simple mechanical
S (t) oscillator with damping.

T T
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Pseudovelocity and equivalent static acceleration are no longer equal
to the true relative velocity and absolute acceleration because the
true relative displacement is no longer sinusoidal, so that integration
and double integration do not correspond to multiplication by 27rf,,
and (2rf,)2, respectively. Damping also causes the relative displace-
ment response to decay from the pure sine wave of the undamped case.

Two Basic Types of Shock Spectra

Further discussions of the shock spectrum will be limited to the two
basic types in widest use. These are

1. The maximax spectrum derived from a base-excited system with
absolute acceleration input and relative deflection response

2. The maximax spectrum derived from a base-excited system with
absolute acceleration input and absolute acceleration response.
For the first case, the differential equation of the system is written in
terms of (t) = y(t) -x(t):

(t) + 24(o, (t) + woe(t) =- (t). (4.20)

where co= 21rfn, 4 is the critical viscous damping ratio, and X(t) is the
absolute acceleration of the excitation. The general solution is

(t) = oe-(' cos w,,t+- sin NJt+Lo- e-1.' sin Wdt

le,
-- x(r)e-(-.(t-)sin o~dt-r)dr. (4.21)

where eo=e(to) and to= (to) are the system's relative deflection and
velocity just prior to the shock and W is the damped natural frequency
defined by

Wd = cO" . (4.22)

Note that for zero initial conditions,

I r)en t '_ sin Wd(t-T)dr. (4.23)
Wod f.o

This may be recognized as the convolution of _(t) with the unit impulse
response of the single degree-of-freedem system. This convolution is
called the Duhamel or superposition integral.

The term superposition is descriptive of the fact that the excitation
may be viewed as a series of impulses of duration 'r as shown in Fig.
4.12, and the total system response consists of the superimposed re-
sponses to these impulses.
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Fig. 4.12. ,xcitation viewed as a series
of impulses.

The differential equation for the absolute acceleration response is

written in terms of the absolute deflection U(t).

P(t) (4.24)

The solution, in terms of the absolute acceleration (t), is just
P(t)2 oi,,[t(t) -x(t)] -coW[y(t)- x(t)] (4.25)

or

-2 o,, (t) - o ~t), (4.26)

where (t) may be obtained by differentiating Eq. (4.21). This yields

.(t) - ,,co,,e-,',,"sin o,,t+±,,e-,,'' (cosWdt - sin wt )

j X(T)e CSWn -, bin W,(1-TI. (.70 ('1.7)

For zero initial conditions,

(t } l(0 ," ' c c,1 (t - "7)dr

+ f .rT-',"" sin W,I(t - 7) d7 ('.28)

or

In the usual case where the system is at rest prior to the shock,

y(t) =2 w,,f .(tle
-
"'.S''cos , d-'rdt+ 12"- 1 co"(t). (4.30)

Techniques for implementing these equations on analog and digital
equipment are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.
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Relationships Between Shock and Fourier Spectra

Although the shock spectrum and Fourier spectrum are completely
different concepts, there exists a relationship between them. The modu-
lus of the Fourier spectrum is identical to the residual, undamped shock
spectrum when it is computed in terms of pseudovelocity. This fact
is pointed out in Ref. 18. In Ref. 19 this approach is used to compute
both the shock spectrum and the Fourier spectrum in one operation.
This relationship can be seen by examining Eqs. (4.23) and (4.29). The
response at the instant of shock tcrmination (assuming zero initial
conditions) is

tt),=--- f x(r) sin W,,(t -)dT. (4.31)

The velocity response is

,. (t) =-f x(r) cos (o,,(t -7)dr. (4.32)

Expanding the sin (o,,(t -- ) and cos oA - 7-), and then expressing
.(t) in terms of its Fourier spectrum at the natural frequency of the

system result in

, t [he X(o. ) ] sin wJ + [I 1) V(w,,) I cos Wt (4.33)

and

tI) = [~e N.V( ,,) I cos - [Ion X(w,,) ] sin o,,t. (4.34)

Since the system is undamped, the residual response will be a sine
wave %%ith k t) and (W as initial conditions. The maximum vahe of
this residual response is just the amplitude of this sine wave, which
may be expressed as

S. = 'M + (4.35)

Substituting the relationships of Eqs. (4.33) and (4.34) into Eq. (4.351
yields

co,,ff N u .... - NO 'J¢. (o, + [ /)t X ((U.) :(,4.36)

Since tile left side of Eq. (.1.36) is just the residual shock spectrum at
frequency (0, expressed in terms of pseudovelocity, and the right side
is the modulus of the Fourier spectrum at the samo frequency, it
fol!ows that

II, I,,.. = i\Xltw)I. (4.37)
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Applications of Shock Spectrum Analysis

The major advantages of shock spectrum analysis over other tech-
niques are that neither the detailed frequency response function nor
the detailed time history of the system's response to the shock need
be known. In many instances it is either difficult or inconvenient to
measure these quantities. In some cases, just the effect of mounting a
transducer on the system for the purpose of measuring its response
is sufficient to change that response significantly.

The shock spectrum is used to determine whether a system car. sur-
vive a shock environment, to design the system to survive shock en-
vironments, and to specify shock tests. The use of the shock spectrum
to derive shock test specifications has several advantages. First, since
the shock spectrum contains more information about the shock than
just its peak value, it is a more accurate test than the simple tests such
as dropping the system from a given height onto a specified surface.
In particular, it provides much greater repeatability. Second, since the
test is derived from measurements of the actual service environment,
it more closely simulates the damaging effects of the service environ-
ment than the simple tests, even those with simple repeatable pulse
shapes. Third, it has generally been accepted that, since a conservative
test is desired, a specification can be created by simply enveloping
all the measured shock spectra of a particular shock environment.
This is attractive because of its simplicity.

On the other hand, there are severha disadvantages to using the
shock spectrum to develop shock test specifications. First, there is
no unique relationship between a shock spectrum and a time history,
as there is with a Fourier spectrum. Many time histories can produce
th,- same shock spectrum. This fact has been used to implement some
shock testing with vibration test equipment [201. Exponentially decay-
ing sinusoids have been summed to provide test inputs, and sinusoidal
sweeps, with the amplitude programmed as a function of frequency,
have also been used as shock test inputs. In both cases, the response
spectrum is duplicated.

This many-to-one relationship between the excitation and the shock
spectrum is also the cause of considerable 'ontroversy over the validity
of the shock spectrum as a measure of damage potential. It has been
argued that it is not possible to determine true damage potential in
this manner with any degree of certainty because each of the various
exciting pulses which could produce a given shock spectrum will have a
different damage potential associated with it. This is highly dependent
on the failure mechanism in the system. If the single highest peak
criterion applies to the system failure mode, then duplication of the
response spectrum is adequate. However, many systems fail in different
manners. For example, if the primary failure mode is from fatigue, then
any testing method that causes more cycles of high-level responses
than the actual environment will be an overly conservative test.
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A second disadvantage of the present use of shock spectra for specifi-
cation purposes is that the enveloping of peak values, while easy to
implement, also probably results in quite conservative tests. A more
realistic approach would be to treat a group of shock spectra from the
same nominal environment as random data. Then by ensemble averag-
ing, the mean spectrum and its variance could be computed. The test
specification could then be based on the mean increased by the product
of some factor and the standard deviation of the group of shock spectra.
When combining spectra, care must be taken to assure that the spectra
are equivalent. For example, if there have been changes in the system
between measurements, it may be necessary to modify some of the time
histories (see Section 3.5) and to recompute the shock spectra before
combining. See Ref. 21.

A third problem is the difficulty in determining the accuracy of the
shock spectrum, since implicit in the derivation is the assumption that
the physical system being tested may be approximated by a single
degree-cf-freedom system. Regardless of these difficulties, the shock
spectrum is employed extensively in the analysis of shock data.

In recent years, the shock spectrum concept has been extended to
multiple degree-of-freedom system, nonlinear systems, etc. These
extensions are discussed in Chapter 7.



Chapter 5

ANALOG TECHNIQUES FOR ANALYZING
SHOCK DATA

Analog equipment used for the analysis of shock data can be sep-
arated into two categories. These are the special purpose and the
general purpose equipment categories. Special purpose equipment is
that designed primarily for the analysis of transient data, while the
general purpose equipment, of course, has many other applications.

Fach vqf.mcnt ctcgc iy can be further divided into two subgroups.
These subgroups designate the underlying manner in which the equip-

ment operates. The equipment in these two subgroups are known either
as mathematical-Qr physical analog computers.

This chapter describes the basic operating principles of each of these
analog conmputation techniques and in particular their application to
the analysis of shock data.

5.1 Electrical Analogs

At the present state of the art, dynamic physical quantities are
normally measured by a transducer that has an electrical output. The

electrical output from the measurement system is almost always a
voltage. This voltage will bear a known relationship to the physical

quantity of interest.
Since d-ta are normally acquired as a voltage, it is reasonable that

the eqvipment used to analyze the data work directly on-a. voltage
signal. The-re are, of course, many other advantages to working on the
electrical signal: Interestingly enough, some of the early shock analyzers

were mechanical [1, 22J. The first was a torsional pendulum whose
re.onant f'equency was varied by changing the position of the weight

on the pendulum. The second consisted of a bank of reed gages tuned
to different frequencies. The maximum response of each reed was
Imeasured to obtain the shock spectrum, Galvanometers have also been
used to form an electromechanical shock analyzer [23]. In this chapter,
only purely electric~il analyzers ,will be considered.

As noted before, analog computing circuits are of two varieties. In

the mathematical analog variety, the equipment implements the mathe-
matical operations required to solve the problem. General purpose

analog computers of this type are known as electronic differential

8I
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analyzers. Analog computers of the physical analog variety are usually
known as passive analog computers.

Electronic Differential Analyzers

The usual application of electronic differential analyzers is to the
solution of differential equations. The mathematical operations that
are most convenient to implement on the computer are

* Addition
" Integration
0 Sign change (polarity change), and
" Scale factoring (multiplication by a constant).

These operations are generally adequate to solve linear, constant-
coefficient differential equations.

Implementation of nonlinear operations, including multiplication
and division by time-varying quantities, can be accomplished although
over a more restricted range and usually with less accuracy than the
rbove-lis' ed functions. Differentiation is implemented only when there
is no alternative route for solving the problem (the differentiation
operation causes noise and instability problems).

The manner in which the mathematical analog computer operates
is as follows:

1. The highest order derivative is found as a function of all of the
other parameters in the system equation.

2. A voltage proportional to this highest order derivative is assumed
to exist. It is integr ated an appropriate number of times to obtain all
of the other terms in the equation, except the input term.

3. These other terms and the input term are added together (with the
appropriate signs and scale factors) to form the voltage proportional
to the highest order derivative.

4. The voltage corresponding to the output term of interest is read
out.

As an illustration of the use of an electronic differential analyzer,
the circuit will be developed to solve for the absolute acceleration of
the mass of a simple mechanical oscillator when a base acceleration is
applied.

The mechanical system is shown in Fig. 5.1.

mY

Fig. 5.1. Jase-excited simple
mechanical oscillator.

c k x
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The motion of this system is described by

-P(t) - 2w (t) -. (] - w,[y(t) - x(t) ] = 0,(5.1)

where

x (t) = the displacement of the base

,(t) =the velocity of the base

X(t) =the acceleration of the base

y (t) = the displacement of the inertial mass

y(t) = the velocity of the inertial mass

p (t) = the acceleration of the inertial mass

= C = the fraction of critical damping
of the mechanical oscillator

O,, = the undamped natural frequency

of the mechanical oscillator.

The highest order derivative is found as follows:

#(t) = 2 wj. (t) -g(t)) + u[x(t) - y(t)]. (5.2)

A voltage equal to the acceleration of the mass is assumed to exist, and
it is integrated once to obtain the velocity of the mass. Then this velocity
is integrated to obtain the displacement of the mass. The input is a
voltage representing base acceleration. This must be integrated once
to obtain the base velocity term on the right-hand side of Eq. (5.2),
and a second time to obtain the base displacement term. The two terms
are subtracted as are the displacement terms. The velocity difference
term is multiplied by the constant 2 wl. and then these two factors are
summed to yield the acceleration of the mass. The schematic diagram
for an analog computing circuit to solve Eq. (5.1) is shown in Fig. 5.2.
Each integrating and summing amplifier has 180' of phase shift so that
there is a polarity change between their inputs and outputs.

The symbols used in Fig. 5.2 are as follows:

E > = integrator with gain of amount (a)

> > = summing amplifier with gain of amount (a)

The circuit of Fig. 5.2 is not optimum. It is primarily intended to illus-
trate the method of creating the analog circuit. One method of simplify-
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* - OUTPUT

I X( i)

INPUT

2(t w-iw)

Fig. 5.2. Analog computer circuit for determining the mass acceleration
response of a simple mechanical oscillator to a base acceleration input (for
explanation of symbols, see p. 83).

ing the preceding circuit to reduce the total number of integrators and
summing amplifiers needed is to assume that a voltage proportional
to the relative acceleration of the mass is available. Let

(t)=y(t) -. (t)= the acceleration of the inertial mass of the sim-
plh mechanical oscillator relative to the base

(t ) = y(t ) -x (t ) = the velocity of the inertial mass of the simple

mechanical oscillator relative to the base

t = y (t) -x (t) = the displacement of the inertial mass of the sim-
ple mechanical oscillator relative to the base.

The circuit as simplified is shown in Fig. 5.3.

(t In C ) (
02 

-
W2C

(t)-
2C

ua
n

( )- x(t
0

n W ,I l- , -y (t): - ( t ) + ( t)

[ OU=TPUT

i(t)

INPUT

Fig. 5.3. Rearranged circuit for the analog of a simple mechanical oscillator

Two integrators and three summing amplifiers thus perform the same
operation as four integrators and four summing amplifiers. The nega-
tive of the mass acceleration is obtained by the circuit of Fig. 5.3.
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Usually, the correct polarity can be restored by the appropriate con-
Iection of the plotting device. If not, an additional unity gain summing
amplifier is required to resolve the polarity.

If certain restrictions on the minimum damping are permissible, the
circuit can be further reduced to that shown in Fig. 5.4 [24].

Fig. 5.4. Single-amplifier analog circuit of a damped
mechanical oscillator.

Passive Analog Computers

Passive analog comluters are primarily intended for the solution of
problems involving the response of physical systems because their
operation is based on the similarity of the equations describing the
behavior of electrical elements and physical elements. A passive elec-
trical circuit is formed that simulates the physical system. The differ-
ential equations describing the performance of the electrical system
must be proportional to the differential equations describing the per-
formance of the physical system. The primary computing elements in
passive analog computers are resistors, capacitors, and inductors
(transformers, operational amplifiers, and function generators are also
required for many problems).

Passive analog computers are particularly well suited to the solution
of problems involving the response of discrete and distributed struc-
tures. This results from the similarity between Newton's laws describ-
ing the behavior of the structure and Kirchoff's laws describing the
behavior of the circuit. There are two different electrical analogies,
and chey are based on the two different laws of Kirchoff. These are

i. rhe amount of current flowing out of a point (node) in a circuit is
equal to the amount of current flowing into the point.

2. The difference of electrical potential between any two points in
a circuit is independent of the path used to measur- it. (This is more
commonly stated as the sum of voltage drops in a closed loop is equal
to the sum of the voltage rises in the loop.)

Kirchoff's first law is the basis for the nodal analogy. The sum of all
the currents injected into a node is equal to the sum of all the nodal
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admittances multiplied by the potential difference of tb-e node. The
currents in singie, passive-element nodes are as follows.

Resistor Time Domain Frequency Domain
e R i (t)e(t) -e"(t) " E(f) -E 2 (f)

Capacitor
e C 'il i"(t)=c d[e,(t) -e.(t)]d lc(t) =J27rfC [E ,(f) -E."(f)]

C

Inductor

eli [,,., _E,(f) -E, (f)
e.( L I j 27L

The loop analogy is based on Kirchoff's second law. The sum of the
applied voltages in a loop is equal to the sum of the loop impedance
multiplied by the net loop current through each impedance. The voltage
across a single passive element is found as follows.

Resistor Time Donain Frequency Domain
)[R ,e,,()e, =[t(t)-i:.()]R E40(t' =[l,()-lAI:(R

Capacitor

)j, t e f ' MC E, V)= j27jC
C(

Inductor

1- e,0 1(U()__0 ,V) j7JI[11(' A)
(i
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To illustrate the application of the passive electrical analogies to
the solution of practical problems, again consider the base-acceleration-
excited, simple mechanical oscillator. The equation of motion (see Fig.
5.1) is

i# + cy-) + k (y - x) = 0. (5.3)

It will again be convenient to express this equation in terms of the
motion of the mass relative to the base [f(t) =y(t) -x(t)],

in + cf: + k mi. (5.4)

Or, in terms of Laplace transforms,

smZ(s) +scZ(s) +kZ(s) =s -mX(s). (5.5)

Nodal Analogy

First, the nodal electrical analogy will be considered. If currents in
the electrical analog are made proportional to mechanical forces, the
appropriate electrical equation is

sCE,(s) +- =(s). (5.6)

This equation yields the circuit of Fig. 5.5.

I I ' I .

Fig. 5.5. Nodal analogy of a simple
mechanical oscillator.

The comparison of the mechanical and electrical systems is helped if
Eq. (5.5) is rewritten in terms of the relative velocity:

0 = (t) - r(t) = the relative velocity of the mass to the base

V(s) = sZ(s) = the Laplace transform of the relative velocity

smVl(s) +CV(s) ) += s!- '(s). (5.7)
S
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A comparison of Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7) shows the following relation:

V(s), or v(t) (relative velocity) - Eo(s), or eo(t) (voltage)

smV(s) (inertial force) sCE.(s) (current through the capacitor)
Eods)

cW(s) (damping force) - (current through the resistor)

kV(s) (spring force) E,(s)
s- s (current through the inductor)

-sni-X(s) (input "force") - l,,(s) (input current).

From the above comparison these additional relations can be derived;

m (mass) - C (capacitance)

c (damping constant) - 1 (reciprocal of resistance = conductance)

k (spring constant) - 1 (reciprocal of inductance).

To summarize, the nodal analog of the base-acceleration-excited,
simple mechanical oscillator is formed by selecting a capacitor pro-
portional to the mass of the oscillator, a resistor that is proportional
to the reciprocal of the damping constant of the oscillator, and an
inductor that is proportional to the reciprocal of the spring constant
of the oscillator. These three electrical elements are connected in
parallel as shown in Fig. 5.5. An input current is applied that is propor-
tional to the base acceleration scaled by a factor of minus onc times
the mass of the oscillator.

The desired output was stated as the acceleration of the mass. This
acceleration is proportional to the difference between the current in
the capacitor and the input current, scaled by a factor equal to the
mass of the oscillator. As shown below, it also equals the product of
- 1/n and the sum of the currents in the resistor and the inductor;

o)t) = wt +.i'(t

m ]tt =m~i I m 'l } i t )-/,,(t )=- i(t }- iMt. (5.8)

Because current is proportional to force and voltage is proportional
to velocity, the nodal analogy is sometimes known as the force-current,
velocity-voltage analogy.

Loop Analogy

Next, consider the loop analogy. In this case, the appropriate elec-
trical equation is
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Eo(s) =sLo(s) +Ri 0 (s) - (5.9)
sC

which describes the circuit shown in Fig. 5.6.

RTi
F-' i (t) L L()

Fig. 5.6. Loop analogy of a simple
mechanical oscillator.

A comparison of the equations describing the mechanical system,
Eq. (5.7), and the electrical system, Eq. (5.9), reveals the following re-
lations:

sniV(s) (inertial force) - sLi(s) (voltage across the inductor)

cV(s) (damping force) RI(s) (voltage across the resistor)
kVs l(s)

- (spring force) - (voltage across the capacitor)
sSC

V(s) (relative velocity) I (s) (loor current)

m (mass) - L (inductance)

c (damping constant) - R (resistance)

k (spring con, tant) - - (reciprocal of capacitance)

- masX(s) (input "force") - E,ds) (input voltage).

To summarize, the loop analogy of the base-acceleration-excited,
simple mechanical oscillator is formed by selecting an inductor pro-
portional to the mass of the oscillator, a resistor proportional to the
damping coefficient, and a cnpacitor that is proportional to the recipro-
cal of the spring constant. These electrical elements ars then connected
in series as shown in Fig. 5.6. An input v(ltage is applied that is pro-
portional to the base acceleration scaled by a factor equal to the mass
of the mechanical oscillator.

Again, the desired output is the absolute acceleration of the mass.
This acceleration is proportional to the sum of the input voltage and the
voltage across the inductor, scaled by a factor proportional to the mass.

356-558 IL - 71 - 7
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As shown below, it is also equal to the product of-/1m and the sum of
the voltage across the resistor and capacitor;

eout(t) = el () 4- Co(t) = eR(t) - eCt. (5.10)

Because the voltages are proportional to force and the loop current is
proportional to the velocity, this loop analogy is sometimes known as
the force-voltage, velocity-current analogy.

The choice of a nodal or a loop analogy depends on the specific appli-
cation of interest, as each analogy has its specific advantages and
disadvantages. The nodal analogy has the advantage of being topo-
logically similar to the mechanical system. In many cases, the analog
of the mechanical system can be created just by replacing masses by
capacitors, etc. On the other hand, the loop analogy has an advantage
in that the parameters of interest are usually voltages, whereas they
are usually described by currents in the nodal analogy. This is an ad-
vantage because it is easier to measure voltages without disturbing the
circuit than it is to measure currents.

5.2 Computation of Fourier Spectra

Analog instruments that are used to compute Fourier transforms
are divided into a number of different categories. One division is that
of parallel vs swept analysis. Parallel analyzers compute all the spectral
values of interest simultaneously. They perform a true real-time analy-
sis. Swept analyzers compute only one spectral valve at a time. The
swept anaiyzers are divided into groups depending on the manner in
which the frequency of the spectral computation is changed. In one
type, this frequency is stepped and, in the other type, the frequency is
continuously varied. (In both types, the frequency must be changed
slowly to prevent error.) The performance of a swept type of Fourier
analysis requires that the data to be analyzed must be periodic. Data
that are not naturally periodic (such as single pulse data) are forced to
appear periodic to the analyzer. This artificial periodicity is usually
created by recording the data on a continuous loop of magnetic tape.
This forces the data to be periodic with a fundamental frequency
equal to the reciprocal of the ,uration of a tape loop. The parallel
analyzer has an obvious speed advantage and price disadvantage
(for equal-quality analyses). Analyzers may also be divided into those
which directly implement the mathematical equations describing the
Fourier transform and those which employ bandpass filters.
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Mathematical Equation Implementation

The direct mathematical equation implemented is the trigonometric
version of the Fourier transform as related in Eq. (5.11),

X(f) = x(t) cos 27rftdt-j x(t) sin 27rftdt. (5.11)

The block diagram of an analyzer based on the above equation is shown
in Fig. 5.7. This circuit computes the real and imaginary parts of the
Fourier transform at one frequency. To obtain the entire spectrum
either the circuit must be duplicated (parallel analysis) or the frequency
of the oscillator must be changed. Typical plots from this type of
analyzer are shown in Fig. 5.8.

MULTIPLIER INTEGRATOR Rek((

Fig. 5.7. Block diagram of an analog Fourier analyzer
(direct mathematical model).OS IL T Co . 0S .o..

FREQUENCY, f FREQUENCY. f

Fig. 5.8. Typical plots of the real and imaginary portions
of a Fourier spectrum

Sometimes it is more convenient to express the Fourier transform in
terms of its modulus and phase factor. The block diagram of the cir-
cuitry used to obtain these values from the rL ' and imaginary values
is shown in Fig. 5.9, and the quantities are described mathimatically

in Eq. (5.12);

IX(f) I = V'Re'[X(f)] + lm [X(f)I (5.12a)
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Re [X) SQUARE sum FSQAR IM

IM [X(f)] S UARE

OIVIDE -AR -- (fa

Fig. 5.9. Basic block diagram for converting real and
imaginary forms of Fourier transforms to modulus and
phase spectra.

0,()= tan [m Re (f) I J (5.12b)

These values can be plotted either in cartesian form as shown in Fig.
5.10 or in polar form as shown in Fig. 5.11.

This type of analyzer works quite well; however, as in any practical
analysis, there are certain sources of error that must be kept in mind.
The first requirement is that the oscillators nmust be keyed to start at
exactly the same time as the transient. Any phase shift between the
start of the transient and the 0' value of the sinusoids will be reflected
directly in the phase factor. The modulus will not be affected by this
error source. However, if real and imaginary values are plotted instead
of modulus and phase values, both will be in error. In fact, there will
be cross-coupling between the real and imaginary portions of the true
Fourier transform.

To further illustrate this error, the Fourier transform of a cosine
wave will be computed over N integral cycles. Assume that the sinus-
oidal generators are free-running and that the oscillators are shifted
in phase by 0,, degrees when the cosine wave is started. The relative
timing is shown in Fg. 5.12.

The equations required to find the Fourier transform are as follows:

X (I') f cos (2i1",d) cos (2trfld + (M dt

ja
-J h, cos (24r.1)t sin (24;1 -t 0,,) dt

cos 1- 0.,) .V sin (-0,,) N5
2 f, 2 , (5.3a)

,1I.(') =VRel-[X(.) I + I tit' (jf,)J = (5.13b)
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Fig. 5.10. Typical plot of the modulus and phase factors of Fourier spectra.
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Fig. 5.11. Typical polar plot of a
Fourier spectrum. °
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Fig. 5.12. Timing diagram.
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O0r(fo) =- tan-1 R IX (fo) ] 00. (5.13c)

When 0,=0, the correct value, X(f)= N, is obtained.

The cross-coupling in the real and imaginary values, when this phase
error exists, can be illustrated as follows:

Re'[X(f)] =M cos 0' =M cos (0+ a) (5.14a)

Im'[X(f]) =M sin 0'= M sin (0 + a), (5.14b)

where

Re'[X(f)] =the indicated real portion of the Fourier transform

Im'[X(f)] =the indicated imaginary portion of the Fourier trans-
form

a = the phase error

Re'[X(f)]=M (cos 0 cos a+cos 0 sin a) (5.15a)
=Re[X(f)] cos a-hn[X(f)] sin a

hin'[X(f)]=M (sin 0 cos a+cos 0 sin a) (5.15b)

=In[X(f)] cos a+Re[X(f)] sin a.

where

Re[X(fy) =the true real portion of the Fourier transform

hm[X(f)] =the true imaginary portion of the Fourier transform.

This source of error prevents the use of continuous-frequency sweep
analyses with this type of analyzer. The circuits must be duplicated
or the frequency of the oscillators must be stepped-exercising care
that zero phase angle corresponds to the start of the transient at each
frequency.

A second source of error with this type of analyzer is harmonic dis.
tortion in the electronic circuits. The largest contributors to this type
of error are generally the multiplier circuits, although care must be
exercised to insure that the oscillators do not have significant energy
at frequencies other than the fundamental one. The ability of the
multiplying circuitry to perform a true multiplication will generally
be the limiting element.

Estimating the magnitude of this type of error is quite diffiult, as
the error depends not only on imperfections in the hardware but also
on the shape of the Fourier transform. As an example, assume that the
oscillators have some higher order, odd harmonic components. Then
the actual Fourier transform computed by the instrument is as follows:
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XM (fo) = x(t) (cos 27rfot+A, cos 6rfot+A2 cos 1O'fot+...) dt

-j f x(t) (sin 2rrfot +A, sin 67rf ot+A 2 sin 107rfot + ... )dt

=X(fo) +A,X(3fo) +A.X(5fo) +..., (5.16)

where

Xn V(o) =the value of the Fourier transform displayed at the output
of the analyzer

A,, = the relative magnitude of the nth harmonic of the oscillator
to the fundamental.

An examination of Eq. (5.16) shows that the displayed value of the
Fourier transform contains the true value, plus scaled values of
the Fourier transform at odd multiples of fo. When the value of the
true Fourier transform is much larger at a distortion frequency (for
example "t 3fo in the above example) than the value of the true Fourier
transform at the analysis frequency (fo in the above example), the dis-
played value can be grossly in error for what would appear to be small
values of harmonic distortion. If, in the above example, the value of the
true Fourier ;,ransform at 3fo was 100 times larger than the value of
the true Fourier transform atfo, and A, had a value of 0.01 (1-percent
distortion at this frequency) then the indicated value of the Fourier
transform at fo would be twice the true value.

Bandpass Filter Implementation

The second type of analog Fourier analyzer utilizes narrow band-
pass filters followed by detectors as shown in Fig. 5.13.

NARRIOW11

00-BANflPASS RETIIE INTEGRATOR IxMI
FILTER

Fig. 5.13. Block diagram of an analog Fourier analyzer
(bandpass filter model).

For periodic data, the principle on which they operate is fairly easy to
visualize. Only one spectral component is allowed to pass through the
filter at a time. All other spectral components are removed from the out-
put of the filter. In Fig. 5.14 the dotted line symbolizes an ideal bandpass
filter centered at frequencyfo. The output of the filter will be a sine wave
with an rms value of Mo (assuming unity gain in the filter passband).

Since the output signal is a sine wave, many types of detectors can
be employed to detect its rms value. True rms detectors, peak detectors,
or mean absolute value detectors (as shown in Fig. 5.13) are commonly
used. Any of these detectors is perfectly acceptable as long as the
appropriate calibration factor is accounted for in the final results. The
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IX(f)I

Fig. 5.14. Spectrum of a periodic
function.

C f-

FREQUENCY -

calibration factor is the ratio of the sine wave characteristic measured
to the rms value of a sine wave. For a peak value measurement the
calibration factor is 0.707. (ErmnsIE,,k=0. 707 for a sine wave.) For a
mean absolute value measurement (ordinary AC voltmeter) the
calibration factor is 1.11. (Er,.mjEan= 1.11 for a sine wave.)

With an actual filter instead of the idealized one previously assumed,
the output will have some contributions from all spectral components
of the input, as shown in Fig. 5.15.

IX(f)I
or

fi

FREQUENCY

H,

(b)

II

FREQUENCY

Fig. 5.15. The effect of a nomdeal filter on Fourier
analysis; in) modulus of the input, 1b) filter gain factor,
c) spectral contributions cmoduli to the filter output.
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Thus it is important that the filter have a steep rolloff rate, so that it
strongly attenuates all but one spectral component. The total input
of a periodic signal can be represented as follows:

x(t)= M, cos (2rtf,+ 0,). (5.17)
)-to

At each spectral frequency, the amplitude of the cosine wave is multi-
plied by the gain of the filter at that frequency, and the phase of the
cosine wave is shifted by the amount of phase shift through the filter
at that same frequency. Thus the output of the filter is

11

y(t)= >HM, cos (2t;+ 0,+ 0,) (5.18)

where
H, = the gain of the filter at the ith frequency
h,= the phase shift through the filter at the ith frequency.

Calculating the rms value of the filter output yields

V H= , SIf1. (5.19)

The indicated value of the modulus of the Fourier component at f,
is the mean square value normalized by the gain of the filter atf,;

3- =1 . (5.20)

The measured value will differ from the true value. The difference, or
error term is defined in the following equation:

11 y .1 ,y

Using the binomial expansion,

c I +j (5.21)

This expression is generally quite difficult to evaluate, since the true
spectrum must be known. However, Eq. (5.21) does demonstrate the
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need for the bandpass filter in the am lyz r to have very low gain for all
spectral components except the one at (ne center frequency of the filter.

Periodic Data Considerations

Frequently, complicated data are artificially made periodic, such as
by recording the transient on magnetic tape, forming the tape into a
continuous loop, and then recirculating the loop mary times for single-
filter, scanned analysis. In this case there is likely to be a number of
spectral components within the passband of the filter used for analysis.
The output indicated by the analyzer at the center frequency will be
the sum of all the spectral components over the passband. In this
manner a discrete measurement approximating the true continuous
spectrum of the transient is obtained. (By discrete measurement, it
is meant that a single point is obtained for each center frequency
setting of the filter.)

As an example, consider the terminal-peak sawtooth pulse shown in
Fig. 5.16a. The amplitude spectrum of this pulse is shown in Fig. 5.16b.
If the data are made periodic by connecting the end of the transient to
its beginning, the time history will appear as shown in Fig. 5.16c. In this
case, the continuous spectrum is estimated by discrete points separated
in frequency by the reciprocal of the duration of the transient. For
example, if the sawtooth pulse in the preceding figure has a duration
of 10 msec, spectral components will be 100 Hz apart.

Frequently, it is impossible to make a single pulse repetitive by splic-
ing the end of the transient to its beginning. Practical considerations,
such as the minimum loop length that the tape recorder can handle,
or the desire to blank out tape splice noise are examples of such factors.
In this case, the time history resembles the example shown in part e of
Fig. 5.16. The duration of the transient is still 7', but it is now repeated
once every T, seconds. When the transient is made periodic in this
manner, the spectrum consists of discrete values spaced (lIT,) Hz apart.
For example, the same 10-msec transient might be recorded on a loop
of magnetic tape that recirculates completely once every 2 sec. Then
the spectral spacing would be 1/2 Hz. Note that the magnitude of any
spectral component is equal to the value of the continuous sper.rum of
the nonrepeated transient evaluated at that particular frequency.

If the filter bandwidth used is greater than 1fi', as is usually the case,
then more than one spectral component will occur within its passband.
The indicated output of the analyzer will then be just the average
value of these spectral components as weighted by the filter's fre-
quency response function. An error between the indicated value and the
true value at the center frequency of the filter is possible, even when
assuming an idealized rectangular bandpass filter shape. Consider
the three spectral values in Fig. 5.17 as being a portion of an overall
spectrum bandpassed through an idealized filter created at frequency
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I
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VALUE

-TRUE VALUE
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Fig. 5.17. Error in spectral measurement due to
finite filter bandwidth.

f,. The true modulus atfo is lower than the average value of the three
spectral components.

The magnitude of this error can be estimated (as shown in Ref. 25), as

E (f') - I (I;) I, (5.22)

where
B = the bandwidth of the filter

I l(.,) I = the second derivative of the modulus of the

Fourier spectrum with respect to frequency

evaluated at.t.

It should be noted that there will be no error when the spectrum varies
linearly over the filter bandpass. Also, since the error formula results
from dropping higher order terms in a Taylor series expansion, its
value in estimating the magnitude of the error diminishes rapidly when
the spectrum is not monotonic inside the filter passband.

Scan Rate Considerations

There is another potential source of error in analog Fourier analyzrs
employing a single continuously scanned bandpass filter. This 2'.ror
occurs when the single filter is scanned too rapidly. Rapid scanning
causes the effective frequency response function of the filter to differ
drastically from its static (unscanned) state.

The effect of rapid scanning of a filter is shown in Fig. 5.18.
The most prominent distortions of the scanned filter characteristics

are a decrease in the l)eak response and thd shifting of the peak
response frequency in the scanning direction (increasing frequency
scan in the figure). Kharkevich [26] presents the following formula for
estimating the magnitude of the scanned filter errors (a second order
filter is assumed):

Peak Response

e. 4 ../,(5.23)
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Fig. 5.18. GC... .actors of a filter
(static and scanned).

where
c,,=the fractional error in the peak response

A = the scan rate ir Hz/sec =,

B = the bandwidth of the filter.

Frequency Shift

C = ,(5.24)

where

ef= the frequency shift error in iz.

Bandpass Filtering Techniques

Three different techniques are used in this type of analyzer to perform
the bandpass filtering technique. The first technique is direct filtering.
The analyzer employs a separate filter for each frequency to be ana-
lyzed. The filter has a center frequency equal to the desired analysis
frequency and has the desired bandwidth. Figure 5.19 a and b illustrate
the spectrum and direct filtering. The dotted line in pa:t (b) represents
the filter frequenc: response. The second filtering technique is herero-
dyne filtering. In this technique, the data amplitude modulates a high
frequency sinusoidal carrier signal. Since suppressed carrier modula-
tion is normally employed, the data can be considered as multiplying the
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carrier signal. The resultant signal eo(t) is given by the following
equation:

eo(t) =(data) X (carrier)

-(IMol + IMI cos (27rfit +)+..

" IM,,j cos (27rnft+0,))(A cos 2irfit). (5.25a)

This can be expanded as follows:

eo(t) =A1Mol cos 27rfct + 1M, 1 cos [2i'(fe+f,)t + 0,] +.1 2

2 cos [2,irf+f,)t +0,]+- -cos [27r(f-f,)t-0t]+.

I M, I (52b
+! cos [27r(f-f,,)t - ,j (5.25b)

This resultant signal has the original spectrum folded about the carrier
frequency. To perform the filtering, a filter with a high center frequency
is used. Either the sum or difference frequency can be filtered. Part
(c) of Fig. 5.19 shows the filter operating on the difference frequency
spectrum.

There are two reasons for using the heterodyne filtering method.
First, very sharp bandpass filters can be realized at these frequencies
by using quartz or magnetostrictive filters. Second, a single filter can
effectively be stepped or scanned through the data simply by changir S
the frequency of the carrier signal, and the characteristics of the filter
aeed not be changed. When the frequency of the carrier is changed, a
new portion of the difference frequency spectrum falls within the pass-
band of the filter in part (c). In actuality, the data frequency spectrum
is scanned past the filter rather than the filter being scanned past
the data.

The third technique is called homodyne filtering. This technique
is quite similar to heterodyne filtering. However, in this technique, the
data signal is multiplied by a carrier signal having a frequency equal
to the frequency at which the spectrum is to be analyzed. The multi-
plication again results in sum and difference frequency spectra. How-
ever, the center frequency of the analysis filter now corresponds to a
difference frequency of zero. Thus, the filter actually used is a low-pass
filter; and since the negative frequency diffeience components have
their energy folded around zero into the positive frequency region,
the actual filter need only have half of the desired bandwidth. Part (d)
of Fig. 5.19 shows a low-pass filter of B/2 Hz bandwidth effectively
performing a bandpass filtering of the data spectrum at fi, and with
bandpass B Hz.

As with the heterodyne filter, the data can be moved past a single
filter by changing the frequency of the carrier. Use of the low-pass
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Fig. 5.19. Filtering techniques; (a) basic spectrum, (b) direct filtering,
(c) heterodyne filtering, (d) homodyne filtering.
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filter removes a source of error, frequency drift, from the filter but
not from the carrier signal generator. There is one other factor that
must be corrected for in homodyne filtering. That is the relative phasing
between the data signal and the carrier signal. Examining a single
spectral component in the product signal, it is found that the resultant
difference frequency is a dc value whose amplitude is proportional to
the amplitude of the spectral component multiplied by the cosine of the
phase difference between the spectral component and the carrier
frequency;

e,,(t) =[I M(.,) I cos (2 -It r 0,)] cos (27/It + 0,)

= M [cos (0"-O0)]. (5.26)2

This value can range anywhere from zero to the corect value of
OI'I,) 1/2. (Only the absolute value of the cosine is of importance, as
polarity is lost in the detector.)

This problem could be approached by synchronizing the carrier
oscillator; however, this would preclude the use of continuous scanning.
Instead, the data are multiplied by both the sine and cosine of the
analysis frequency as shown in Fig. 5.20. Each multiplier signal is
passed through a separate low-pass filter. For a single spectral com-
ponent, this yields the difference frequency signals of [1l (fi,) 1/21
cos ((,,- 0, ) and [l f,) 1/21 sin (0,,- 0, ) in the upper an(d lower channels,
respectively.

MLTIPLIER' PS

CO(2wfrt.O'I

OATA CARIR SQUARE OUTPUT
OSCILLATOR OOT

Sif (2wfvI+ Q

M4ULTIPLIE R LOWPASS 4SQUARE -

LF i IL TE - L

Fig 5,20 Practical homnodyne filtering.

The output is computed by -quaring each filter output, adding the
squatred values. and then taking the square root of the output;

Output - voS(t.-0. + 1+ sin 1(. -
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I MUD I Vcos 2 (N,- 0,)+ sin2 (0o- 0')
2

I u (6) (5.27)
2 "

Thus, the output is equal to the correct value of the spectrum at fre-
quencyfl. (The factor of two is accounted for in the calibration.)

When the filter passband enclosed only one spectral component, it
was noted that a true rms, mean absolute value, or peak detector could
be used, since the output waveform from the filter is a single sinusoid,
and the mean absolute value and peak value of a sinusoid are readily
converted to.a true rms reading by applying a simple calibration con-
stant. When there are two or more spectral components enclosed by
the passband of the analyzer, a true rms detector must be employed.
Peak and mean absolute value detectors will give erroneous readings

of the rms value.
To illustrate this fact, consider the simple example of a sine wave and

its second harmonic, with no initial phase shift. The rms value is found
as follows:

V/l7= (sin 2trft +k sin 4-ft )'.dt (5.28a)

Let T=)'/4, since the signal is periodic every quarter of a cycle of the
fundamental frequency;

(sin -'2it + 2k sin 2,rft sin 4-..'f + k -sin-' 4-ft ) t]

I +- k (5.28b)

The mean absolute value is found as follows:

IX f I sin 2 -,f + k sin 4,ft I (It. (5.29a)

Again the saire upper limit can be used, and since both signals are
positive out to T=J.1, the absolute value can be dropped;

II =..t" f (sin 27rfi +k sin ,lft) dt=" (1 +k). (5.29b)

If the mean absolute value could be used in place of the true rms value,
then the ratio of the true rms to it would be a fixed calibration constant;

(I+_k_ I
Skconstant. (5.30)

2 (1 OL -k)

356-558 OL - 71 - 3
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Since this ratio is a function of k, the mean absolute value dete%:tor
cannot be calibrated in terms of the true rms value. (The ratio is also a
function of any phase angle between the spectral components.)

RC Averaging Techniques

Not all analog Fourier analyzers employing bandpass filters use true
integrators. In fact, the majority use RC averaging in place of true
integration. This is legitimate, as long as certain precautions are
observed in the use of the RC averager, because the integrator is being
used to compute a time-averaged value. This operation is essentially
that of low-pass filtering. The dc voltage on the output of the detector
is the quantity of interest. Figure 5.21a shows the block diagram of a
true integrator and an RC averager. Part (b) shows the gain factor of
these two circuits. The RC averager is the simplest low-pass filter avail-
able. It also gives a fairly good approximation to the true integrator,
since the envelopes of both gain factors are proportional to 1If at high
frequencies.

The precaution to be observed in using an RC averager to replace
the true integrator can be studied by examining Fig. 5.21c and d. Part
(c) compares the weighting functions of the two circuits. By use of these
weighting functions and the convolution integral, the response of each
circuit can be computed. When an input is applied, a step in the mean
square value occurs at the output of the filter (and also out of the
squaring circuit). When this step is applied to the integrator, its outp .t
responds by building up linearly with time. Thus, the input can be
determined at any time to simply by multiplying the output of the
integrator by (T/to).

With the RC averager, the output gets closer to the product of l1RC
and the input as the averaging time increases. The idea is to make the
exponential factor in the output negligible. To do this, toIRC should be
a large number. The pei.entage of ec-'or in the output of an RC aver-
ager, as a function of the ratio of the analysis time to to the time con-
stant RC in the averager, is shown in Fig. 5.22. At small error values
(less than 10 percent), the error in a. ems value is about 112 the error
in the mean square value, for a given (o RC) ratio.

It should also be noted that RC averaging must be used if the band-
pass filter is to be continuously scanned through the frequency range.
When this is the case, a second restriction is placed on the maximum
scan rate. (This first is given by Eqs. (5.23) and (5.24).) This restriction
is that the scan rate must be slow enough to let the RC averager
accurately track changes in the spectrum. The exact value of the scan
rate is a function of the error that can be tolerated from this source.
In general, the scan rate will be in the following range:

B . 2 B (5.31)
4R RC '
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Fig. 5.21. Comparison of true integration and RC averaging.
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Fig. 5.22. Error in the mean square value as a function of the averaging time.

where
B = the bandwidth of the filter
X = the scan rate.

Filter Operation on Transients

Filter-type analog analyzers can be used to compute the Fourier
amplitude spectrum without making the transient periodic, if they are
of the parallel-filter type. With this type of system, all portions of the
frequency range are analyzed simultaneously. When used in this
manner, their operation differs somewhat from use on periodic data.

To demonstrate the operation of bandpass filters on a single transient,
the time domain response of an idealized, undamped filter will first be
calculated. This calculation is performed by means of the convolution
integral [261;

Stt) 'X (T)1I - r)dr. (5.32)

For the undamped filter, the weighting function is

h (T) = sin 2t'.,7, (5.33)

where. ',,= the center frequency of the filter. Then

yIM ) V (T) Sin 2i.!'.( -2r.f7)d7

(sin 2Trt*J. X os 2-, t1.71.- (cos 2.tAt ) j , l-) sin 2Tit*/I (5.34)
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y(t) Re [X(J,)] sin 21rT, -in [X(t)] cos 27rfJt. (5.35)

Thus, the output of the filter contains both the real and imaginary parts
of the Fourier transform. To utilize this information, the rms value of
the output is computed;

\/;= -f y2(t)dtV 7'1 jf i w
-- 0 [Re [X'f)] sin 27rJt-lin (X(6,)] cos 27rjt]2'dt.

Assume that the transient is terminated, let T=f)14, and evaluate

\j= e \R-e2 - 7(,) +Imr [X -(A)] = IX f,,) I. (5.36)

Thus, the rms value of the output is equal to the Fourier amplitude
spectrum at j,. Note that the rms output will be a function of time
(running spectrum) until the transient terminates. After this point,
the rms output will be constant because of the idealized filter.

The same approach can be used to calculate the response of a practical
bandpass filter. The weighting function of a bandpass filter with center
frequency .t; will have the form

h (-) = g(7) sin 2-tJ,7, (5.37)

where g(-) is some arbitrary function describing the filter character-

istics. The output of the filter is calculated as before,

it) = X () (t -7) sin (27rtd - 2,.1",,7)(1

= sin 2-.t f .0' (r .) (t -) cos 2r1d7 - cos 27r

xfx (,)g (t -7) sin2 t,7dr. (5.38)

A comparison of Eqs. (5.38) and (5.35) reveals a great deal of similarity,
the difference being the factor y(7) inside the integials. If these inte-
grals are designated as

mc [XIj;, i ]and l1 "(X iI,) ], (5.39)

the equation becomes

yt) = ReIX(;, I sin 2I,.t - I tit.X't;,I)] cos 2t;, t, (5..4i)
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and the rms value is

\ [L'= f'y2 (t) dtl = 12(4) I". (5.41)

This measured spectral value differs from the true value at fo. The
amount by which this measured value deviates from the true value
depends on the quantity g (r). If g (r) does not change significantly
over the analysis time interval, the measured value will not differ
greatly from the true value. In very genera! terms, the shorter the
duration of the transient and the narrower the bandwidth of the
filter, the less the error will be.

5.3 Analog Shock Spectrum Analysis

As with analog Fourier analyzers, analog shock spectrum analyzers
can be separated into several classifications. The first grouping is
into parallel or scamied single value categories. With the parallel
an-lyzers, the values of the shock spectrum at all frequencies of in-
terest are obtained simultaneously. With the scanned type of analyzer,
the shock spectrum value is obtained at a single frequency, the fre-
quency of the analyzer is stepped, the transient input is repeated,
and the value of the shock spectrum is computed at this new frequency.
It should be noted that scanning must be performed by stepling rather
than by a continuous sweep for this type of analysis.

The other major grouping of shock spectrum analyzers is the separa-
tion into either active or passive analog categories. The active analog
shock spectrum computer solves the differential equation

++2 _ .r[(t)-x(t)]=O.dt (it ' dt

Active Analog Shock Spectrum Computers

The basic block diagram of an active (direct mathematical model)
analog shock spectrum computer was shown in Fig. 5.3. This basic dia-
gram is repeated in Fig. 5.23, with the gains allocated in a better manner
and with block diagrams of supplementary functions added.

Prior to the application of the input transient, the outputs of the
integrators are clamped to zero. This minimizes the noise in the corn-
puting circuitry and is necessary, since zero initial conditions are
required in the computations. When the input transient is applied, the
timing circuit starts the integrators operating. In addition, this timing
circuit governs the time period during which the output of the comput-
ing circuitry is connected to the detection circuitry. For measurement
of the primary shock spectrum, the output of the computing circuitry
is connected to the detectors at or before the start of the input transient.
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COMPOSITE COPIPUTATION

Figure 5.23. Block diagram of an active analog shock spectrum computer.

It is disconn. cted in exact coincidence with the end of the input tran-
sient. In this way, the measurement is restricted so that the only peaks
measured are those occurring during the time interval of the input
transient.

For measurement of the residual spectrum, this timing circuit keeps
the output from the computing circuit disconnected from the detectors
until the end of the input transient. Then, in coincidence with the end
of the transient, it connects the output of the computing circuit to the
detectors. In this way, the measurement time interval is restricted so
that the only peaks measured are those occurring after the termination
of the input transient.

Since the basic definition of the shock spectrum is the "peak" response
of a second order linear system, true peak detectors must be used.
Quasi-peak detectors as found in some voltmeters are unsuitable for
shock spectrum measurements. A peak, or maximum, is defined as a
value of the response whose first time derivative is zero and whose
second time derivative is negative. However, peak detectors used in
shock spectrum computers do not bother about computing these deriva-
tives, since the exact time of occurrence of the peak is of no concern.
(The timing circuits control the data flow and thus handle the primary,
residual, or composite spectrum timing.) Peak detectors used in analog
shodk spectrum analyzers si'nply measure the highest voltage of a
preselected polarity that is applied to their input. The circuit diagram
of a simple peak detector is shown in Fig. 5.24.

The charge on the capacitor is bled off by closing the switch. Then the
switch is opened for operation. A positive voltage causes the diode to
conduct and the charge to be stored on the capacitor. This charge biases
the diode so that it will not conduct again until the voltage on the input
is greater than the voltage on the capacitor. In this manner, it measures
and stores the maximum positive voltage applied to the input.
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e out

L T RD

Fig. 5.24. Circuit of a simple peak detector.

This circuit contains two primary sources of error. First, the diode
has a finite forward resistance and second, there is a finite shunt
resistance across the capacitor. The finite (zero is desired) forward
resistance of the diode limits the frequency response of the detector.
The frequency response function (assuming conduction of the diode)
is approximately that of a simple first order, low-pass filter. The magni-
tude of the frequency response function can be calculated from

1
PH (.f) !='(5.42)

v/I + (2-f,C ):,

wh-rP R, =the forward resistance of the diode.
For example, if a -percent error can be tolerated at a frequency of

10,000 Hz, then H(10,000) 0.99. The maximum capacitance v'alue
terms of the forward resistance is found from Eq. (5.42);

2.25
2 x 10

II,

The finite (infinite is desired) shunt resistance across the caplacitor

C the charge to bleed ofi tie capacitor. This causes a (roop in the

voltage stored on the capacitor as shown in Fig. 5.25. The shunt resist-
ance is the parallel combination of the back resistance of tile diode, the
parasitic shunt resistance of tile capacitor, and the input resistance of
the device used to read out the stored voltage. The droop can be
calculated from

e.,t - I -e e'.' (5.43)

vx here

,, I I -the fractional error from charge being bled oil' tile capacitor

R,, - tile shunt resistance across the capacitor (parallel combination
of the diode back resistance, capacitor shunt resistance, and
following input resistance).

For example, calculate tile capacitance required in terms of the shunt
re-sistance across the capacitor to keel) tile droop to -lpercelnt over a I -
rain time interval;
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OUTPUT

TIME

Fig. 5.25 1Holding capacitor voltage droop.

0.01 =1 - e,'I'

IIC=4.6

136

The requirements of EqIs. (5.42) and( (5.43) are in dlirect conflict. The first
reqIuirement (dictates that the cap~acitance should be small to minimize the
high-frequency rolloffL and the second requirement dictates that thle
cap~acitance should be large to prevenit the charge from being (lrainled
off rap~idly. Ill practice, these requirements limit the range of the cap~acitor
andl are reflectedl as stringent restrictions Oil thle for-ward resistance of thle
diode and thle totall shunt resistance of thle circuit across thle capacitor.

G;enerally, this type of shock sp~ectruma computer can b,- adjusted to
have -zero" damping. This adjustment is made by setting the circuit gatin
so that thle resp~onse of thle comp)uter to at step)-f unictionl input (does not
(lecay or. build up over some reasonably large number of cycles of oscilla-
tion. Frequent ly, this ad(justmenclt must be p~erformedl individually for each
frequency p~oint, since milox- (differences in the gain have a marked effect
nlearl the zero (la1n lping poinit.

Passiv~e A nalong Shock Spectrum Cn(ompu ters

The seconid type of shock spectrum computer is based onl palssive maalog
computer techniques. The basic block diagram of at passive anailog shock
slwectruml comp~uter wats shown in Fig. 5.6. This is the (direct electrical
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analog of the simple base-excited, second order mechanical oscillator. A
loop analogy is normally used, since voltage measuring instruments gen-
erally disturb the analogy less than current measuring instruments
(parasitics from the measuring devices). In Fig. 5.26, the basic block dia-
gram is redrawn and supplementary functions are added. In addition to
the basic computing elements, L, Rd, and C, two additional elements are
in the computing loop. These are a "negative resistor" and resistor RI.
The latter is simply added to damp out oscillations after the measurement
period. The timing control shorts out this resistor when computations
start. The negative resistance is included to permit zero damping (or
nearly zero damping). Its purpose is to offset the finite resistance in the
wiring, the inductor, and the input amplifier stage.

POSITIVE
RE~t:STANCEE IDTECTOR

L RNEGATIV
L RPEAK

DETECTOR

O""'o TIMING CONTROLS

Fig. 5.26. Block diagram of a passive analog shock spectrum computer.

To illustrate the operation of the negative resistance, the baAc
computing loop is redrawn in Fig. 5.27. The resistor R, is omitted sin :e
it plays a supplemental role, and the resistor R. has been added. The
resistor R, represents wiring, inductor, and the input amplifier's output
resistance-series parasitic resistance in the !oou. The loop equation,
in the frequency domain, is

E.t) = 0(f)L + Q(f)R,- 0(f)AR, + 0(f)Rt+Q (f)IC + Q(f)Rd. (5.44)

The current in the loop causes a voltage drop across the input resistor
of the amplifier R,, and this voltage drop is amplified by the amplifier
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Fig. 5.27. Loop with negative resistance.

to give a voltage rise. Since the input voltage to the amplifier is QRI,
the output voltage is A(ORI), where A is the gain of the amplifier.
Note that this is a voltage rise rather than a voltage drop. Rewriting
Eq. (5.44) gives

E(f)=Q(f) [R,-(A-1)R]+Q(f)L+Q(f)Rd+Q(f)IC. (5.45)

By adjusting (A-1)Rj=R., the parasitic resistances are eliminated
and nearly zero damping can be obtained if R,1 is set to zero.

It should be noted that the amplifier is floating from ground as
shown in Fig. 5.26. This requirement is quite crucial to the operation
of this analogy.

Some versions of passive analog shock spectrum computers do not

employ negative resistance elements. The primary reason is economic.
They, of course, cannot be used to compute undamped shock spectra.
Their minimum damping value is )imited primarily by the finite resist-
ance of the inductors. Generally, these computers do not contain timing

circuits either.
There are two primary sources of errors in passive analog shock

spectrum computers. These are (a) parasitics in the inductors and
(b) circuit loading by the readout device.

Inductor Parasitic Errors

There are three primary parasitics in inductors. The first is finite

dissipation. This is reflected as a resistor in series with the inductor.
The dissipation results from three sources:

1. Finite resistance of the wire used in the windings of the inductor,
2. Core losses, and
3. Eddy currents.

This parasitic can be eliminated by the negative resistance approach
if the negative resistor is included in the input and inauctance leg.

The second parasitic effect is the nonlinearity of the inductance with
current. This can be examined by a simplified analysis of the voltage
developed across an inductor;
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e,(t) = L di
or dt(5.46)or

e,(t ) = N -d'' (5.47)

where

L = inductance
N = number of turns in the inductor
V= flux

7, temporal flux density.

The flux can also be described in terms of its spatial flux density
B. In a uniform magnetic field,

(I)=B -A, (5.48)

where A = the area of the field.
Similarly, the spatial flux density can be described in terms of the

physical properties of the inductor auid the current through the
inductor. For a solenoid,

B 01a, (5.49)
where

ji = the permeability of the magnetic circuit
e = the length of the solenoid
H = the magnetizing force.

By combining Eqs. (5.47), (5.48), and (5.19), we have

, A di7,(0"AN (5.50)

By equating Eqs. (5.46) and (5.50) and solving for the inductance, the
following result is obtained:

-- AA (5.51)

Thus, the inductance is a function of the permeability of the magnetic
path. The extent of the nonlinearity of the inductor depends on the
B vs H curves of the material in the magnetic path. From Eq. (5.49),

B

A typical B vs H curve for a ferromagnetic material is shown in Fig.
5.28. Even a cursory examination of this curve points out the great
need for care in selecting the core material of the inductors to be used
in computing circuits.
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FLUX DENSITY, B

MAGNETIZING
FORCE, H

Fig. 5.28. B vs S curve of a ferromagnetic metal.

The third parasitic effect in inductors is shunt capacitance between
the windings. One way of examining the error from this shunt capaci-
tance is to treat the inductance as being frequency-dependent. The
inductor, including shunt capacitance C,, is shown in Fig. 5.29. The
total impedance Xjp]) of the inductor is found in the following manner:

X1 (.t) =j2jL) 2.-f/C,

(j2 -, fL) + ( j2rT'C,)

J7, (5.52)( 2 r7,- , ,-I - (2trjt)" LC. 5.2

If it is desired to consider the element as primarily an inductor, cor-
rupted by the interwinding capacitance, the effective inductance L' is

2 = N L (27,_- (IX, (5.53)
j27rf 1 - (2irJV- .

or [01=L 1-(fIf,) "

where j',,=the frequency at which the inductor resonates solely from
the shunt capacitance of the windings.

~1

Fig 5.29. Inductor showing L"Cs

shunt capacitances.
J
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Ideally, all inductors should be used well below the frequency at which
they resonate. While this frequency dependence is totally disastrous in
some cases, it is not too bad for shock spectrum computers as long as
the resonant frequency of the entire analog circuit is well below the
resonant frequency of the inductor alone. This is because the current
through the inductor will primarily be at a single frequency. The main
problem with the shunt capacitance of the inductor is that it lowers
the effective inductance in the inductor.

Loop Loading Errors

The second primary error source in passive analog shock spectrum
computers is the loading of the loop circuitry by the readout circuitry.
To evaluate the error caused by this loading, the basic loop is redrawn
in Fig. 5.30.

L

ei,41) (I / 2(t) ZL

,(I CT

Fig. 5.30. Basic loop with readout loading.

By solving the loop equations in the above figure, the transfer func-
tion between the output and input voltages is found to be

[,,(s ] R(+55Cs
(L8 +k+ lICs) + (Rls+LCs)IZ, (5.54)

The transfer function of the loop without readout loading (Z, =-) is

[LM - Rs + +Cs (5.55)

A comparison of these two equations shows that the result of the load-
ing is to introduce the second term into the denominator. This term
must be small in comparison to the first term in the denominator if
loading is not to introduce significant error. This leads to the following
inequality:

( LsL--C) << Ls + R + I(C (5.56)
Z,

Since this circuit will operate principally at the resonant frequency of
the primary loop, Eq. (5.56) can be evaluated at this frequency to de-
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termine the primary error. In addition, the magnitudes are the only
quantities of interest because of the specific application (a) basically
single-frequency operation, and (b) shock spectral analysis does not
retain phase information). Under these conditions, Eq. (5.56) evaluated
atf, = 1I(27rV/-L-) yields

(ZL1 (.;,)I << R. (5.57)

Thus, the magnitude of the load impedance must be quite high at the
resonant frequency of the primary loop, as R is always small. If a single
readout device is used to read out all frequencies, its impedance must
satisfy the requirements of Eq. (5.57) over this entire frequency range.

Other than the error sources just described, there are several other
sources of error common to all electronic circuits. The stability of the
resonant frequency and damping ratios of the loop depends on the drift
characteristics of the elements and the environment in which they are
used. Noise is also added to the signal by the electronics. With rea-
sonably careful design, these errors will be minor.



Chapter 6

DIGITAL TECHNIQUES FOR ANALYZING
SHOCK DATA

6.1 Digitization of Transient Data

In performing any data analysis digitally, it is first necessary to

acquire discrete samples of the data. In most engineering applications,
the phenomenon being observed is continuous and the observations are

usually recorded in a continuous manner on some medium such as mag-

netic tape. The continuous data must then be sampled to provide the

discrete values required for digital analysis. This sampling process

is called digitization.

Digitization consists of two completely independent processes. The
first of these is defined as quantization and is the procedure whereby

one of a discrete set of-av~ailable numerical values is assigned to the

amplitude of the signal being digitized. An example of this is shown in

Fig. 6.1. At any point in time, the signal in the example will attain one of

the infinitely many values of amplitude possible in the range (0, 4).

Since only a discrete subset of amplitude values is available to the

quantizing process, say values 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, a decision must be made as

to the value 'assigned. The normal approach is simply to assign the

closest level available to the true amplitude. As an example, the true

value-at time t' of the example is approximately 3.8. It would be assigned

a value of 4. This selection procedtre introduces an error kn6wl-as

quantizing error. If the quantizer-is working properly, this error will

'have a zero-mean, uniform probability distribution with a standard

deviation of V7/12Ax, where Ax is the increment between successive

quantizing livels.

Since most, quantizing devices produce binary outputs so as to be

computer-compatible, it is sufficient to define the number of available

quantizing levels by specifying the'number of binary digits (bits) used.

If n is the number of bits available, then there will be 2" quantizing

levels. Similarly,

A 0.29A (6.1)
Ax-i, 0

121
356-558 OL - 71'- 0

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK
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5
x(t)X 4

2

0.
ti t

Fig. 6.1 Quantization of a continuous signal.

whereA is the amplitude of the signal corresponding to the maximum
quantizing level. In most digitizing systems, at least eight and as many
as 15 bits -re used so that the quantizing error is insigiiificant. How-
ever, care should be taken to utilize as much of the dynamic range of
the quantizing system as possible so as to keep the quantizing error
at a minimum.

The second process involved in digitization is called sampling. Here,
one is concerned with the rate at which samples of the data are taken.
Digitizing systems will usually supply samples at equally spaced inter-
vals of time. The sampling frequency f, is then

1
f.=- , (6.2)

where At is the time interval. As explained by the sampling theorem
[27], only frequency components in the range (0, f,12) may be detected
in the sampled data. All frequency components greater than f,12 are
folded back or aliased into the acceptable range, as shown in Fig. 6.2:

ALIASEO 6(f)
G(f)

TRUE 0(I) Fig. 6.2. Aliasing error due to insufficient

sampling rate.

fs12 f

Because of the aliasing problem, great care must be taken to see
that very little energy exists in the continuous signal beyond the alias-
ing or Nyquist frequency before digitizing. This is probably the reason
for the various rules of thumb specifying the sampling frequency to be
used as either five or ten times the highest frequency known to be con-
tained by the data.
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The only meaningful way of determining a reasonable sampling fre-
quency is to define the band-limiting properties of the data acquisition
system. Since all systems have some upper limits on the frequeneies
they will pass, it is possible to specify an appropriate sampling fre-
quency at twice this highest frequency. Unfortunately, in many prac-
tical applications it is not feasible to sample at the very high rates
usually required.

If this is the case, then the data frequency content should bc re-
duced prior to digitizing. The standard method used consists of playing
the data through an analog low-pass filter, called an anti-aliasing filter,
whose actual passband allows the retention of only the meaningful fre-
quency components while attenuating the high-frequency noise. This
procedure may not be effective when dealing with transient data be-
cause the filter will produce its own transient response as an output
when a transient is supplied as the input. This transient response may
have characteristics quite dissimilar from the original data and will
tend to ring at the filter's resonant frequency. Also, nonlinear effects
can occur. Because of these problems, one must be willing to live with a
certain amount of aliasing when performing digital analyses of shock
data. The engineer performing this type of analysis should be aware
of these potential problem areas and should be prepared to utilize his
judgment when confronted with them.

6.2 Classical Digital Fourier Transform Methods

The discrete, finite Fourier transform is defined by

X (kAf)=At .,S.t',e . (6.3)
SI,

This is simply the discrete analog of Eq. (2.44), where the continuous
variables t and f have been replaced by iAt and kAj. The natural fre-
quency spacing for the complete Fourier transform, when all possible
independent estimates are calculated, is

A' f ,(6.4)

so thatft is defined by

f, =kAt=\,k k=0, 1, 2,.. N12. (6.5)

Equation (6.3) may then be rewritten as

X" =A a xie k' = k0, 1,... N12. (6.6)
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Before the advent of fast Fourier transform (FFT) methods, two ap-
proaches were used to evaluate Eq. (6.6).

The first and simplest method used was to evaluate the defining
equation. By Euler's formula,

: M± 2'-ik . 2ik

e =cos -J sin --N- (6.7)

so that

XA =CA -jQA, (6.8)
where

CA= t x, cos --- (6.9a)
NS0

QA =At X, sin---. (6.9b)
t N

A computer programmer unfamiliar with this type of analysis would
proceed to evaluate Eq. (6.9) exactly as written. This would require the
calculation of N sines and cosines, the formation of 2V products, and
the summation of these products for each complex value of the Fourier
transform. Performed in this manner, the computer time for the com-
plete Fourier transform, ignoring all overhead items such as input-
output and initialization, is equal to (N-'12) (7%, + T,,..,), where T,. is the
time needed to calculate one value of either the sine or cosine and T,.
is the time required to perform one multiplication and one addition.
On an IBM 7094 computer, the running time for a reasonable machine
language routine would be on the order of 271N- x 10 " sec. For rea-
sonable record lengths (1,000 !N t 10,000), this procedure requires
from 5 in to 7-1/2 hr to evaluate.

It is possible to speed up this procedure by calculating the sines and
cosines recursively. This may be done by using the following formulas:

sin (0) = 0

sin (.f) = sin t" (obtained from sine subroutine)

sin (J/ + 1) Af= (2 cos AM) sin MA.Y- sin (01 - I) Af (6.10a)

cos (0) = I

cos i.kt') = cos At (obtained from cosine subroutine)

cos (411 + 1) A/'= (2 cos At') cos ,liar- cos (1 - ) Af. (6.10b)

The values of sin AJt and cos Af must be calculated by means of an
approximation, as is done in most sine-cosine subroutines. However,
each additional pair of sines anl cosines requires only two nmultiply-add
operations. The running time on an IBM 7094 computer of a machine
language routine incorporating the recursion formulas would be on the
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order of 60 N 2 x 10-6 see. For record lengths of 1000 _-N -_ 10,000, the
running time is approximately 1 < T -- 100 min.

A procedure first derived by Goertzel [28] is reported to be the most
efficient of the pre-FFT methods. This method requires the generation
of an auxiliary variable U as follows:

U 0=0

U x \-I

U, (2 cos k) x_, i=2, 3,. .. ,N-. (6.11)

Then,

2 7r,'
Ck =At (cos ;\N) U\- U -,+xo

(6.12)

Q _V ( sin N }U\_., k =0,1, ... N12.

When this procedure is used and the sines and cosines are generated
recursively, a machine language program written for the IBM 7094
will take approximately 20 N- X 10 - 6 sec of computer time. Again, for
reasonable record length (1000 -- N - 10,000) the computer time will be
in the neighborhood of 20 sec to 33 min. While this is a saving of a factor
of three in computer time over the previous method, note that the run-
ning time is still of the order N2 . For large volumes of data, computer
times of this order are generally unacceptable. The end result has
been that very little transient data have been analyzed in this manner.
Instead, transients have usually been analyzed either by inspection
of the excitation itself or by shock spectrum analysis.

6.3 Fast Fourier Transform Methods

In 1965, a paper by Cooley and Tukey [29] was published describing
a "new" method for calculating Fourier series or Fourier transforms.
The basis for this method has since been traced back to at least 1928.
Recently, considerable work on this subject has appeared in print
[30-33], and two major versions of the algorithm have been defined.
These are presently termed the Cooley-Tukey (C-T) algorithm and the
Sande-Tukey (S-T) algorithm.

The advantages of the FFT are twofold. The number of actual arith-
metic operations is reduced drastically, causing incret.ses in speed of
several orders of magnitude for reasonable record lengths. Also, be-
cause of the fewer operations performed, truncation and roundoff errors
are reduced, producing a more accurate result.
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The major restriction on the use of the FFT method is that the num-
ber of samples N be a highly composite number. That is

N= r, .r' ' 7'3 . * ?',

where r, is a non-unity factor of N. The number of complex multiply-add
operations required by the FFT method is proportional to N~r, instead
of N2. In particular, for N=211, the number of operations is approxi-
mately 2Np.

In essence, the FFT algorithms are methods for factoring the Fourier
transform of order N into a series of transforms, each of which is of
order r. This can be seen more easily from the following example:

The Fourier transform of x(t) is defined by

.V-' :al k =0, 1, N12. (6.13)
X(k) = At x,e , "" "(

A change in notation is appropriate here. Let

W=e . (6.14)

Then

X(k) = At ' x, 1Wk. (6.15)

If N=A •B, then the two indices i and k may be rewritten

i= (b+aB), time index

k= (c+ dA), frequency index, (6.16)

where

a, c=0, 1, -..
b,d=0, 1 .. .B-1.

Substituting these indices into Eq. (6.15) produces

X(c +A) x (b+ aB)lV(b+al)(Ct4I, (6.17)
6-0 a0

where the At scale factor has been omitted to simplify the equation.
Expanding the exponents of W, the following is obtained:

V(b. aft) (e d l _ b I Vb '1 A llach 1V"'1 ,B (6.18)

Also,
= a , d4)TV-118 = e B [e J:]a ,(6.19)
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because a and d are both integers and e-)", raised to any integer power

is unity. Eq. (6.17) can now be rewritten as

X(c+dA)= I7b 'A [Wbc I x(b+aB)W"c' ] . (6.20)

The inner summation is recognizable as a discrete Fourier transform
of the decimated data sequence x(b+aB) whose length is N/B =A.

Simplify the notation and let

ub(a)=x(b+aB), a=0,1, . ,A-1;b=0, 1, . . B-1. (6.21)

Define

LU I(c) = Ub(a) W "
a

,  b = 0, 1, (6.22)

B of these A-length transforms must be calculated. Define

zc(b) = Ub(C) lVbe. (6.23)

Then Eq. (6.20) may be rewritten as

" IX (c + dA )= i,(b) Ij b
d 

,  d= 0,1 ... ,B - l;c= O, 1 .... A - ,

(6.24)

which is nothing more than A Fourier transforms, each of length B.
Therefore, the original Fourier transform has been broken down into
two stages:

* Computation of B Fourier transforms of length A
• Computation of A Fourier transforms of length B.

The number of complex multiply-add operations required is as follows:

A • B-+ B .A -=AB (A +B). (6.25)

While N may be composed of any factors, either prime or nonprime,
the most efficient factors are either 2 or 4. This is because the inter-
mediate transforms will be of length 2 or 4 and the exponentials re-
quired for such transforms will have values of + 1 and - 1 or + 1, +j,
- 1, -j. This allows the replacement of complex multipli.ations by com-
plex additions and subtractions, which makes for additional time
savings. Also, the programming becomes somewhat simpler when all
the factors of N are identical.

The algorithms as described in the literature define a recursive ap-
proach in the calculation of the intermediate transform values. In
effect, the recursion process is a simple method for calculating the
(i + 1)st intermediate transform from the ith.
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The description of the recursion equations to follow will be restricted
to the power-of-two versions only. First, the time and frequency indices
i and k must be writ ten in binary notation, as

i= i,-,2P-1 + ip_22P- 2 . . . + i, = (ip-, ..... io) (6.26)

and

: k = kp_12P-I+kp-2,21-2+kp-32 P-3 ..+ k,= (kp-t ... ko),

where each component of i and k can take on only the values 0 or 1.
These indices are usually written in a positional form with the powers

of two omitted as shown by the extreme right-hand sides of the defini-
tions. As will be seen, the binary indices correspond to the actual com-
puter memory addresses of the data samples being processed.

The describing equation for the Fourier transform may now be writ-
ten in a manner analogous to Eq. (6.17) as

X(k,,- 1, k- 2 , ... , k0 ) = t t . . ~ x(i-,, - .. io)W'k . (6.27)
1o-1 f |o iA0 ip-I 0

Expanding the complex exponential Vi as before allows the factoring
of integral powers of e-J11. This can be seen most clearly by considering
the product of only the k, -I index with the complete i index:

- 1t~l~'p-1 'p-2' •I 10 j | ' p- Ip '-2 ,  + - 1
)

-1'p- ' - - I .... . (6.28)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (6.28) now contains only
integral powers of the complex exponential, since the product of k,_1
and each of the i indices is of the form 2P* 11:

j2ffiA Jh riA ________%V : = e :,=e :, e-J -" . 6.29)

Equation (6.27) may now be rewritten in recursive form. Consider the

innermost sum performed over ip, =0. 1. Using the notation A to
denote the eth intermediate transform, the innermost sum may be

written as

AI 1k0 , ip ?, i , s, ,. .....i) y X i 1..... ' (6.30)

The next stage in the recursion is obtained from the first by

A.-(ko, k , ip i ..... io) A- . (ki, i, j- , i ..... 1"Y l A 1• v : u(6.31)
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and in general,

A ,(k , k i . . .. k - , 1 - - ., io)= A t-i(k, k i . . .
0

kt-.2,,i, . . .i)W -*' - -  ) -. (6.32)

The pth application of this recursion produces the required Fourier
transform. However, the index of the transform is in reverse order,
going from the least significant to the most significant digit instead of
vice-versa. Thus, the Fourier transform values must be rearranged
before the process is completed. This rearrangement is termed a bit
reversal.

This version of the FFT is the C-T algorithm. The S-T algorithm is
similar, but the roles of th.e two indices in the exponents are inter-
changed. The relation for the S-T algorithm is

I

Ae(ko, kit .... k,,-, il, -..... io)= I A ,-(ko, k .... k -,

-+' ' . -- . (6.33)

The forms of these algorithms which are actually used for program-
ming are given below.

a. The C-T algorithm

A,(ko, k , k, -, 0, , -io) [A, _ , . . ., ki t-, .... . io)

+ A, a(ko, ki, .... , , 1, ip , , ..... i i)] t, -(A., - - (6.34)

A , (k,., k,, . k,-., 1, i,,--o. . ,)

=[A ,,- (k,, ki, k . ,-.2, 0, ill-- ..... . ,,

e-.' ak-I(,',ki, . k -. 1, ii-e-1 ..... l e -2 . .o I

b. The S-T algorithm:

A., (k., k , .. ... k4,-:, 0, i,--. . . i,,)
= (A, -1. k., k k,0. . i, -i, ... i.)

+., (k. , ..... k,-2,, 1, i,-" I (.3
(6.35)

= (A -tk,, k .... k, -2, 0, i; -- .... io)

-A (., ka. k i ri.) I
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The formulas given above show the simple patterns which may be
implemented in the programming. Two values of the intermediate
transform are calculated at one time. These two values differ in index
,y a factor of two in the (p-f)th position. If the original data were

stored in consecutive computer memory locations, then the pair of inter-
mediate transforms will appear in locations 2P -t apart. Also, the two
values are almost identical; one is a function of the sum of two pre-
vious values, while the other is the difference of these values. Because
of these patterns, the implementation of an FTT algorithm is almost
trivial.

Another item of interest is the fact that only 2N sines and cosines
are required rather than the N2 values required by earlier methods.
Because of this reduced number, it is practical to calculate each sine
and cosine independently rather than recursively. This reduces the
computational error, since roundoff and truncation errors usually
begin to show up in the later stages of recursive sine-cosine generation
techniques.

The final procedure required in most versions of the FFT is the bit
reversal to unscramble the final transforms. The reversed index may
be computed in one of two ways:

1. By maintaining a counter in which the increment is added to the
most significant digit rather than the least, as is usual. This presents
a few difficulties in the handling of carries, since the carry must be
to the right rather than to the left.

2. In a recursive manner, from the preceding value of the reversed-
bit index. To accomplish this,
(a) Search the leading digits of the preceding index for a zero. Set all

leading nonzero bits to zero.
(b) Set the first zero bit to a one. All other less significant bits maintain

their previous values.
The bit reversal can just as easily be implemented prior to transfor-

mation. The identical process may be used to scramble the time series
before the FFT algorithm is applied. The results of the transformation
will then occur in the correct order.

Several other facets of the FFT are of major interest. Since the
procedure transforms a complex sequence of data, it is necessary to
fill in the imaginary part of a time history with zeros. However, if trans-
forms of several data sequences are required, pairs of transforms moy
be obtained simultaneously by forming a complex time series composed
of two real time series as follows:

Given

x,=xUiAt) , y= y U.10,

then form

-,=x,+jy, i=0, 1 . N-1. (6.36)
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The Fourier transform of z is obtained in the usual manner and then
unscrambled to produce the two transforms

= Z +Z*_

and (6.37)
ZA--Z*-A

Y4 = 2-- , k= 0, 1, . . N12.

Limitations in FFT Methods

The basic limitations of the FFT method are twofold. First, the num-
ber of samples must be a highly composite number and, for most pres-
ently programmed versions of the FFT, a power of two. This limitation
can be overcome simply by either truncating the time history at some
convenient point or by adding zero values until the required record
length is obtained. In either case, no appreciable effects on the resultant
transform will be apparent. The padding with zeros will simply intro-
duce some additional values of the transform. These will not be statis-
tically independent, as are those values calculated at the natural
frequencies. In fact, adding zeros to the time history is a good interpola-
tion procedure, since it corresponds to the error-free (sin x)lx interpo-
lator defined by Shannon's sampling theorem [27].

The second limitation of the method is that the entire data sequence
must normally be available before the transformation can be per-
formed. Since the transform is performed in place with the intermediate
values being placed on top of preceding values, the number of samples
which may be processed is limited by the size of the computer anemory.
With binary computers, sample sizes of approximately 1/4 the computer
memory capacity may be processed. This is because binary computers
have memory sizes equal to some power of two. Since the FFT is a com-
plex transformation, two memory locations are required for each
sample of the time series, so that for N=21, 2"" actual locations are
needed. If 2" is greater than 1/4 of the total computer memory, then it
would have to be equal to at least 1/2 of the total memory, so that 21"
(the number of memory locations required) would be equal to or greater
than the total memory.

However, by a very simple procedure it is possible to compute trans-
forms of record lengths twice the size of the normal maximum. The
technique is as follows:

1. Sort the data samples into two subsets, one containing the even-
indexed points and the other the odd-indexed points.

2. Perform the FFT on each subset.
3. Combine the resultant transforms to produce the double-length

transforms.
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In eqaation form, this process is the following:

aA x:.,

(6.38)
b=x,,a, i=0, 1, .... N--I; k=0, 1, . .. , N/2-1

AA = 'a& (WV2)

S=0

(6.39)

BA= bA(W2), k=0, 1, .... N/2-1
1=0

X4 =Ax + BV.WL
(6.40)

'YA ,,=AA -BAIW ,  k=O0, 1,... N12 -1.

This procedure may be repeated to allow successive doubling of the
number of data points indefinitely. To implement this technique
efficiently, the computer used should have some random-access
auxiliary memory such as a disk or drum for intermediate storage.

6.4 Shock Spectrum Analysis Methods

Shock spectra are calculated digitally in a manner similar to the
analog procedures discussed earlier. The i esponse histories of a series
of single degree-of-freedom systems to the given excitation are calcu-
lated at specified natural frequencies and damping ratios. The peaks of
tnese response histories are detected and recorded as a function of their
natural frequencies and damping ratios to produce the shock spectrum.

However, the various procedures used in calculating the response
histories and detecting response peaks are quite different from the
analog techniques. The response history computations in present use
consist of

1. Direct numerical integration of the Duhamel integral
2. Recursive integration of the Duhaniel integral

3. Convolutional filtering by means of the single degree-of-freedom
system unit impulse response

4. Recursive filtering procedures.
All of these techniques are discussed in detail in following sections.

Digital peak detection is an area of some interest and is a major
source of error. Since the response history is sampled rather than con-
tinuous, the probability of observing thc actual maximum is remote.
Interpolation schemes of various types are in use to perform the peak
detection and evaluation. A more complete discussion of this problem
appears later in this chapter.
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6.5 Response History Computation via Integration

The initial procedure implemented digitally for computing the re-
sponse history of a single degree-of-freedom system was the numerical
integration of the Duhamel or superposition integral. As described in
Chapter 4, this procedure involves the convolution of the exciting func-
tion with the unit impulse response of a single degree-of-freedom
system. In describing this procedure, the foundation-excited form of the
system will be used. The differential equation of the motion of the mass
as derived in Chapter 4, Eq. (4.24), is then just

P(t) + 24wo,,[y (t) - x(t)] + oj,'y (t) -x (t)] = 0, (6.41)

with a general solution of

f(= ,,- /OW+7L si wt,, + L) e - -,1 sin oWdt
(t) = ,e- (cos ot + sin + 's

- . sin w,(t -)dr. (6.42)

where .o and ,, are the initial relative displacement and velocity,
respectively. If the initial conditions are zero, as they usually are in
practice, then the equation to be solved is simply

M) = - I x()e -,,-' sin (oc(t - 7)d. (6.43)

A similar equation may be derived for the relative velocity (t);
-t -fx(T)c- , coS ,1t- 7) _ sin o,,l(t-r) d.. (6.44)

which may be rewritten

(t =-f' (re-',," ' co ,~ - r)dr - 4wo,, (). (.5

Also,
(t) =-J X,,,[ 2 V' - 1 sind(tt-l)- 2  cosw,(t - r) dT. (6.46)

Similarly, this equation may be rewritten in terms of f(t).

t) = 2 . - "cos wt -rhr'-,.- 11(t). (6.47)

In any case, it may be seen that the solution of these equations requires
the integration of a damped sinusoid or cosinusoid multiplied by the
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time history of the excitation. The direct translation of these equations
into the digital domain requires only the replacement of the continuous
variable x(t) by the discrete x,=x(iAt) and of the integral by a sum-
mation. The discrete form of Eq. (6.43) may now be written as

A'0A ,o-, ,- [o,,t(i-k)]. (6.48)

The accuracy of the numerical integration performed in this manner
may leave much to be desired. In essence, the continuous excitation
X(t) is replaced by a series of rectangles of width At as shown in Fig. 6.3.
If the ratio of the sampling frequency f, to the highest frequency
component contained in the excitation fi, is sufficiently large, say -- 20,
then this integration procedure will produce negligible error in the
response history. However, such sampling frequencies increase the
computer time drastically.

x(tI)

Fig. 6.3. Numerical integration of
an excitation time history.

As an example, consider a complex shock pulse containing frequency
components of interest in the range 0 to 10 kHz. If this pulse is sampled
at 20 times the highest frequency, the sampling frequency will be
200,000 samples/sec. Typical shock pulses will usually take 10 to 100
msec (0.01 to 0.1 see) to decay. This means that as many as 20,000 data
samples might be required to define the excitation. A reasonable esti-
mate for the time required to calculate one integration step on the IBM
7094 is 540 tsec. With an average of 20,000/2= 10,000 integration steps
required for each value of the response history, this means that 5.4
see of computer time will be expended. Considering the number of
values of the response history to be calculated (typically 5 to 10 times
per cycle of the resonant frequency) and the number of natural fre-
quencies usually required to give reasonable resolution to the shock
spectrum, it is obvious that the computer time required is prohibitive.
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Techniques for speeding this computation have been implemented in
past computer programs. These include the following:

1. Recursive generation of the exponential sines and cosines. Since
the values of the excitation x(t) are normally available at equal incre-
ments of time At it is necessary to compute only initial values of the
exponential sines and cosines e -NO sin wit and e - cos wi*t and similar
values for the increment At; eA( sin coAt and e -C-,1 cos waAt. Recur-
sive relations based on the formulas for the sines and cosines of the
difference of two angles and for the difference of two exponents can be
used;

sin [w f(t, - It)] = sin wo,-| sin oat, cos co,,At - cos mt, sin (Owt (6.49)

cos &),it,-, = cos utt, cos wdAt + sin cott, sin w,,At (6.50)

e e- ui',te ."' (6.51)

Combining these formulas yields

e-cn,- sin wati-, = (e-t,ec,,Z) (sin ojt, cos o,1At - cos oat, sin WaAt)

= (e ,AI cos wAt) (e-, sin coat,)

- (eW-11 sin wAt) (e- ," cos cot). (6.52)

The first of the two factors in each term is simply the incremental value
of the exponential sine or cosine, while the second factor is the preced-
ing value of the exponential sine or cosine. Done in this manner, only
four multiplies and two adds are required to generate each term of the
single degree-of-freedom, unit-impulse response function.

2. Limiting the number of response points calculated. If only the
maximax or maximum positive and maximum negative shock spectra
are to be calculated, it is sufficient to compute the response histories
over only a few cycles of the frequencies of interest. This is because
the peak response usually occurs within 2 or 3 response cycles of the
peak excitation. To implement this limitation procedure, it is only
necessary to specify he record length to be used in the computations
as some number of periods of the natural frequencies required.

3. Limiting the number of values per response period. Another
limitation which can be made is to specify the maximum number of
response values required per cycle of the resonant frequency. It is not
usually necessary to maintain more than 8 to 10 response samples
per cycle to obtain accurate estimates of the response peaks. This
limitation is especially effective in reducing computer time in a broad-
band analysis. Because of the high-frequency data content, high
sampling rates are required. If a response were to be calculated for
each sample of the excitation, many more values of the response than
necessary would be computed for the lower and middle frequency range.
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6.6 Response History Computation via Recursion Formulas

Another procedure similar to the direct integration of the Duhamel
integral, as described in the preceding section, but much more efficient
is a recursion due to O'Hara [34]. A variant of this method is also
reported by Gertel [19].

This technique utilizes Eqs. (6.43) and (6.45) which define the relative
deflection and relative velocity of a single degree-of-freedom system as
a function of the initial relative displacement and velocity and also
of the convolution of the excitation with the system response function.
It is easily seen that if the relative displacement and velocity are known
at some time t,, where t, is later than the time of initiation of the shock,
then these values could be used as new initial values in determining
the response time history. Therefore, if the Duhamel integral can be
integrated properly over some time interval, then the response values
6(t,) and (t,) computed in this way can be used as new starting values
to continue the solution process.

In general, the exciting function is available at equally spaced inter-
vals of time. While the equal spacing is not a requirement in the recur-

sion, it does simplify both the notation and the programming of the
method.

Consider an acceleration record as shown in Fig. 6.4 in which discrete
samples are taken at the equally spaced points ti. The determination of
the response values f, and , resolves itself into one of numerically
integrating the Duhamel integral over the intervals

(to, t,1), (t,1, t,)) .. . . (tA, tK 1,) . .. . (tU_-,, tU).

To perform this numerical integration, it is necessary to determine an
analytic expression which approximates the quantity to be integrated.
This boils down to approximating the exciting function by some simple
form, since the remainder of the integrand is simply a sine or cosine.

A good approximation in most cases is that of a parabola such that

X = ao+at,+ (1.t. (6.53)

where the coefficients a,,, a,, and a, may be determined from the samples
of the excitation in the vicinity of ti. In particular, by utilizing finite
difference methods, the parabolic approximation may be written as

• S~t S,, t t,
it= + (6.54)

At 2 7~t
where

Sx,.,-x, (first forward difference)

S = S. - S , - .,. -2x,+ .,_, (second forward difference).
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Fig. 6.4. Digitized acceleration record.

Utilizingf tihe parabolic approximation of Eq. (6.5-1) for the excitingf
function, an explicit solution of tihe Duhianel integral is obtained:

f " " X(-)e - ,( 'Sill (,I(t- 7)d-

C[ (CO W') il 'A

0I I I I I-

-cos -ItI

(I j e oI(,

t h% Im t 1t.

w . Io3 o1..1 J+ .

+ig 6.4 DIgit accet,:lleraio ecor.si o . 1,)

In t Similar manner, a explicit solution for the cosine ine al

may be obtained. If these substitutions are made in the discrete forms
of Eqs. (.4.21) and (4.27), the resultant equations mity be used recur-

356-(58 OL - 71 - (0
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sively to obtain the (k+1)st values of the relative responses from the
kth values;

I, = BI A + B.A + B.-x + B,S4 + B-,S, (6.56)

=' BO& + + B+ A + B.,SA + BOS', (6.57)

where

B, = e C" 1, (cos ,At+ _ sin wtt (6.58)

B,=- ,, sin wgt (6.59)
Wid

B, = -4 ( I -B)) (6.60)

oJ;, -(- e-,, a f os______-_(1 2 c-')e"t sin wAt J(62
B, =-" Cos wA (6.61)

B=-t 1_t _ 5If -At e-c "at c(s 6.6t4)

+ (6.62 )L ojat W'21 t" 2 1 -- 1

Be, = o.B, (6.63)

B7 =fL (cos wa~t - sin dAr) (6.64)

B,, = - B-. (6.65)

B,= B 1 (6.66)

B _ 2 +e 4_coswt)
24(- - t A" e-"A"a sint w2AAtlW

(6.67)

This method has significant advantages over the numerical integra-
tion technique presented in the preceding section. First of all, computer
running time is drastically reduced. The computation required to

produce the relative deflection and velocity responses at each digitized
point of the excitation consists of ten multiply-adds or approximately
210 14sec on the IBM 7094.
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Another advantage is that both the real and the imaginary parts of
the Fourier transform may be calculated from e and when the damping
ratio has been set to zero. This can be seen by a reexamination of
Eq. (4.21) for C=0;

e(0 = o cos co,,t sin W,t - 2 (r) sin ,,, (t-T)dt. (6.68)

If o = o= 0 and the trigonometric substitution

sin (a-b)=sina cos b-cosa sin b

is made, then

w, (t) =-sin wJt () cos o,,Td7+ cos (,,t f.X(i) sin w,,rdr. (6.69)
}fl)

Taking the derivative of Eq. (6.69) yields

(t)=-cos 0)"t x(-) cos w,,7-sin wt x(r) sin W,,dr. (6.70)

If .(t) and f(t) are known for a particular time t = T,, it is now possible
to solve Eqs. (6.69) and (6.70) simultaneously to obtain the finite Fourier
transform of the exciting function over the time range t = 0, TI. To
obtain the complete range Fourier transform, it is necessary to set
Ti, equal to or greater than the time at which X(t) decays to zero.
Therefore,

L TIr) cos o(,L elr=- (TI,)) cos w,,7',- w,,fl (T,) sin w,,', (6.71)

and

f rx (r) sin w,,rdr = w,,(T,) cos w,,T 1,- f(T,)) sin w,,TI,. (6.72)

Or, in simplified notation,

Re(F(wJ,,)} =--,o.(Ti,) cos w',,-o(T,,) sin w,,T'

Im{F(,,)} w,.f(T,,) cos ,,- (7',) sin w.T',. (6.73)

A possible drawback of this method is the assumption that the para-
bolic approximation utilized is a good fit to the excitation data. If
this assumption is to hold, a sampling frequency significantly greater
than that specified by the sampling theorem is required.
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The error introduced by this method can be seen by comparing the
parabolic fits and the actual excitation as shown in Fig. 6.5, when the
sampling frequency used approximates two samples per period of
the highest data frequency.

-TRUE ACCELERATION
- --- PARABOLIC APPROXIMATION

//

z2 x, / '

0 X,

Ti

TIME

Fig. 6.5. Parabolic approximations to true acceleration for
low relative sampling rate.

6.7 Response History Computation via Filtering

Undoubtedly, the fastest method for computing the response time
history of a single degree-of-freedom system is by means of digital
filters. A filter may be defined in general terms as a process which
operates on a time history and changes the characteristics of that
history in some specified manner. The filters to be discussed here
are all of a linear nature and as such correspond to the linear systems
described in Chapter 3.

There are several ways in which a linear filter may be defined. Prob-
ably the most basic definition is through the combination of the fre-
quency response function and its inverse Fourier transform, the unit
impulse response function. That is, if a filter is specified by its frequency
response function H(f), then its unit impulse response function is
defined by
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11(t)=f 1H (f de.''fd (6.74)

With I(t) known, it is possible to generate the response of the physical
system for any given input x(t) by convolving it with h(t);

00 i h(r)x(t-i)dr. (6.75)

Nonrecursive Filters

In open-loop or nonrecursive digital filtering, this process is con-
verted to the discrete form and automated. As an example, consider
the base-excited, single degree-of-freedom system with absolute ac-
celeration for both excitation and response. The discrete frequency
response function is

1 +,2Z a f/I;,
HI,=t( A) 1- (eAf/IJ-+j2 .fj, , 1

The inverse transform is computed from

I , ± 2 .tl;,It.= hIt U t) =Ath~Iii~tA, ,1 (- (€AfJJ;, )2-+ j2Q .f.;,

i = 0, l, 2....M,, (6.77)

where 3J j.f., the Nyquist frequency. Note that the unit impulse
response function is truncated at some finite point .lbA(. The filter
weights calculated from Eq. (6.77) have the form

2-,. i WI I-C
h, e__ Sl ,, sin - '--- ta'\ 1 -

i 0, 1, 2, . . 11. (6.78)

The response of the system may then be calculated from the discrete
form of the convolution integral,

y1, 2 At . (6.79)

While this procedure is straightforward, it has a major drawback.
For lightly daml)ed systems, the unit impulse response decays slowly.
This means that many filter weights must be used in order to maintain
reasonable accuracy. In fact, it is quite likely that 50 to 100 weights
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must be used when the sampling frequency 1/At is less than 1/5 the
natural frequency of the system. The computer time required to per-
form such an analysis quickly becomes exorbitant. The filter may also
become unstable because of a computer problem known as underflow,
where the products of some of the smaller weights with the values of
the excitation are so small as to be lost out of the arithmetic register
during the summation process.

Recursive Filters

A type of filter which minimizes both of these problems is known
as a recursive or feedback filter. This type of filter utilizes past values
of the response as well as past and present values of the excitation in
calculating the present response value. The form of this type of filter is

YAK=  a,xa,+ b,y ,. (6.80)

Again, the basic procedure in utilizing such a filter requires the deriva-
tion of the filter weights a. and b. Equation (6.81)) may be rewritten

it, IlIY byA ,=y aa , (6.81)

Taking Fourier transforms of both sic es of the equation, we have

it ,r W .,,u , M,
Ylf 4 1 - 2b,,e ] = Xit) j a,e-jfst. (6.82)

The frequency response function of the filter is then

31,

H (J')_ 1-i0

= X ( fT = i t b r .%

As can be seen, both the numerator and denominator of the right-hand

side of Eq. t6.83) are polynomials in exp 1 -j2r)fAt 1. In order to define
the frequency response function, it is only necessary to determine the
roots of these polynomials. A simplification of notation from digital
control theory may be used at this point to make the polynomials more
apparent;
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Eaiz
-

1

H(f) = 1 1,, . (6.84)
1- E

This procedure and the associated operations used in solving for the
polynomial roots are usually termed z-transform theory. These roots
are called either zeros or poles, depending on whether they are roots
of the numerator or denominator. The important point to note about
this form of the frequency response function is that the polynomial
coefficients are exactly the filter weights required in order to perform
the recursive filtering operation in the time domain. These coefficients
are usually determined in one of two ways:

" By knowing the filter frequency response function and rewriting
it in terms of polynomials in exp [-j2rfat].

" By knowing the values of the zeros and poles of the filter frequency
response function and expanding them to produce the required
coefficients.

An example of each procedure will be shown as applied to different
forms of the single degree-of-freedom system.

The first example is due to Lane [351 and utilizes the acceleration
excitation-acceleration response version of the base-excited system.
Again, the differential equation of this system is

mD + cy + ky = c + kx, (6.85)

with a frequency response function

H,-i2)(.fi )+ (6.86)

By making the substitutions

s =j2r , J". - 27r*..

the filter transfer function in terms of the Laplace transform variable
s is obtained;

H(s) =24w.s + ,(
s: + 24w.s + (6.87)

The z-transform of H(s) may then be computed from the relationship

H~)=[I~s]= Bs, -z-e-, " (6.88)

where H (s) AI()ufB s), n, is the ith pole of His), and B s) is the first
derivative of B (s).
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Rewriting Eq. (6.87) in light of Eq. (6.88) produces the relationship

d{ -d-jg+c -d+jg+c (

Hg) = zd - e(dj,)At] jg[l - ze i d ,• (6.89)

where

d=~

U=Wu V--.

By means of algebraic manipulations, Eq. (6.89) may be rewritten as

2d+{ 2de-d1[("--) sin gAt-cos gAt ]} z-'

11(z)= 1+(_2e11 cos gt)z 1 + (e_,aa')z_' (6.90)

or

.Po+Piz -

1 -qlz-' -q.,z -2' (6.91)

where

po= 2Zo, = 4-r,.At (6.92)

, = 2 1 --4 -- sin [ - (oIAt V- ) -C os(UntV

-= 4. eL sin (27rfAtV T-42) - cos 2,Tf.'AtV---2 V I - ' (6.93)

q, = 2e C.11 cos w.t\/l - 4-

= 2e--*'U a1 cos 24rf,,tV- (6.94)

q2 = - e -  
- e - ', . (6.95)

A scale factor of At is usually included in the nonrecursive weights
po and p, to normalize them with respect to tie sampling rate. The
filter is applied as described in Eq. (6.96):

k IX&I+ Y (6.96)
I-0 -

As can be seen, the entire procedure requires only four multiplications
and four additions in order to generate one response value. For reason-
able record lengths (1000 -- N - 10,000), this filtering process requires
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less than 2 sec of IBM 7094 time per response h.story when input-
output time is ignored.

The second example to be discussed is due to Otnes [36]. This filter
utilizes the acceleration excitation-relative displacement response
version of the base-excited system. The differential equation is

(6.97)

The required frequency response function relates e to x(t);

1
i| H~(&)' o w* ) + j(2 oon (6.98)

Note that this function has only two poles and no zeros. Therefore, an
appropriate form for the recursive filter is

2

=aXe- _+ , , (6.99)
1=1

To determine the values of the filter coefficients, if is necessary to
express H(f) in the form

H~f) = ,.(6.100)

1 ,bie-)-"fi al(:1

This can best be done by determining the poles of Eq. (6.98), replacing
them by their discrete forms, and then taking their products to produce
the required polynomial. The poles of this system are complex and, in
fact, are conjugates. If one of the poles is defined as A,, then

A,=a+jBg
(6.101)A, = a* =+ j/

The coefficients a and A specify the placement of the poles in the complkx
plane and are usually denoted as functions of the natural circular
frequency w., and damping ratio ;

a = - Atw. = - 27T4AtJ;,

j,6 = jAt V I - 'w,, =j 2-,At V I -2f, (6.102)

where o. is the system undamped natural frequency in radians and J'.
is the same frequency in hertzes. The two poles of the system are
therefore
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A1 =j21rAtV/ 1-7 2f. - 21r tf.
(6.103)

= 27rAtf.(jViV - (6.-03)
and

A,=A*=-27rhtf(jV--42+4). (6.104)

The denominator of the frequency response function may now be
defined as a polynomial in exp [-j27rAt] as follows:

p(f) = [1-e(Ai-J2VfAIt)] [1-e(\ 2 -J2rfAt)]

= [1-e-J2r'f-t e2rf.At(VT--V-4)] [1 e -27rf ' t e-27rf11 t(1V1- +O]

= [1 - e
- 

vf,'% e-2
t Ult (e -j27ffAtV C' + e.,2,rf.,.\-1 tV )

+ e --JW.%t e-4 fU ' It]

= 1-e- 2-fUA [2 cos (2 rf At 1VT'- -2) e-2 rCf,(]1

+e-j47rV'% ( e-41rf.t). (6.105)

The coefficients of the feedback terms in the digital filter are simply

the polynomial coefficients

bi = 2e-2"Unll COS (2,;f.At Vi-- 4) (6.106)

b,2= - e -4"-% .  (6.107)

The coefficient of the nonrecursive term is simply a multiplicative

constant and may be determined by noting that at f=0 the modulus

squared of the frequency response function must equal 1/(167r 4f4).

Therefore, from Eq. (6.102)

1 a2

16 , 74f- - (1 - b -b,)2 (6.108)

or" 1 -b -b
4o a= 2  

(6.109)

This version of the single degree-of-freedom filter is slightly faster

to compute than the preceding example in that only three multiplica-
tions and three additions are required per response value. It should
be noted, however, that it is not possible to obtain the absolute accelera-
tion response with this filter. Instead, the equivalent static acceleration
must be used as the response parameter.

6.8 Peak Detection Methods

One of the major problems associated with the determination of a
shock spectrum is to define accurately the peak response from the

• .. .. . .,1 - i | u llw m~l m n 'ln | m I mn m n nu in In m nn lm m U N I I!Il tlmmlK ln U I I II H & I
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available samples of the response time history. As will be noted in the
next section, selecting the observed maximum as an estimate of the
true peak leads to bias errors, especially at the higher frequencies.
Aside from the brute-force solution of increasing the sampling fre-
quency of the response history to the point where the bias error is
reduced to an acceptable level, the only other procedure for bias error
minimization available requires the use of an interpolation formula.

Interpolation may be thought of as the determination of some well-
defined analytic function which approximates the sampled data to some
desired degree of accuracy. This analytic function may then be used
to aetermine required values which have not originally been provided.

A reasonable procedure to follow when defining the type of interpo-
lation function is to examine the process used to generate the sampled
time history. In the case of the response of a single degree-of-freedom
system, it is obvious that a sinusoid would be an appropriate interpo-
lator. Unfortunately, the use of trigonometric functions for peak
detection presents problems.

Determining the peak response consists of two separate and dis-
tinct operations. The first of these is to locate in time the relative
maxima and minima of the response history. The second operation is
the evaluation of these maxima and minima.

The usual procedure followed is to evaluate the coefficients of the
interpolating function by utilizing a set of the sampled response values
and solving the resultant linear equations. When this approach is
attempted with trigonometric functions, the equations generated are
transcendental in nature and cannot be solved explicitly for the
required coefficients.

Instead of using a sinusoid as the interpolating function, it is usually
sufficient to us! a series expansion for the sine or cosine. This immedi-
ately gives rise to polynomial interl)olation. Postulating an interpolating
polynomial yields

I'

p (t) = Y a,t'. (6.112)
1-0

Then 31+ 1 samples of the response history are required to uniquely
define the polynomial coefficients. The coelticients may be obtained by
simultaneously solving the set of equations

It

r at", k= 1, 2, 3, . 3.1. 1+ 1, (6.113)
1-0

where r, is the sampled response for the a,'s. It is ncw possible to utilize
this polynomial to both detect and evaluate all relative maxima and
minima of the response history. By differentiating the interpolating
polynomial and setting the derivative to zero, the times of relative
extrema can be detected. As an example, consider the decaying sinusoid
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y(t)=Ae-1' sin (27rft+ 0). (6.114)

For A=27, a=0.25, f=1 Hz, and 0 =7r/6, the following sampled time
history is obtained:

t y

0 13.500
0.125 25.272
0.25 21.924
0.375 6.372
0.5 -11907
0.625 -22.275
0.75 -19.359

The true absolute maximum will occur at t =0.167 and will have a value
of 26.433.

Utilizing the first three samples of the time history allows the deriva-
tion of a second degree polynomial. This polynomial has the form

=-483.84t0+ 154.656t+ 13.5. (6,115)

By taking the first derivative and setting it to zero,

- 96 .76 8t, + 154.656 = 0 (6.116)
or

t 0.1597.

The value of the relative maximum may now be determined by solving
the interpolating polynomial at t = 0.1597.

y - 4 8 3 .8 4 (0.15 9 7 )2 + 154.656 (15 97 ) t- 13 .5 (6.117)

or
P E = 25.861.

It is possible to obtain another estimate of the same extremum simply
by utilizing the three samples starting with the second value and per-
forming the same procedure.

For this particular example, an error reduction of 40 percent over the
simple selection of the observed maximum was obtained. Usual error
reduction will be in the neighborhood of 20 to 30 percent.

The degree of the interpolation polynomial is effectively limited to
five because of the need to solve explicitly the first derivative of the in-
terpolator, and it is not possible to produce a general closed-form solu-
tion for equations greater than fourth degree.
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A basic procedure for implementing this interpolator is what is
termed a moving arc. The polynomial is applied to a set of samples,
and any extreme points in the range of the samples are evaluated. Then
the polynomial is shifted one sample and again evaluated. This proce-
dure is continued until all possible sets of samples have been analyzed.
As each extreme point is determined, it is compared with the previous
point and only the largest value is retained.

For equally spaced samples and quadratic interpolation, the explicit
formulas are as follows.

Given three samples of the response history re, r1, and r2 taken at
times to, to+At and to+2At; then

to(?-ro)+ (to+ At)(r 2 -2r, + ro)
At (to+2At) (to+At) + 2to+ 5At (6.118)

r, ?I-' 0e(r2 - 2r) (2to + At)
At to[(to+2At)(to+At) +2to+5At] (6.119)

r 2 - 2r + ro
a,=to[(to+2At)(to+ At) +2to+ 5At] 610

al (6.121)t = 2a2,

,= ao + atj. +a.,t2: (6.122)

Another l)rocedure which may be used consists of somehow detecting
the intervals containing the extreme points and then interpolating for
enough additional samples in these intervals to guarantee the required
accuracy. Lane [351 suggests the use of an integrating filter to detect
the interval containing the peak response and then the use of a
seventh-degree polynomial interpolator.

If the data are properly band-limited, it would appear that the so-
called (sin .')lx function is a more appropriate interpolating function.
It may be shown [27] that if a time history has no frequency components
above 12At, then the continuous time history may be obtained from
the saml)led values by

y. ( -(kAt) " (6.123)

Note that the summation limits are infinite. In the normal situation,
these limits cover the available record length, but it is possible to
truncate the series at approximately 20 terms without appreciable
error.
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6.9 Error Analysis

The error involved in performing a digital shock spectrum analysis
may be categorized as

1. Error due to sampled excitation,
2. Error inherent in solution technique, or
3. Error due to sampled response.

The first of these classifications is basically concerned with the
aliasing problem. Since anti-aliasing analog filters can have undesirable
characteristics when the filter cutoff frequency is near the frequencies
of interest, it is suggested that, if possible, the cutoff frequency be set
to at least twice the highest frequency of interest. The excitation should
then be sampled at two times this highest frequency to avoid aliasing.
Digital low-pass filters may then be used on the digitized data to per-
form the band-limiting operation, and the data may be decimated to a
more reasonable sampling frequency.

The second category is concerned with the errors in the technique
used to calculate the response histories. Two different problem areas
are involved here. The first of these is simply the error due to sampling
the system impulse response function instead of using the continuous
function. This is usually unimportant by comparison with the other
errors. The other error source occurs in both the numerical integration
and the recursion techniques. In each case, the assumption is made
that the excitation may be well approximated by a series of straight-line
segments. The effect of this assumption is to bias the response history,
usually in a downward direction. This bias effect becomes more pro-
nounced as the excitation sampling rate is reduced and the straight
lines do a poorer job of fitting the data. This error is more noticeable
at the low frequencies where the response is highly velocity-dependent,
but the bias will occur at all frequencies.

Procedures for minimizing this type of error consist of

1. Increasing the sampling frequency to the point where the line
segments do a good job of fitting the data (usually a minimum of 10
samples/cycle of the highest data frequency), or

2. Using a nonlinear fit to the sampled data.

Intuitively, it would appear that a sine approximation to the sampled
data would be best, but the use of a transcendental function increases
the complexity of the procedure considerably. A compromise between
ease of programming and error reduction would be to use a quadratic
to only fit the data. This would introduce a second difference term (W; )

into the recursion formula and would cause a similar change in the
numerical integration procedure.

The third error category is concerned with the difficulty in determin-
ing the true response peak from the sampled response time history.
The simplest peak-detection technique is to search the response history
samples for the maximum value and assume that this maximum is the
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TRUE MAXIMUM

OBSERVED MAXIMUMR~t) /._. -_BIASi / ERROR

Fig. 6.6. Sampled response bias error.

true peak. As can be seen from Fig. 6.6, this inevitably leads to a bias
error.

In fact, as has been pointed out by Lane [35], the true peak response
may not even be in the vicinity of the observed peak. The methods for
reducing this type of error consist of either increasing the sampling
rate of the response or utilizing an interpolation formula. These pro-
cedures were discussed in Section 6.8.

Error estimates for interpolation procedures vary drastically with
the interpolating function, so no discussion of this subject will be pre-
sented. However, it is possible to provide estimates of the bias error
due to selecting the peak sampled response as an estimate of the true
peak.

If one considers the response to be a sinusoid, which it is for zero
damping, then it is possible to bound the error incurred by accepting
the observed maximum as the true peak. The greatest error occurs
when the true peak lies halfway between two samples of the response.
This can be seen from Fig. 6.7.

SMAXIMUM
BIAS ERROR

Fig. 6.7. Maximum bias error.

t

Define M as the ratio of the sampling frequency to the response
frequency;

M=.

Then the maximum percentage error is

e(%)=l00 (1-cos-!:
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100.

%ERROR /.ERROR= I0( I-COS r )

0' 1015

fs/f r

Fig. 6.8. Maximum percentage error.

A plot of this error bound appears in Fig. 6.8. This bound tends to be
quite conservative. For example, at 2 samples/cycle, the error bound is
100 percent.

A more reasonable estimate of the error may be obtained from a prob-
abilistic approach. Again, assume that the response curve is a sinusoid,

x(t) =A sin (27rf*t + ), (6.125)

where 0 is the phase angle (assumed to be random) and A is the required
peak amplitude. The observed sequence is xi, where

x=x(iAt)=A sin (27rj'ihAt+0). (6.126)

The expected value of the observed peak A will be

E cos 2-,frtdt

1 I sin 2rfit I(6.127)
t 2 r J-., (

=A sin ,r/jt
,r ;At

In other words, the bias is what is commonly termed a (sin x)lx curve
as shown in Fig. 6.9. The pereentage expected error is

e(%) = 100( 1 ,-LJn t . (6.128)

with the maximum of approximately 36 percent occurring at half the
sampling frequency.
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100
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Fig. 6.9. Expected percentage error.

The 5-percent expected error point occurs approximately at a sampling
frequency equal to six times the resonant frequency. This sampling re-
quirement is considerably less stringent than the 10 sample/cycle re-
quirement imposed by the error bound described earlier for a maximum
error of 5 percent.

34
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Chapter 7

MISCELLANEOUS TECHNIQUES

The majority of the preceding text has been devoted to describing
two specific methods for analyzing shock data: the Fourier and shock
spectral analyses. The reason for this is that these two methods are
by far the most commonly employed techniques for reducing shock
data. In this chapter, other techniques that have been used are
described.

7.1: Nonspec4raVTechniques

The process of data 'reduction is that of condensing a quantity of
data until only the important properties remain, or, in some cases,
rearranging the information. contained in the data so that the impor-
tant properties are more apparent. The key to the type of data reduction
that should beefnployed is the word "important" in the above sentence.
This is a subjective measurement. For engineering work, important
prQperties should be interpreted as meaning those properties that can
be profitably used to arrive at a solution to the engineering problem
under investigation. Since the goal of data reduction is to assist in the

.,solution of some specific problem, the data reduction technique that
should be employed is the one that is most profitable (where profita-
bility is based on a criterion or set of criteria, such as minimum cost,
minimum time to solution, etc.). Sometimes when solutions cannot be
obtained frQm a single form of data reduction, a second type will pro-
duce enough additional information to solve the problem. Nonspectral
analysis techniques are those analysis techniques whose results are
not functions of frequency. In this section five different types of non-
spectral analyses are discussed. These are single-number, velocity-
dhange, time-function decomposition, waveform integration, and
phase-plane analysis techniques.

Single-Number Analyses

The simplest data reduction that can be used is to condense a compli-
cated time history to a single number. For example, consider the
acceleration time history of a mechanical shock shown in Fig. 7.1.
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AMPLITUDE

TIME

Fig. 7.1. Shock acceleration time history.

Examples of single amplitude values that could be used are the highest
positive peak G, the highest negative peak G.,, and the maximum
peak-to-peak (G ,+ G,) acceleration. Examples of single duration meas-
urements that can be used are the time to the first zero crossing (71),
the time to the second zero crossing (7,), and in this case the total time
duration of the pulse (7, +-,.).

Whether any of these simple measurements are sufficient to solve
a l)roblem or are of absolutely no value depends on the details of the
specific problem. Clearly, when the pulse shape is fixed and only its
amplitude and/or duration varies from shock to shock, any one of the
above amplitude and/or duration measurements can be used to compare
the shocks. Perhaps the complete Fourier spectrum is defined by the
first shock; then, the ratio of the amplitude of successive shocks can
be used to scale the amplitude of the Fourier spectrum. Similarly, the
duration ratio can be used to scale the frequency.

These single properties can occasionally be used where sufficient
empirical correlation exists between them and the performance of the
system. However, there is a tacit requirement that these shocks all be
of approximately the same wave shape. The response of most mechan-
ical systems to two 10-g peak-to-peak transients will be drastically
different if one is basically a single pulse with a 1-sec duration, and the
other is a damped oscillatory type of pulse with a l-mesec overall
duration.

Simple amplitude and duration measurements can sometimes be
combined with some knowledge of the physical system to estimate
responses. For example, if it is known that the durations of the pulses
(Ti and T2 in Fig. 7.1) are quite long compared to the period of the
first resonant frequency of the physical system, then the peak response
of the system will be essentially equal to the peak of tie input. The
system sees the input almost as though it were a static input, and the
outl)ut response will look very much like the input.

If the shock is primarily a single pulse of one polarity and the dura-
tion is quite short compared to the period of the highest frequency
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passed by the physical system, these simple amplitude and duration
parameters can be used to predict the response of the system. In this
case, the time history on the output of the system will be very similar
to the weighting function of the physical system. The output response
can be estimated by multiplying the weighting function of the system
by the area under the input shock pulse.

Velocity Change Analyses

This leads to another relatively simple form of data reduction. That
is a measure of the velocity change caused by the shock. The velocity
change is a measure of the energy imparted by the shock. The physical
system is assumed to be an undamped simple mechanical oscillator;
it will oscillate continuously after the shock is removed. As the mass
of the system oscillates, there is an interchange of energy from kinetic
to potential energy. At the instant when the mass is at the position of
rest (zero relative displacement in the mechanical oscillator), the
velocity is at a maximum and all the energy is kinetic energy. As the
mass passes this position, some of the kinetic energy is transferred to
potential energy. At the point where the relative velocity of the mass
reaches zero, the mass attains its maximum deflection and all of the
energy is potential energy.

The energy imparted by the shock if the system is initially at rest is

E= (Q) mAV 2, (7.1)

where

E = the energy

m = the mass of the physical system
A'= the change in velocity caused by the shock.

Since conservation of energy is assumed, the sum of the instantaneous
kinetic and potential energies will equal the total energy imparted;

K. E. Mt + 1. E. = E (7.2)

(1.) Yn't, + 0). kx2 M = i .) mhV:,

where

hK. E. t = the instantaneous kinetic energy

P. E. t )= the instantaneous potential energy

k = the spring constant of the physical system

The maximum acceleration response can be found as follows:
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Fma
amax M

kxma (7.3)

?nl

From Eq. (7.2), the maximum deflection can be found when the poten-
tial energy is a maximum and the kinetic energy is zero;

( ) kx2;= ( ) mAV 2

(7.4)

Xmax=AV 

(7.4

Combining this result and Eq. (7.3) yields the maximum acceleration;

a,,.Ax 7 = A lW2-rf,

where

= the undamped natural frequency of the physical system.

m= A ,- A.

Thus to estimate the maximum acceleration response of a structure,
the change in velocity is calculated and this is multiplied by 21r times
the natural frequency of the mechanical system.

Since all maximax shock spectra do not increase linearly with fre.
quency, it is easy to see that this velocity change analysis does not
apply to all shocks. This technique should only be used when the period
of the natural frequency of the physical system is long compared to
the duration of the shock. Basically, the method assumes a step change
in velocity, and as the frequency of the physical system increases
relative to the duration of the shock, the actual details of the waveform
assume more importance.

Time Function )ecomposition

Another approach employed to analyze the response of physical sys-
tems to shocks consists of decomposing the time history into one or
several simple time functions. This process is fairly well defined for a
clear-cut transient such as the N-wave associated with sonic-boom
measurements. In Fig. 7.2a an N-wave is replotted from Ref. 37. This
shock time history can be synthesized by combining four simple func-
tions. These are a positive step function of amplitude A at time zero, a
linear segment starting at time zero and having slope (A.-.A)/T, a
positive step function of amplitude A2 at time T, and a linear segment
starting at time T and having a slope that is the negative of the pre-
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Fig. 7.2. Decomposition of a sonic A UOt-T)

boom N-wave, where m = (A, -

A2)/T. mt u(W-T)

(b) TIME

vious linear segment. This synthesized time history is described in Eq.
(7.6) and Fig. 7.2b;

x(t) - u(t)A + A I t + (t- T) ( A.+ ). (7.6)

where

u (t) = the unit step function.

This synthesized time history is then used as a forcing function,
or input, to the equations used to describe the response of the system.

The accuracy of this technique is primarily dependent on two factors.
The first factor is the complexity of the shock time history. The more
complicated ,he time history, the harder it is to fit simple mathematical
functions to it, and obviously, the less accurate the model of the input
will be. Figure 7.3 compares the N-wave of Fig. 7.2 to two other N-wave
measurements utilizing the same aircraft [37]. For all three of these
time histories one might use the synthesized input of 2q. (7.6). While
this leads to at reasonably accurate description of the time history
in Fig. 7.3a, it will have insufficient high-frequency content for the
time history of Fig. 7.3b, and excessive high-frequency content for the
time history in Fig. 7.3c.
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(b)

Fig. 7.3. Typical sonar boom time
histories.

(c)

The second factor is the relation of the shock duration to the lowest
resonant frequency in the physical system. The shorter the duration
of the shock relative to the period of this first resonant frequency, the
less accurate this approach becomes. Factors such as the exact phasing
between simple components become quite critical. However, this method
can lead to more accurate response calculations than the simple tech-
niques previously described in this chapter.

Waveform Integration

Another relatively simple nonspectral data reduction technique
that is used [38] is integration and double integration of the time
history. The basic idea of this technique is to rearrange the information
contained in the original data so that the important properties are
more clearly visible. Both integration and double integration are
low-pass filtering operations, so that the low frequency information is
emphasized and the high frequency information deemphasized. Inte-
gration is a 1/f low-pass operation, and double integration is a 1/fj
low-pass operation. These particular forms of low-pass filtering are
such that the filtered signals have physical significance. Starting with
an acceleration time history, integration yields a velocit;" time history
and double integration yields a displacement time history.

Figure 7.4 is reproduced from Ref. 38. In this figure an acceleration
time history, its integral, and its double integral are compared. The
velocity time history l)roved to be the most valuable in this case, as tie
increasing amplitude oscillations in the velocity record revealed the
presence of two coupled modes, very closely spaced in frequency, in
the structure.

Phase Plane Analyses

Given the time history of the input and a knowledge of the system,
the output of the system can be calculated by convolving the inlut
and the weighting function of the system as described in Chapter 3.
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Fig. 7.4. Integration and double integration of an scceleration time history.

One graphical method of evaluating the convolution integral was
illustrated in Chapter 2. Another method for graphically computing
the time history response of second order mechanical systems is the
phase-plane method [39, 40].

This method consists of approximating the input time history by
a series of contiguous step functions, projecting this approximation
onto the phase plane to form a phase-plane trajectory, and then pro-
jecting back from the phase-plane trajectory to form the output time
history.

A phase plane is a plot of the displacement of a system as a function
of its velocity divided by the undaml)ed resonant frequency of the
system. Figure 7.5 is the phase-plane plot of an undamped se nd order
system responding to a step in base displacement of amplitude xo.
Assuming that the system has zero initial conditions, the step in base
displacement causes the locus of the system response to trace a circle
of radius equal to the amount of the step around the point (x=.o,
l'/(2r J;,)=0). The time required to make one complete revolution is
rm=l/f,. The output, the absolute displacement of the mass of the
seismic system [y(t)], is found by l)rojecting the moving point on the
circle horizontally as a function of time. fhis yields the sine function
shown in Fig. 7.5.

y

AMPLITUDE
2X 0

V V I--,MEo,o1 T-- o -1
-. INPUT
- RESPONSE

Fig. 7.5. Phase-plane trajectory (undamped second order system).
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Fig. 7.6. Phase-plane plot; four-step function approximation of the input.

The absolute displacement response of the mass for a base displace-
ment input is illustrated in Fig. 7.6. Jn this case, a time history is shown
approximated by four step functions, at t=O, TI, 7'2, and T 3. Assuming
that the system is initially at rest, the first step function causus the
phase-plane trajectory to rotate in a circle about (x,, 0) with radius xi.

In time TI, it has rotated through an angle of 27rfIT. This is point
P,. At that time, the second step function causes the trajectory to rotate
in a circle about the point (x2 , 0). The radius is determined by the dis-
tance from (x,, 0) and PI. At time (TI + T.), the trajectory has moved
about this new circle an angle of 27rf,,T., to point P2 . At that time, the
third step function causes the trajectory to move in a circle about the
point (x3, 0) with a radius equal to the distance between that point and
P.,. The trajectory moves along this new circle through an angle of
27f, T3 to point P 3. At time (T, + T 2 + T3), the fourth step function oc-
curs, this is the final one and is about zero. At that time, the trajectory
moves onto a circle centered about (0, 0) with a radius equal to the dis-
tance from 0 to P3. It will continue to rotate on that circle indefinitely.
The solid lines show the complete trajectory. The time history of the
displacement response is obtained by projecting the amplitude y of
the trajectory horizontally as a function of time. Likewise the velocity,
scaled by 217f,, can be obtained by projecting the time history of the
trajectory vertically.

This technique and a modification of it called the phase-plane delta
method can also be used to calculate graphically the response of non-
linear system&. While t 'e accuracy obtainable with these methods
does not compare with that of more complex analytical procedures,
it is a very convenient method of manual analysis

7.2 Analysis of Random Transients

Up to this point, all of the analysis methods have assumed that a
single measurement is adequate to describe the shock. In this sense,
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the shocks considered are deterministic. The equation describing this
shock applies to all other measurements of the same shock. In fact, all
shock processes in nature are nonstationary random transients. An
electronic oscillator does not oscillate at the same frequency and
amplitude for all time. However, there are an enormous number of
cases where the assumption of stationarity and even that of a determin-
istic form are completely justified from a practical point of view-
the above oscillator, for instance.

Similarly, there are cases where the only justifiable form is that of
a nonstationary random transient process. An example of this is the
shock imparted to an aircraft when landing. The velocity of the air-
craft, its attitude, the runway surface conditions, the ground winds, the
weight of the aircraft at landing, and several other factors combine to
determine each individual shock. Since all of these factors are variables,
it is only reasonable to expect that the shock time histories from a
number of landings would vary widely even if the measurements were
restricted to a single aircraft and a single measuring location on that
aircraft. Analyzing these data by any of the previously described
methods results in wide variations of the data reduction results from
landing to landing. This is highly undesirable since it greatly compli-
cates, and in some cases, may even negate the application of the data
reduction results to the solution of a problem

A mathematically correct way to approach the problem is to collect
a large number of records of the shock time histories and then perform
ensemble averaging on the data. Ensemble averaging consists of sam-
pling each record at the same instant of time from a starting time in
each record (for example, the instant of touchdown could be used for
t = 0 in the above case) and computing the statistical properties at that
time. The time histories should be sampled at some sufficiently close
separation, and the ensemble averaging should be performed at each
time sample to obtain the statistical properties. Then, the joint statis-
ti ,al properties between values of this single process at different times
should be calculated.

The exact statistic-,d properties that must be measured for practical
applications depend' on two factors: the application of the results and
the composition of the data. For shock problems, the applications have
generally been tl'ose of determining the energy in the response of a
structure or of tetermining the maximum response value caused by
the shock. Whet the data have a Gaussian distribution, only the mean
and variance need be computed completely to describe the first order
(at a single instance of time) properties. (However, this is a unique
situation.)

Time-Varying Mean Square Value

The time-varying mean square value of the response can be used as
a measure of the damage potential of a shock, since the mean square
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value is related to the energy. If a linear, constant-parameter system
is assumed, the response can be calculated from the input by the con-
volution integral

= f x(I)h(t-r) d. (7.7)

The squared value of the response is

y"M= f. x(7)h(t- T)d f' x(t)hIt(t - it)du

= f' f' X (T)X(U)hIt(t -7)hIt(t- U)(d 11. (7.8)

The mean square value is computed by taking the mathematical ex-
pectation of the square of the response value;

T-'t)0 E x(T)xl00h(t-7)hlt- i)d'r du

'R x T t I t-To/ t-11(Td (7.9)
=JJR~r, u)h(t-r)h(t-u)drdu,

where

R u ) -- E [x (T)x (u)] = the nonstationary autocorrelation function.

Thus, the time-varying, mean square value of the response of a
linear system can be calculated from an arbitrary nonstationary input
if the weighting function of the system and the nonstationary auto-
correlation function of the input are known. Thus, the data reduction
problem becomes one of determining the autocorrelation function
of the inl)ut. This is a rather complicated data reduction technique.
To compute the nonstationary autocorrelation function, the value of
each record at time t, and t. must be measured. These values are multi-
plied to form a l)roduct for each record. Then an ensemble average of
the )roducts must be coml)uted. This average is computed by summing
all these products and dividing by the number of products. This is
shown in Eq. (7.10) and Fig. 7.7:

R (t,, t..) = hl X x. (7.10)

where
i = the record number.

In practice, the liniting operation is dropped in Eq. (7.10), so that an
estimate, rather than the true value of the autocorrelation, is found.
The value of N must be large if the true value is to have a high prob-
ability of being reasonably close to the estimate. (Methods of

i
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R,~t1 ,t )

Fig. 7.8. Plot of a nonstationary autocorrelation function.

This simplifies the nonstationary autocorrelation function;

RAt,, t2) = E[x(t,)x(t.)] = iA(t,)A(t 2))E[B(t,)B(t2 )]
= A(t,)A(t,)RBlt,, t.2)

=A(t,)A(t2)R(T), when B(t) is assumed stationary and er-
godic (T is the time separation, (t2 -t 1 )). (7.11)

The time-varying, mean square response of a simple second order
mechanical oscillator has been calculated for inputs with the above
type of separable nonstationarity. See Refs. 41 and 42. These references
examine the response of the mechanical oscillator to nonstationary
signals that are the product of a deterministic function and a stationary
random signal having a Gaussian distribution. The deterministic func-
tions considered were

* A step function
0 A boxcar (rectangular) function
* A decaying exponential function.

The random signals considered were
• White noise
* Bandpass filtered noise characterized by an exponential cosine

autocorrelation function.
Numerous graphs are presented to depict the variation in the time-
varying, mean square response with

• The resonant frequency of the mechanical system
e The critical damping ratio of the mechanical system
* The center frequency of the random signal
9 The bandwidth of the random signal.
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These references also demonstrated that, for correlated noise, the time-
varying, mean square response can exceed its stationary response.

Generalized Spectral Density Function

The time-varying, mean square value can also be calculated from
frequency domain information. The Fourier transform of the output
of a simple linear system is the product of the Fourier transform of
the input and the frequency response function of the system

Y1(f) = H(f)X,(f),

where

Yi(f) = the Fourier transform of the system response for the ith shock

H(f) = the frequency response function of the system

X,(f) = the Fourier transform of the ith shock.

The time history of the response to the ith shock is the inverse trans-
form of the Fourier spectrum of that response

yi(t) = F- I[Yi(f) ]

and

y(t) F -F-[Yf Q ) ]}-). (7.12)

The mean square value of the response at some time t, can be deter-
mined by taking an ensemble average of the responses at that time
(the asterisks denote complex conjugates);

PIP(t) = EI y(t)]

=E[{F [Yj')]})]

, E [fHif)Xi~l)eJ'fldff=E ll .1.1
=E ItH*(f)X*(fte-T"sldt H(f.)X,(.)e',df. (7.13)

, E(ti=[f f= H*( J',H(.t)X*( t )X.(J'- h 1')df..(t]. (7.14)

Since integration is a linear operation and the input transforms are
the only random variables, the expectation operator can be brought
inside the integral as shown below:
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q(t= H* (fl) H (fz) E [X* (f,.) X(f,)]I eJ-',f 0, df. dff,. (7.15)

The quantity E[X*(f) X(f 2,)] is known as the generalized spectral
density function ([25], p. 352). This generalized spectral density function
is the double Fourier transform of the nonstationary autocorrelation
function,

E[X(f.) X(f.)] =S.(f,,fX,) = f f'e Rt,, 2 )J2'2)dttdt 2. (7.16)

The integration in Eq. (7.15) can be slightly simplified by making
a change of variables. Let the nonstationary autocorrelation function
be defined as follows:

R,(t, t.) R,(r, t), (7.17)

where

=t- - t, and tt
2

The generalizeC spectral density function becomes

sAJ; g) =J_ Rf (, t e-r"P*')drdt. (7.18)

and the time varying response becomes (becauseT = 0 for a mean square
value)

~P(t = f H*l(f)H(g)S,(, g)c-J'ffL~dfrlg. (7.19)

Instantaneous Power Spectral Density Function

Another nonstationary spectral approach that has been used is the
instantaneous power spectra [43]. The instantaneous power spectrum
is a single Fourier transform of the nonstationary autocorrelation
function;

S,(., t) f R,(r, t)e ,-f'dr. (7.20)

The time-varying, mean square value is the integral of the instanta-
neous power spectra over all frequencies,

'l' (t) S,(l; tldJ: (7.21)
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The total energy up to time t, is found as follows:

E(t,) f f S,(J, t)dfdt. (7.22)

The time-varying and time-averaged power spectra sometimes used
for nonstationary vibration analysis [25, 441, are not very satisfactory
for computing the time-varying mean square responses of systems to
shock inputs because the results of these techniques become highly
dependent on the analog filters employed when the signals are transient.

Peak Response Values

A description of the peak response of a system to "random transients"
must be stated in probabilistic terms. Generally, tie probability of ex-
ceeding some amplitude in some fixed period of time is an item of prime
interest. Analytical techniques have not yet been developed to provide
a general solution to this problem from input data. However, there have
been a few cases studied analytically [45, 46]. There have also been a
few cases studied empirically [47-49].

In all of these studies, the system considered is a simple, second order
mechanical oscillator, and the input is assumed to be white noise
multiplied by some simple time function. Typical results from Ref.
48 are reproduced in Figs. 7.9, 7.10, and 7.11 for deterministic time
functions of a step function, a boxcar function oF duration AT. and
half-sine function of duration 2Ar. The quantity r is the ratio of the
maximum instantaneous value to the rms value of the stationary
noise. This peak-to-rms value is plotted against dimensionless time
quantities. The undamped natural frequency of the simple oscillator
is J',,. The ratio of the undamped natural frequency to the half-power
bandwidth of the oscillator is the value Q. Both 7' and Ar are time
values. The former is the elapsed time for observing the system re-
sponse to white noise. The latter is the effective time duration of the
pulsed excitation.

7.3 Other Decompositions

Although decomposition of a time history has traditionally been
performed in terms of trigonometric functions, there is no reason
why expansions cannot be expressed by other mathenlatical functions.
In l)articular, two approaches which have been used are

" Expansion in terms of orthogonal polynomials
" Expansion in terms of exponentials.

Each of these methods will be discussed in turn.

356-5S8 OL - 71-12

1A.
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Fig. 7.9. Experimental results for the peak-to-rms responbe of the mechanical oscillator

excited by stationary white noise (P3 vs fAT).
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Fig. 7.10. Ratio of peak-to-rms response of the mechanical oscillator
3 vs the dimensionless time parameter T* for stationary and pulsed

random excitation, rectangular envelope, Q = 50.
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Fig. 7.11. Ratio of the peak-to-rms response of the mechanical oscillator
vs the dimensionless time parameter T*" for stationary and pulsed random

excitation, half-sine envelope, 5 0.

Orthogonal Polynomials

Orthogonal functions are closed sets of functions for wvhich the
following relationship holds:

ha 4WO.4 (x)dx =jAm= (7.23)

where the Otx) are orthogonal over the interval (a, b). In particular,
if all A.= 1, the functions are said to be orthonorina!.

Examples of orthogonal functions tire the sines arnd cosines used in
Fourier analysis. This can be seen fromn the following relationships:

.1:sin kx sin ed=0 ,(.4
" ~ I k=e

fcos kxcos exdx =j7.k/ = ,0 (7.25)
1 127.. k = 0.

The decomposition of at time history in termis of orthogonal polynomials
is stated by
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X M)- y t)= C,*(t), (7.26)

where y(t) is an approximation to x(t),

C'= fw( t)0,(t)x(t)dt, (7.27)

and w(t) is some weighting function.
The advantages in using orthogonal polynomial expansions are

twofold. First of all, for the interval specified and a riven degree,
this type of expansion approximates the measured time history with
the minimum mean square error. In other words, for some degree M,
the expression

fb

is minimized when
I'

y (0)-2 C.,,(t). (7.28)
I -0

The other advantage in using orthogonal expansions is that each

of the functions 0(t) is independent of all others. Because of this
independence, the response of a linear system may be determined indi-
vidually for each component and then summed to define the total
response. Also, to add more components to the expansion, one need
only compute the required additional terms without recalculating all
lower order terms.

While there are many different types of orthogonal polynomials
which can be used, two appear particularly appropriate for transient

analysis oecause of their exponential weighting functions and infinite
orthogonality intervals.

The first type is the LaGuerre polynomial. In this case

w(t) = e-01 (7.29)

and the polynomial is defined by

L,(t) = e', (te "1). (7.30)

The C, used in the approximation may be determined from the
relationship

Ci.'J e "xtL,(tdt. (7.31)

.. .:.......... .. ..... .. . . . . . . ., . . . . . . _ ; .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. * * .. . . . .uW Pm r~, ~
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Then It
x(t) E C,L,(t). (7.32)

LaGuerre expansions have been investigated for certain types of
transients by Quazi [50]. He concluded that, at least for two analytical
time histories, the LaGuerre method required fewer terms than Fourier
expansions for the same accuracy.

The second type of polynomial is orthogonal over the doubly infinite
interval (- x, x). In this case, the polynomial is known as a Hermitian
polynomial. The weighting function is

w(t) = e-ala,  (7.33)

and the polynomial is defined by

d'

The coefficients of the expansion are obtained from

C,= e-"'H,(t)x(t)dt, (7.35)

and the expansion of x(t) in terms of Hit) is

It

x(t CHM(t). (7.36)
1 0

Further investigation is needed to determine the utility of these
methods as applied to shock data.

Exponential Expansion

When analyzing data which decay with time, a nattiral approach is
to assume that the excitation can be approximated by an exponential
series of the form

x( t ) - ,ebI, + a2e b,' + . + a..eb
l' (7.37)

or, equivalently
x ( t ) -( ,L', + ./I .+ . .,, (7.38)

where

Note that if b,=jfP,, then the expansion ,(-comes

x(t) - aIeff,' + ateA'll + . . + a.e JO.'" (7.39)
where

e)' = cos 13t +j sin itO (7.,40)
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This is the equivalent of fitting a Fourier series to the data at the
frequencies Pi. 0,, . f3,,. The important item to realize is that, in
general, both sets of coefficients (the a,'s and the b's) are unknown
and must be obtained from the excitation time history. A procedure
for determining these coefficients is described by Hildebrand 151] and
is called Prony's method. The method is digital in nature, so it will be
assumed that the excitation has been digitized to produce samples at
some constant time increment. Therefore,

x,=x(iAt), i=o, 1,2 .... N.

Equation (7.38) indicates that the solution for the a,'s is linear; however,
the t.i's are definitely nonlinear. Since it is difficult to determine non-
linear coefficients by normal methods, the equivalent of a transfor-
mation of variables must be made. This is performed by defining the
Ai as roots of an algebraic equation

n- a 1-a.-2 . . . - an-/- a =0, (7.41)

so that the left-hand side of the equation is identical to (tL-A)
(A-A2) ... (Ap-i,). It is now necessary to determine the values of the

! aj. This can be accomplished by solving the set of n linear equations

aOX- + a2Xn-2 +... + aOnXo =

OaIXna2Xn-1+...+Oan~i=Xn+t

atX2-2 + a2X 2n- 3 +• . . + an-Xn-I =X2n- (7.42)

Equation (7.42) as shown assumes that N= 2 n. If N > 2n, the system is
overdetermined and must be solved by least squares procedures. In
any case, the a's are used in conjunction with Eq. (7.41) in order to de-
termine the ps's. This determination will usually require some iterative
root-finding, especially if n is greater than four.

Since the defining Eq. (7.38) is linear in the a,'s, it is now only neces-
sary to solve the following set of linear equations simultaneously
to complete the procedure:

a,+a.,+. . .+a,=xo

atj-t + a-.L- +. . . + an/1-= x 1
a111.+a2+ -~ :.. +an2, = x.

a1, - t +a-_1i- +... +a,A,- = x,. (7.43)
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Again, as with the solution of Eq. (7.42) for the as's, this set may be
solved uniquely for N= n or by least squares procedures for N > n.

If the transient to be analyzed is assumed to be a set of damped sinus-
oids and cosinusoids at varying frequencies, then Eq. (7.37) may be
written as

x(t) =Ajewt sin &wd,t+A2ey t cos Wt+ . •. +A,e' kt sin 0wdkt, (7.44)

where the y are the damping factors, the Ai are the amplitudes, and
the (od, are the damped frequencies. Equation (7.37) may be solved by
Prony's method to obtain the -1i, the A1 , and wdi. To calculate the damping
ratios , and the undamped natural frequencies o,,,, it is only necessary
to rewrite Eq. (7.37) as

x(t) =Ale - 0'-,1' sin (&),,t V1 ) +Ae-4:1- cos (0),,,t %T ) +

+AAe-4'a,, sin (A,,,t VT'-[.), (7.45)

where
a1

sin (cos) wdJt

= ,, 7+y= (7.46)

1 .(7.47)

While this method does provide an analytic expression for the excita-
tion, it suffers from two basic problems. The first problem occurs because
it is possible for several different sets of coefficients to provide equally
goel results as far as approximating the time history is concerned,
espe!cially if the signal is corrupted by noise. Because of the nonlinearity
of the approximation, small changes in the data can cause significant
changes in the coefficients. The second problem is that it is difficult to
determine the number of exponentials which best approximates a given
excitation. Since this must be known prior to the analysis, it is necessary
that the engineer have a good estimate of the number of significant
components contained in the excitation before utilizing this procedure.

7.4 Extensions of the Basic Shock Spectrum Concept

The basic shock spectrum concept requires that the physical system
whose response is being computed must be accurately represented by
a second order linear oscillator. It further requires that only the maxi-
mum response value of this system need be measured. This simple
concept has been applied to a number of systems that do not meet the
above requirement. It has been used to analyze the response of certain
nonlinear systems, certain multiple degree-of-freedom systems (the
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seccnd order mechanical oscillator is frequently called a single degree-
of-freedom system), and collisions between two second order systems.
In addition, the peak probability density function of the second order
system has been computed to study the cumulative fatigue damage
potential of shocks. These variations of the fundamental shock spec-
trum concept are described in this section.

Special Normalization

Crede [52] proposes that the shock spectrum should be normalized
by dividing the maximum acceleration response by the product of the
velocity change of the shock and the undamped natural frequency
of the second order mechanical oscillator. The advantage claimed is
that it makes th spectrum relatively insensitive to the shape of the
shock. It does this by dividing the normal shock spectra by frequency,
so that the low frequency portion is emphasized and the high frequnecy
portion deemphasized. Since most shock spectra differ more at high
frequencies than at low, this reduces these differences. Normalizing
by the velocity change causes the low frequency asymptote to be unity.
This can be seen from Eq. (7.5), where the shock soectrum, for a step
change in velocity, is given by

(aIni = AV2ir t;m.

Therefore,

C- 1,

ax low frequencies where the response is not as sensitive to v aveform
details. Figure 7.12 shows the spectra of several classical pulses of
duration To i-enormalized in this , anner. Since the resultant spectra
are relatively similar, a single c-rin 'n be used in conjunction with the
velocity change to predict the peak response. Techniques for applying
this spectra are discussed in Ref. 53.

Analysis of Multiple I)egree-of-Freedm Systems

The use of shock spectrum procedures in the letermination of the
response of complex structures to a shock is fraught with controversy.
For the shock spectrum to have real meaning in terms of stresses or
loads generated in a multiple degree-of.freedom system, the resplonse
must be limited primarily to one mode. Such a situation can ('ccur only
if the exciting force contains significant energy in the vicinity of only
one of the system modal frequencies. Unfortunately, many transients
are broadband in nat"re, containing energy spread over a considerable
frequency range. This usually causes excitation of several system
modes simultaneously. As a result, the true system i,?sponse will con-
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Fig. 7.12. Shock spectrum as normalized by Crede.

sist of the algebraic sum of the responses of each of the excited modes.

The above statement assumes that no loading or feedbae'k exists in the

system.
The shock spectrum is inherently a single degree-of-freedom concept.

Furthermore, it contains information concerning only the peak response

arplitude at each of the specified system natural frequencies. No

information as to thle time of occurrence of each of the peak responses

is maintained. Finally, thle entire set of response peaks making up the

shock spectrum is computed for the same damping factor, whereas in

the usual multiple degree-f-freedom system, each system mode has a

different damping factor associated with it. Because of all these reasons,

meaningful estimates of the true system response may be obtained if

the system responds in one and only one mode.

For any multiple degree-of-freedom system, the response to an ex-

citation may be written as

where

4b'"' is the 1th systemn modal vector

ei. is the modal participation constant for mode nt

h,r) is the unit iml)ulse response function for mode n

I RANL
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f(T) is the exciting force
N is the number of system modes.

When the response is primarily in one mode (mode m), Eq. (7.48) reduces
to

R(t) =4(m) f Im(t- r)f(T)d% (7.49)

If the value of the undamped maximum shock spectrum at the fre-
quency corresponding to the mth system mode is defined as qm, max, then

qm. max= max[ fth(t -,)f(r)dr (7.50)

and, finally,

max [R(t)> mqmmax. (7.51)

In this manner the maximum response may be obtained.
In certain isolated cases where the response parameter of interest

depends strongly on only one response mode, it may be possible to ignore
the responses of other system modes and to consider the system as re-
sponding only in this mode. As an example of this, consider the following
system as described by Cronin [54].

Fig. 7.13. Simply supported beam excited
by a symmetrically applied force.

A simply supported beam of length e is excited by a forceftt) as shown

in Fig. 7.13. The required response parameter is the deflection o; the
midpoint of the beam. The symmetry of the excitation implies that only

the odd system modes will be excited. Furthermore, the modal participa-

tion constants will be proportional to 1/n, where n is the mode number.
Therefore, for n > 1,

am: l1/9a,,

implying that all modes other than the first are unimportant so that

the required response is basically a function of only the first mode, and

from Eq. (7.51),
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max[ R(t)1 =cOM " qj, max, (7.52)

where c is some constant of proportionality.
If the system responds in several modes, it is possible to obtain an

upper bound on the true response, provided that knowledge of all
excited system modes is available. This bound was derived initially by
Biot [1], and by Biot and Bisplinghoff [55] in the following form:

S

max IRi < ja.- 0n qmax, (7.53)
(;.o 1

where Ri is the response of the ith mass. While this bound gives reason-
able results for earthquakes and other transients with relatively long
decay times, it is overly conservative for the single pulse type of shock
often encountered. The accuracy of the bound also deteriorates as the
number of participating modes increases. For this reason, it is best to
restrict the number of modes used in computing the bound to only those
providing significant responses.

A less conservative bound has been obtained by Fung and Barton [56]
for the specific case where the rise time of the shock pulse is large
when compared with the half-period of the lowest system mode. In this
case, all the excited system modes will follow the excitation very closely.
As a result, the peak response of all modes will occur at about the same
time as the peak of the exciting pulse. Furthermore, they will all re-
spond in the same direction. The bound is then simply

max R, - a,, c". q,. . (7.54)

It should be evident from the above discussion that only gross in-
formation concerning the system resr.roses of complex structures may
be obtained by shock spectrum procedures. For a more accurate anal-
ysis, it is necessary to determine tne phase relationships between the
various modal responses. If all the responding modes are known, Eq.
(7.48) may be utilized to obtain the required response time history.
However, in many cases it is easier to perform the analysis in the
frequency domain. In this manner, the convolution is reduced to a
multiplication by the various modal frequency response functions.
The response time history is then obtained by taking the inverse Fourier
transform of the resultant weighted transform of the excitation.

In summary, shock spectrum techniques may be used only to obtain
conservative bounds for the system response of a cc:.iplex structure
which is responding in more than one mode. For this type of system,
Fourier spectrum techniques will generally provide much more ac-
curate results.
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Three-Dimensional Shock Spectrum

The three-dimensional shock spectrum is a method for deriving
fatigue damage information from a shock which does not cause cata-
strophic failure. For example, consider the effects of carrier landing
shocks upon the landing gear of an aircraft. In general, it is the cu.,:u-
lative fatiguing effects of many such shocks which eventually cause
the failure of the landing gear rather than a single peak situation such
as those normally analyzed by direct shock spectrum methods.

Fatigue damage analysis is usually performed by means of S-N
curves and the Miner linear rule. An S-N curve shows the typical
relation between the stress level S and the number of cycles of stress
reversal (at the stress level S) required to cause failure of the system.
The Miner linear rule utilizes this curve in determining fatigue failure
when stress reversals at differing maximum stress levels occur. For
example, a system is subjected to n, cycles at a maximum stress level of
St, n., cycles at a level of S2, etc. As shown in Fig. 7.14, then, the system
may be expected to fail if

)I-I+ L" + + .... it a> 1, (7.55)7V. N., N:, N

where the N, are the numbers of cycles required for failure at the
stress I'vels S,. To perform cumulative-fatigue failure analysis, one
must determine the number of stress reversals as a function of the
stress levels attained. The three-dimensional shock spectrum provides
this information.

s, Z

SS- 4k-- NZ W
0

(2 S3_3- N

X W

NUMBER OF CYCLES TO FAILURE (N) PEAK RESPONSE

Fig. 7 14. Typical S-N curve. Fig. 7.15. Peak response histogram.

Consider the response time histories obtained whe,- computing the
shock spectrum. If all the relative maxima are detected instead of just
the maximum value, then a histogram or bar chart showing the number
of maxima exceeding various response levels may be drawn. An ex-
amnple of such a histogram is shown in Fig. 7.15. This histogram pro-
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vides the information needed in determining fatigue damage by Eq.
(7.55) for one natural frequency only. If the histograms corresponding
to all natural frequencies of interest are computed and a three-dimen-
sional plot of peak response versus the number of exceedances and
the natural frequency is drawn, then it would appear as in Fig. 7.16.
The result is a surface usually denoted as the response surface. Its
intersection with the natural frequency plane of the peak response
corresponds to the normal shock spectrum of the system.

RESPONSE AMPLITUDE

1 '*

01

Fig. 7.16. Three-dimensional shock spectrum.
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The response surface is of more qualitative than quantitative in-
terest, since it is difficult to determine visually the number of stress
reversals at various stress levels. Because of this, the individual histo-
grams are used instead of the three-dimensional surface.

This procedure suffers from the same problem as all the response
spectrum techniques in that no information is available as to the true
system response but only the response of the assumed simple second
order system model for the system. Nevertheless, the three-dimensional
shock spectrum is a useful concept because it makes it possible to define
a laboratory shock test whose fatigue characteristics are similar to the
environmental shock. This procedure is detailed in Ref. 57.

The Proximity Spectrum

The proximity spectrum is a recent development due to Schell [58] for
extending the shock spectrum concept to certain types of damage or
failure which cannot be assessed by the usual shock spectrum pro-
cedures. This method provides an evaluation of the damage potential of
a shock on equipment where the primary cause cf failure is the inter-
action of internal components rather than the fatiguing of the system.

Two basic types of equipment are prone to this type of failui.. In
mechanical systems, the failure is due to increased contact between
components. This is evidenced usually by friction or collision between
various parts of the system. In electromagnetic systems, a change in
the proximity of components may cause changes in dielectric strength,
loss of insulation resistance, and variations in magnetic or electrostatic
field strengths.

If an item of equipment can be approximated by the model shown in
Fig. 7.17, then the proximity spectrum may provide valuable insight in
its capability to withstand shock. Note that the model consists of a pair
of single degree-of-freedom systems mounted on a common base.
Each system is independent of the other, with different masses, spring
constants, and viscous damping coefficients. As a result, when a shock
motion is applied to the left side of the base, each system will respond
differently, causing the distance between the two masses to vary as a
function of time. The (listance D is composed of a static component D,
and a dynamic component At), which is the difference between the dy-
namic displacements of the two masses. In equation terms,

D M) = Da + At), (7.56)

where

AMt =XA(t)-X,(t).

The 0(t) function is also calletl the )roximity criterion. Although the
entire time history of A is of value in determining the damage potential
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u(t) x 2(t)0)

dtZ (t)
dtz

Fig. 7.17. System model for proximity spectrum.

of a shock, the extreme values of A contain the most important informa-
tion. By calculating these extrema for varying ratios of the two natural
frequencies f, and f,, a spectrum similar to the shock spectrum is ob-
tained. This is the proximity spectrum.

To compute the proximity time history A(t), the equations of motion
of the two masses must be solved simultaneously. These equations are

reIX, + Cl,(xi - it) + k, (xi - t) =0

and (7.57)
i??2 2 +c d - it) + k, (x, -- U) 0.

Define the relative displacements of the two masses in, and m, by

81 = x 1 - u and 8& = x. - u. (7.58)

Then Eq. (7.57) becomes

), -- cA1 + k,5 - m, i(t)
and (7.59)

m +c:8 + kA8 - 4: '(t).

Replacing the in, k, and c terms by their equivalents in terms of the
natural circular frequency (wj,) and the damping factor produces

+ _2 (., + wJ,,,8, it M t

(7.60)
+ 24,.. + , = It (t),

or

(7.61)

since
A =x: -X, (X:' - u) - (xI -1u) = . (7.62)
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Then

AMt (0. - 0 . 2 (7.63)
I n. I

Note that, throughout the derivation of Eq. (7.63), it has been assumed
that both systems have identical damping factors. Schell [59] feels
that it is sufficient to perform the analysis in this manner, utilizing
values of 0.005 and 0.1 for .

The results are usually presented in a normalized manner with
the ordinate of the plot being Amax or -Amin divided by E,,72, where
r is the duration of the shock pulse and E, is the peak amplitude of the
excitation. The normalized abscissa is simply Tf., and a family of curves
for different values of -f1 is plotted on each graph. Figure 7.18 shows
the proximity spectrum for a terminal-peak sawtooth pulse. For this
particular case, the negative and positive spectra are identical, but
in general this relationship will not hold true.

Figure 7.19 [58] indicates the proximity spectrum of a square wave
pulse. For values of ,Ji below 0.9, the spectra are quite simple. Above

0.9, they exhibit peaks and valleys and sudden trend reversals. Schell
states that these reversals are due to the fact that the extrema oc-
curring during the initial pulse and those occurring (luring the residual

period display opposite trends. Therefore, a crossover point exists at
which the extrema obtained from the initial period become greater
or less than those obtained from the residual period. Since only the
largest and smallest of these extrenia are utilized in the proximity

spectrum regardless of their time of occurrence, a sudden trend reversal
occurs in the curve at this changeover point.

Schell [581 gives proximity spectra for a considerable number of theo-
retical pulse shapes, but the concept is too new to have been utilized
on measured shock pulses and real systems. As a result, it is not pos-
sible to estimate its eventual use at this time.

Nonlinear Shock Spectra

One of the fundamental assumptions in shock spectral analysis is
that the physical system can be represented by a linear second order
system. There are no truly linear systems. The practical problem usually
becomes one of assuring that the deviations from linearity are suffi-
ciently slight so that the shock spectrum technique can be validly used.

However, there are cases where the system is cleamly nonlinear, and
deviations from linearity are major rather then minor. Several of the
basic concepts of the shock spectrum have been applied to analyze
several types of nonlinearities. The basic concepts retained are that the
maximum response of a second order system is indicative of the damage
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Fig. 7.18 Undamped proximity spectrum of a terminal-peak
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Fig 7.19 Undamped proxi -' spectruniofa square-wave

excitation function.

potential of the shock, and that dnmcresplonses can be converted to
static Values.

The nonlinear shiock spectrum is obtained by repkcing one of' the
linear elements with a nonlinear one, applying the excitation, andl
computing the maximium response. Examples of the shock spectral
response to certalin p~ulses of second ord~er systems halving hlardenlilig
andl softening spring nonfinearities are contained in Refs. 60 and 61.
Ref. 62 considers the strain hardening (lead zone andl bilinear stiffness
nonlinearities.



SYMBOLS

A Constant, usually denoting amplitude or area

A~q(t) Equivalent static acceleration time history

a Constant

a. Fourier series cosine coefficient, or modal participation
constant

B Bandwidth in hertzes or spatial flux density

b Constant

b, Fourier series sine coefficient

C Capacitance

Ck Real part of the discrete Fourier transform

c Viscous damping coefficient

cn Fourier series modulus

D Distance

D. Normalized Fourier series

D.j Static distance

E Energy

Et I Mathematical expectation

E f) Fourier transform of e(t)

e(%) Expected error (percentage)

e(t) Voltage time history

F1 I Fourier transform

F- Inverse Fourier transform

Fit) Exciting or input force time history

F ,t) Daml)ing force time history

FA(t) Spring force time history

F,.(t) Inertial force time history

./i x) Function of x

187
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f Frequency in hertzes

for) Exciting force time history

J;, Undamped natural frequency in hertzes

,fr Response frequency in hertzes

Ai Sampling rate in samples/sec

Spectral density function

G1 5(f) Cross spectral density function

g Gravitational constant

g( ) Function of the term in the parentheses

H Magnetic force

H (f) Frequency response function

H(f) Gain factor (Fourier transform of ht )

H (s) Transfer function (Laplace transform of h (t))

H (z) Z-transforni of h (t)

H, Gain factor at the ith frequency

h () Unit impulse resl)onse or weighting functibn

h, Discrete unit iml)ulse response function

I (.f) Fourier transform of i (M

Iin[ ] Imaginary )art of a complex quantity

i Constant

i(t) Current time history

J Imaginary number ( \ -)

K( ) Kernel

K.E. Kinetic energy

k Constant, usually denoting spring constant

!, Inductance

Y, ] Laplace transform

'I [ ] Inverse Laplace transform

Length

M Constant, usually dlenotini Lhe ratio of sampling fre-

quency to response fre(lency

'Mass
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N Constant denoting an integer number, the number of

turns in an inductor, or the number of samples in a record

) Constant

P Linear operator

Po, PI Nonrecursive filter weights

P.E. Potential energy

Q(f) Fourier transform of q(t)

QA Imaginary part of the discrete Fourier transform

q(t) Charge time history

q, q., Recursive filter weights

R Resistance

R(t) Vector response time history

Re[ ] Real part of complex quantity

RAr. u) Nonstationary autocorrelation function

Crosscorrelation function

r" Radius

r1 , r,. etc. Roots of an equation

S(IfV,") Generalized spectral density function

SAJ, t) Instantaneous power spectral density function

s Laplace transform variable or sample standard deviation

s(f) Spectral standard deviation

s(t) Temporal standard deviation

T[ ] Linear integral transform

T Record length

t Time; independent variable of time history

u(t ) Unit step function

V(t) Pseudo velocity time history

V(s) Laplace transform of relative velocity

W Complex exponential eJ )

[- t Mean absolute value

IXfl I Fourier transform of x(t)
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X(f) Modulus of a Fourier transform

k (f) Estimate of a Fourier transform

XmVf) Measured value of a Fourier transform

X.(f) Average Fourier transform

X'(f) Fourier cosine transform

XI(f) Fourier sine transform

Xd (f) One-sided Fourier cosine transform

X,.(f) One-sided Fourier sine tran .'5rm

Xk Discrete Fourier transform

(f) Fourier series

X(s) Laplace transform of x(t)

x(t) Input, or excitation, time history

:(t) Average time history

X1 Discrete time series

Y(f) Fourier transfc -m of y(t)

Y s) Laplace trans' .rm of y(t)

y(t) Output, or response, time history

yaI Input admittance

y Reciprocal of the transfer impedance

y Output admittance

Z Impedance

Z[ ] Z.transform

Z(s) Laplace transform of f(t)

Z11 Input impedance

Z,. Reciprocal of the transfer admittanc

Z:: Output impedance

z z-transform variable

a Constant

13 Constant

Proximity criterion

Frequency interval

At Time interval
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AV Velocity change

Ax Quantizing increment

8(t) Delta function

EP Peak response error

Ef Frequency shift error

Critical damping ratio

0 Phase angle

O(f) Phase angle of a Fourier transform, or the system phase
factor

Of Phase factor at the ith frequency

A Pole of frequency response function

X, Scan rate in Hz/sec, or frequency

Permeability

Roots of an algebraic equation

(t) Relative displacement time history

(t) Relative velocity time history

,(t) Relative acceleration time history

or Real part of Laplace-transform variable

T Time delay

Tf ] Logarithmic transform

4) Phase shift

46(x) Orthogonal function

on Fourier series phase shift

01 System phase shift at the ith frequency

4)(1n) System nth modal vector

(I) Flux

Mean square value

Root mean square value

LFrequency in rad/sec

Damped natural frequency in radlsec

Wx Undamped natural frequency in rad/sec
* Complex conjugate
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Absolute motion nonstationary autocorrelation
acceleration, 71 function, 166
deflection, 71 orthogonal polynomials, 171
velocity, 71 peak response value, 169

Acceleration phase plane, 160
absolute, 71 proximity spectrum, 182
equivalent static, 72 random transients, 162
relative, 71 single number, 155

Accumulated fatigue damage, 8 specially normalized shock
Aliasing, 122 spectrum, 176
Analog three-dimensional shock

analysis, 81 spectrum, 180
computation of Fourier spectra, time-varying mean square

90 value, 163
computation of shock spectra, time-varying mean value, 66

110, 113 velocity change, 157
differential analyzers, 82 waveform integration, 160
electrical, 81 Applications of shock spectra,
passive computers, 85 78
peak detection, Ill Autocorrelation

Analogy function, .1
loop, 88 nonstationary, 166
nodal, 87 Average

Analysis techniques Fourier spectrum, 67
analog Fourier spectra, 90 time varying, 66
analog shock spectra, 110, 113 Bandpass filtering, 95, 101
digital Fourier spectra, 123, 125 direct, 101
digital shock spectra, 133, 136, heterodyne, 101

1,10 homodyne, 102
exponential expansion, 173 transient response, 108
generalized spectral density Barton, M. l., [56J 179

function, 167 Biot, 11. A.. [11 179, [17] 68,
instantaneous power spectral [551 179

density function, 168 Bispliiyoflf R. L., [55] 179
multi-degree-of-freedom shock Boxcar function, 16, 26, 6.

spectra, 176 Cascaded linear systems, 57
nonlinear shock spectrum, 18.1 Complex frequency, .17
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Convolution, 26, 39 finite filter bandwidth, 97, 108
Cooley, J. IV., [29] 125 RC averaging, 106
Cosine transform, 22 scan rate, 100
Crede, C. E., [52] 176 analog shock spectra
Cronin, D. L., [51] 178 inductor parasitics, 115
Crosscorrelation function, 40 loop loading, 118
Cross spectral density, 44 peak detection, 112
Damage potential, 7 digital
Damped shock spectrum, 74 input sampling, 150
Data peak detection, 148

types, 1 quantization, 121
transient, 4 response sampling, 150

Decomposition solution techniques, 150
spectral, 8, 61 Equivalent static acceleration, 72
time function, 158 Euler's formula, 17, 124

Deflection, Exponential expansion, 173
absolute, 71 Fast Fourier transform, 125
relative, 71 Cooley-Tukey algorithm, 125,

Deterministic data, 1 129
Differential analyzers, 82 limitations, 131
Digital analysis, 121 Sande-Tukey algorithm, 125,

classical Fourier transform 129
methods, 123 Fatigue

fast Fourier transforms, 125 failure criterion, 8
limitations in FFT methods, 131 analysis, 180
peak detection methods, 116 Finite filter bandwidth error, 87,
shock spectrum via 108

convolution, 133 Finite Fourier transforms, 25
shock spectrum via filtering, Four-coordinate nomograph, 72

1,10 Four pole parameters, 58
shock spectrum via recursion Fourier series

formulas, 136 alternate forms, 29
Digital filters (enition, 28

nonrecursive, 1,11 Fourier spectrum
resursive, 112 analog computation, 90

Digitization, 121 average, 67
Direct bandpss filtering, 101 definition, 63
Dirichlet's Conditions, 23 relation to shock spectrum, 77
Duhatnel integral, 75, 133, 136 Fourier tranforms
Electrical analogs, 81 alternate forms, 21
Electrical differential analyzer, cosine transform, 22

82 finite transform, 25
Ensemble averaging, 163 one-sided transforms, 22
Ergodic, definition of, 3 relation to Laplace
Equation, roots, 1.1, .18 transforms, 56
Error criteria sine transform, 22

analog Fourier analysis special properties, 23
detection, 105 definition, 15, 21
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inverse transform, 16 l'Hospital rule, 49

kernel, 16 Linear
Fraction of critical damping, 53 definition, 37

Frequency, complex, 47 integral transforms, 15
Frequency domain response operators, 14

calculations, 43 Loop analogy, 88

Frequency response function, 43 Loop loading error, 118
Frequency sampling, 122 Maximax shock spectrum, 73
Frequency windows, 61 Mean

Fung, Y. C., [56 179 Fourier spectra. 66
Gain factor, 43 nonstationary, 66
Generalized spectral density time-varying, 66

function, 167 Mean square value
Gertel, Al., [19] 136 nonstationary, 163
Goertzel, G. [28] 125 time-varying, 163

Goertzel's method, 125 Miner linear rule, 180

Heaviside, 0., [61 1, Multiple degree-of-freedom shock

Heaviside expansion, 11 spectra, 176
Hermitian polynomials, 173 Nodal analogy, 87

Ieterodyne filtering, 101 Nondeterministic data, 1

Hildebrand, F. B., [571 17,4 Nonlinear shock spectrum, 184
ljomodyne filtering, 102 Nonrecursive digital filters, 1,11

llomogeneity, 37 Nonstationary
Ideal system, 37 autocorrelation function, 166
Inductor parasitic errors, 115 definition, 3
Initial peak sawtooth, 17 mean square value, 163
Instantaneols power spectral mean value, 66

density function, 168 Nyquist frequency, 122
In1tegral differential equations, 34 O'Hara, G. J., [3,11 136

Integral transforms, 15 Operational calculus, 1.1
Interpolation, 1.17 Operators, 1.1
Inverse transform Ordinary spectral density function

Fourier, IV) definition, 141

Laplace, 31 Orthogonal polynomials, 171

Kernel Parallel analysis

Fourier, 16 Fourier, 110
Laplace, 31 shock spectrum, 110

Klmrkevivh, .A. A.. 1261100 Passive analog coll~ll)ter.s, 85

LaG%uerre polynomial, 172 Peak detection

lill, I). I1'., 1351 143 analog, Ill
Lalplace transform digital, 1.16

definition, 31 Peak respon.e values, 169
inverse transform, 31 Periodic data, 28, 98

kernel, 31 Phase, 17
of a derivative, 33 factor, .13
of an integral, 3.1 plane analyses, 160

relation to Fourier transform, Physical realizability, 41l

56 Poles, .18, 1.17

... ...
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Primary shock spectrum, 74 primary and residual, 74

Process, definition of, 3 proximity spectrum, 182

Prony's method, 174 relation to Fourier spectrum,

Proximity spectrum, 182 77

Pseudovelocity, 71 special normalization, 176

Quantization three-dimensional, 180

definition, 121 Sine transform, 22

error, 121 (Sine x)/x function, 17

Quazi, A. II., [501 173 interpolation, 149

Random window, 64

definition, 2 Single highest peak damage

transients, 162 criterion, 8

RC averaging, 106 Single number analysis, '55

Recursive digital filters, 1,12 Spectral decomposition, 8, 61

Relative motion Spectral window, 61, 6,4, 65

acceleration, 71 Stability, 41

deflection, 71 Stationarity, 3

velocity, 71 Superposition integral, 75, 133

Residual shock spectrum, 74 Swept analysis

Response Fourier, 90

complex frequency domain scan rate considerations, 100,

calculations, 47 106
frequency domain calculations, shock spectrum, 110

'13 Three-dimensional shock
time domain calculations, 39 spectrum, 180

Sampling Time domain respor

definition, 122 calculations, 39

frequency, 122 Time function decomposition,
Shannon's theorem, 122, 131 158

Scan rate considerations, 100, 106 rime history, definition, 2

Schell, E. HI., [581 182, 1591 184 Time-varying

Second order mechanical system, mean square value, 163

8, 11 mean value, 66

Shannon, C. K., 1271 131 Transfer function, .17

Shock, 1, .4 Transient

survival, 7 data, -I

Shock spectrum response of filters, 108

analog colmputations, 110, 113 Tuke(y. J. iW., 1291 125

al)plications, 78 Unit iml)ulse response function,

damped, 7.1 39

definition, 62, 68 Velocity

digital computations, 133, 136, absolute, 71

1.10 change analysis, 157

maximax, 73 relative, 71

maximum positi'. - and Wave integration, 160

negative, 7.1 Weighting function, 39

multiple degree of freedom, 176 z-transforms, 1.13

nonlinear, 18.4 Zeros, .18, 1,13
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